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Welcome to the campus ofthe University of South Florida St. Petersburg! Everyone on
campus is excited about your visit and they are looking forward to telling our story.
There has been tremendous change on this campus over the past several years and there
are many positive stories to tell.
This document is our initialtesponse to your questions. The hard copy is attached. An
electronic version is available on the "memory sticks" each of you will receive. The
electronic version contains live links to numerous suppmiing documents and a few links
to updated and revised USF St. Petersburg web pages.
INSTRUCTIONS:
~ Open up the directory "USFSP Responses"
~ Open up the file "Responses.doc"
~ Links to all other documents are available in the "Responses.doc" file
We have tried to be responsive to your questions and hope to resolve any outstanding
issues in the coming days.
Again, we greatly appreciate the attention to detail you have shown to our campus and it
has already led to a number of impmiant improvements.
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Core Requirements and Comprehensive Standards
Follow-Up Information
2.1

Degree-granting authority
The institution has degree-granting authority from the appropriate government agency or
aQencies.

2.2

Governing board
The institution has a governing board of at least five members that is the legal body with
specific authority over the institution. The board is an active policy-making body for the
institution and is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the financial resources of the
institution are adequate to provide a sound educational program. The board is not controlled
by a minority of board members or by organizations or interests separate from it. Neither the
presiding officer of the board nor the majority of other voting members of the board have
contractual , employment, or personal or familial financial interest in the institution.

2.3

Chief Executive Officer

Additional
Information

The institution has a chief executive officer whose primary responsibility is to the institution
and who is not the presidinQ officer of the board .
CEO TITLE. The recently developed Governing Principles for the USF System suggest that the
titles of individuals- including the Regional Chancellor- be reviewed to make them
consistent across campuses. The term "Regional" may be retained if it serves to distinguish
the CEOs at each regional campus. -' C l'li- (\ ~U bi •' -~ ") CJVLW cv>"" '-'J"d ,J-u '(~

2.4

Statement of Mission
The institution has a clearly defined and published mission statement specific to the institution
and appropriate to an institution of higher education, addressing teaching and learning and,
where applicable, research and public service.

2.5

Institutional Effectiveness

Additional
Information

The institution engages in ongoing, integrated, and institution-wide research-based planning
and evaluation processes that incorporate a systematic review of programs and services that
(a) results in continuing improvement and (b) demonstrates that the institution is effectively
accomplishing its mission.
DATA AND DECISION MAKING. There was a request for more detail regarding how data were
used to support decision making. It is important to point out that data drive all decisions on
campus and that each unit is required to support its recommendations with substantive
evidence. Three examples reported previously in our response to 2.5 will be used to further
highlight how data were used to guide the decision making process for these strategic goals.
It is also important to point out that the campus strategic plan (2003-2008) is being extensively
revised, given the enormous changes that have taken place on campus since 2002-2003.
Many of the original accountability measures were deemed as either inadequate or the
outcomes predicted were viewed as no longer appropriate. For example, we began
participating in several national surveys (e.g., NSSE) after the plan was written, providing the
campus with comparison data in important areas. Thus, some data currently being collected
and assessment of "success" changed since the plan was developed several years ago.
Strategl£. Two: Promote the intellectual, cultural, eersonal and social develoement of all
students through high-gualit'i. academic student life Qrograms. Analysis by the Office of
Institutional Research and Effectiveness of feedback from the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) which indicated a need for a broader range of services for USFSP
students (e.g., "Proving the support you need to succeed academically."). These data were
below the means of Master's degree granting institutions and the NSSE average at both the
freshman and senior levels. This assessment led to a proposal to expand student tutoring
services. The proposal included: renaming the current facility to the USF St. Petersburg
Academic Success Center; expanding the hours of operation to include evening_ and weekend
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hours; providing a wider selection of tutoring subjects, especially topics in general studies;
increasing support for graduate studies entrance exams; non-credit workshops and for-credit
courses to enhance study skills; time management and other learning strategies. The
Academic Success Center- with additional programs and staff- opened its doors in fall 2005.
We will monitor future NSSE responses to assess the effectiveness of this effort on student
responses.
Strategv Three: Shape the enrollment profile to reflect educational goals of an urban research
institution that provides a student-centered learning communitv. The outcome data suggest
that we are below our original enrollment goals, which has led to the stepped up marketing
and recruitment efforts over the past year.
Several pieces of data are used to assess our success in this area. In addition to general
enrollment data, Geographic Information Systems data (presented in our Compliance
Certification) were used to assess the feeder high schools for first-time-in-college (FTIC)
students. These data indicated that we needed to reach a larger geographic region with
Pinellas County (our home county) as well as outside of our region. In June 2004, a USF St.
Petersburg Marketing and Recruitment Plan was created (in the Compliance Certification).
Accountability measures were determined and the results to date of our recruiting efforts
alone are presented below.
RECRUITING FIRST-TIME-IN-COLLEGE (FTIC) STUDENTS

Participated in 3 (1 new) Pinellas County high school college fairs;
Participated in 16 (6 new) college fairs in Charlotte, Collier, Hillsborough, Lake, Lee,
Manatee, Marion, Orange, Pasco, Polk, Sarasota, and Seminole counties;
Participated in 12 (11 new) college fairs in other areas of Florida;
Visited Pinellas County high schools 21 (1 new) times, schools in Hillsborough,
Manatee, Sarasota 19 ( 15 new) times, and other schools in Florida 8 (8 new) times;
Participated in the National Association for College Admissions Counseling (NACAC)
College Fair in Jacksonville (new);
Campus Events:
o
Hosted the Fall open house, the ACT Fall HS Counselors' Workshop, and a breakfast
for area HS counselors,
o
Hosted 1 (1 new) high school group visit and 3 (1 new) campus activities;
Began implementation of the Hobsons Client Relationship Management software and
initiated communication with prospects (-15,000 from ACT), applicants, and admits from
Academic Advising, Admissions & Records, Financial Aid , the Colleges/programs, Student
Affairs (student life/housing), and others.
RECRUITING TRANSFER STUDENTS

Participated in 2 (0 new) community college transfer events in Pinellas county, 5 (3
new) events in Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Sarasota counties, and 12 (7 new) events
in other areas of Florida.
COMMUNITY AWARENESS

Participated in 15 (7 new) community events.
With the support of the Executive Team, this plan was presented to the Leadership Team and
ultimately received funding through the Budget Advisory Committee process. The new funding
provided two new positions for recruiters, marketing materials, movie ads, and the purchase of
a Client Relationship Manager program (Hobsons) . Success of these efforts is monitored
through a variety of mechanisms, including tracking email traffic elicited by marketing
messages (presented in the Compliance Certification). Recent comparison data on
applications were presented at the January 26, 2006 Council of Deans meeting 1) to show
progress in recruiting out of area students and 2) to suggest follow-up activities. It was
recommended that student leaders be contacted for input, and a luncheon with Student
Government Association leaders followed. The result of this meeting was a recommendation
by the students to assist recruiting by going to their home high schools to help advertise the
positive experiences they had had at USF St. Petersburg. Follow-up GIS analysis will be
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used to determine the success of regional marketing efforts.
As can be seen, we use data extensively to assess both the process of recruiting as well as
the outcomes.
Strategv Four: Enhance technology support for students, staff, and faculty. One of the
accountability measures used to assess success on this strategy was "% Technologically
Enhanced Classrooms." Although this was measured as at 80% completed in 2002-2003 in
the 2003-2008 Strategic Plan, the definition of "technologically enhanced" was problematic. It
apparently was defined as including any technology physically present in the classroom.
Many classrooms had TVs and VCRs at this time. However, today's instructors need access
to more sophisticated instructional technology (e .g., projectors, computers, DVD players).
In spring 2005, a task force was assembled (comprised of students, staff, and facu lty) to
update our assessment of the technological needs of the campus. A subgroup assessed the
classroom technology needs and submitted a proposal in August 2005. Data from the survey
indicated a need for upgrading technology in a significant number of classrooms.
The Executive Team met and supported the plan but did not anticipate sufficient new fund ing
in the budget to support the need. The Academic Deans created a funding plan using carryforward monies from each college, proportional to the student FTE, thus sharing the costs.
Approximately $225,000 was used from the three colleges to install video projection systems
in the remaining large and medium-sized classrooms across the campus along w ith upgraded
seating. Recurring funds were allocated from the Academic Affairs new request to support
maintaining these improvements. The new equipment is now installed and 100% of all"large"
(over 45 seats) and "medium" (30-44 seats) sized classrooms, and informal feedback from
faculty has been unanimously positive.
DATA-BASED MISSION REVISION. A recent example also demonstrates the ongoing use of data
to provide feedback on our mission . The results of the 2005 National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) were presented at an Academic Affairs retreat September 21 , 2005,
attended by all deans and representative faculty from the th ree Colleges. Although the data
generally suggested that we were comparable to our peers, it was of concern that areas
where we see as particular strengths - student engagement in research and
service/experiential learning courses- were not rated as highly as we would have expected.
Deans and faculty were requested to report back these data to their respective faculties for
input. The College of Arts & Sciences, for example, followed up on the find ings of the retreat
with a series of discussions which culminated in a revised vision statement for the College.
Similar processes are occurring in Education and Business and will ultimately inform the
campus strategic planning process that is currently underway.
DATA-BASED POINT OF PRIDE: The final summative question from the NSSE states- "If you
could start over again, would you go to the same institution you are now attending?" The
mean response by USF St. Petersburg seniors in 2005 was 3.46, which was statistically
higher than our selected peers, other Master's institutions and the NSSE average.

Campus Use of Data. One question involved the use of data on a campus-wide basis. The
data used to support decision making through campus decision-making process historically
have come from several different offices. The USF St. Petersburg Office of Institutional
Research and Effectiveness was established in 2003. The primary mission of the office is to
collect, analyze, synthesize, and disseminate campus-based data to support decision-making,
planning , accreditation, and grant-writing activities at the regional campus. In establishing
USF as the first university "system" in the state, the Florida Board of Governors determined
that all required board files would be submitted for the four campuses in the aggregate.
Therefore, in order to ensure the uniformity of data reported fo r the USF system and for USF
St. Petersburg, the Office of Institutional Research & Effectiveness participates in the
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systemwide collection and dissemination of data through the USF Office of Decision Support.
Official data and surveys for the USF system and all campuses are available online.
A complete listing of all data available through the Office of Decision Support is available on
the "Facts & Figures" webpage at:
http://usfweb2.usf.edu/infomarUfactsfigures.htm
lnformart is an online interactive system that includes current and historical data related to
student headcount, applications, enrollment, courses, credit hour production, and degrees:
http://usfweb2.usf.edu/infomarUinfomartapps/
Undergraduate retention and graduation rates are available at:
http:1/u s fwe b2. us f. ed u/i nfom a rUU nd erG rad Ret/Porta I.aspx
A new interactive system, eProfiles, that provides data in tabular and chart formats was
developed in 2005. The most recent data for USF St. Petersburg is available at:
http://usfweb2. us f.ed u/infomarUeprofiles/currentprofile/eProfilesU SF SP. htm
and the eProfiles for all campuses and for 2004 and 2005 are on the main Facts & Figures
link:
http://usfweb2. us f.edu/infomarUfactsfig ures. htm
The USFSP Office of Institutional Research and Effectiveness collects and analyzes other
data that are specific or unique to the campus. The office processes numerous ad hoc
requests for data and has designed several databases for internal use. For example, a grants
database provides a current record of faculty research proposal submissions and awards. The
campus records are compared to those of the USF Sponsored Research Office; this process
has resulted in corrections that increased the amount of indirect funds that were allocated to
USFSP.
In 2006, the campus is participating in the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) for
the third time and joined the NSSE Urban Consortium in 2006. The NSSE data are
disseminated across the campus. USFSP also pilot-tested the Beginning College Survey of
Student Engagement 2005-2006 , but due to the extremely low response rate, the results have
not been disseminated .
In 2004, a campus site license for online survey software was purchased to reduce the need
for manual data input. More than ten faculty and staff members have been trained to use the
software, and a wide variety of applications have been developed ranging from personnel
evaluations to individual faculty member's research programs. The IR&E director also has
designed and administered surveys using the online format including several ongoing surveys
that are providing data for the strategic planning subcommittees. A module was recently
added to enable the director to create scannable surveys.

2.6

Institution in operation
The institution is in operation and has students enrolled in degree programs.

Additional
Information

ST. PETERSBURG FUNDED COURSES. Headcount reports display the absolute, aggregated
number of individual students. The Total University level tells you the total unduplicated count
of USF students. (Each student is counted once regardless of how many courses they are
taking or how many locations they are attending .) When data are sorted by Campus, they can
be displayed three ways:

By Physical Campus: The count of students taking courses physically located on a campus
site (note: this sort always has an "Off-Campus" location in addition to actual campuses and a
student is counted at each campus attended - so, the headcount is duplicated if added
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together);
By Funding Location: The count of students taking courses funded by a campus (so, no "offcampus" counts; but, duplication still exists if campuses are added together as students may
take courses funded by multiple campuses);
By Home Campus: The count of students by their self-appointed home campus (no
duplication as a student has only one home campus regardless of where courses are taken ;
but, a student can self-appoint a campus at admissions and change that campus at each/any
enrollment).
The reference to "St. Petersburg Funded Courses" refers to courses taken on the St.
Petersburg campus regardless of the "home" campus of the student. More than 4,500
students take courses on our campus ("St. Petersburg Funded Courses") although some of
these students are officially designated as enrolled at one of the other USF campuses
(Tampa, Sarasota/Manatee, Lakeland) or at other regional colleges (e.g., St. Petersburg
College). The number of students who officially designate their campus as USF St.
Petersburg ("Home Campus") is less than that total (approximately 3,300). The confusion lies
in how student are coded, yielding different numbers depending on their designation.

2.7.1

General degree program requirements
2.7.1- The institution offers one or more degree programs based on at least 60 semester
credit hours or the equivalent at the associate level; at least 120 semester cred it hours or the
equivalent at the baccalaureate level; or at least 30 semester credit hours or the equivalent at
the post-baccalaureate, graduate, or professional level. The institution provides a written
justification and rationale for program equivalency.

2.7.2

General degree program requirements
2. 7.2 -The institution offers degree programs that embody a coherent course of study that is
compatible with its stated purpose and is based upon fields of study appropriate to higher
education.

2.7.3

Additional
Information

General degree program requirements
2.7.3- The institution requires in each undergraduate degree program the successful
completion of a general education component at the collegiate level that is (1) a substantial
component of each undergraduate degree, (2) ensures breadth of knowledge, and (3) is
based on a coherent rationale. For degree completion in associate programs, the component
constitutes a minimum of 15 semester hours or the equivalent; for baccalaureate programs, a
minimum of 30 semester hours or the equivalent. These credit hours are to be drawn from and
include at least one course from each of the following areas: humanities/fine arts;
social/behavioral sciences; and natural science/mathematics. The courses do not narrowly
focus on those skills, techniques, and procedures specific to a particular occupation or
profession. The institution provides a written justification and rationale for course equivalency.
EXIT REQUIREMENTS. It was noted that one major on campus- Graphic Design - includes an
exit requirement course (ART 4724) in its requirements. The B.F.A. Degree in Studio Art with
a concentration in Graphic Design is a limited access, upper-level program of study. Each
Fall, a maximum of 20 students are admitted to the program. These students then follow a
sequential course schedule to successfully graduate from the program.
The Program in Graphic Design does meet all Liberal Arts requirements in both General
Education and Exit categories. There are no exceptions in this program for the Liberal Arts
Requirements. There are four required courses in the prerequisites for the Program in
Graphic Design which overlap General Education Requirements. They are as follows:
ARH 2050- meets Gen. Ed. Historical Perspectives Requirement
ARH 2051 -meets Gen Ed. Historical Perspectives Requirement
MMC 3602 - meets Gen. Ed . Social Science Requirement
ART 2201 C or ART 2203C - meets Gen. Ed. Fine Arts Requirement
There is one course in the major which overlaps the Exit Major Works and Major Issues
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Requirement, ARH 3475C. This course is taken in the final semester of the program, "VISpring Semester". If you view the program track at <www.stpt.usf.edu/graph icdesign> and
click on "Program Requirements", a semester by semester listing of the courses the student is
required to take in the last two years is provided . The second Exit Major Works and Major
Issues course is listed in "IV- Spring Semester". The Exit Literature and Writing Course is
listed in "V- Fall Semester".
The summary of total program hours that appears on this web page is misleading regarding
the exit requirement. The intent is to demonstrate how program hours overlap with other
requirements and the wording should be corrected to state: General Education hours outside
the major: 24• hours
Exit Requirements outside the major: 6 .. hours
Art Requirements: 87 hours
Electives: 3 hours
We will correct the explanation below in the following manner: "•Please note that 12 hours of
General Education Requirements are satisfied by the Art School curriculum and that the
actual total number of hours in General Education remains 36 as is state mandated." and
"....Please note that 3 hours of the 9 hour Liberal Arts Exit Requirement are fulfilled by ART
4724 in the Graphic Design Major."
LANGUAGES . USF St. Petersburg offers courses in three languages, French, Spanish and
American Sign Language (ASL is accepted by Anthropology, Criminology, History, Mass
Communications, Political Science , and all programs in the College of Education as fulfilling
the language requirement.).

2.7.4

General degree program requirements
2.7.4 -The institution provides instruction for all course work required for at least one degree
program at each level at which if awards degrees. If the institution makes arrangements for
some instruction to be provided by other accredited institutions or entities through contracts or
consortia , or uses some other alternative approach to meeting this requirement, the
alternative approach must be approved by the Commission on Colleges. In all cases, the
institution demonstrates that it controls all aspects of its educational program.

2.8

Additional
Information

Numbers of faculty
The number of full-time faculty members is adequate to support the mission of the institution.
The institution has adequate faculty resources to ensure the quality and integrity of its
academic programs. In addition, upon application for candidacy, an applicant institution
demonstrates that it meets the comprehensive standard for faculty qualifications.
ADEQUACY OF FULL-TIME FACULTY. A report on the number of faculty (full and part time) for
Spring 2005 (the most recent data with SCH) is provided in a separate document. This report
presents the number of faculty across the campus, in each academic college and by
discipline. It also provides an analysis (reprinted below) of student credit hour production by
full/part time faculty and by undergraduate and graduate courses.

Number of Student Credit Hours by Faculty Type by Campus
Spring 2005
Level

Undergraduate
Gradu ate

Full-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Full-time

Part-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Part-time

Total

20,696
2,484

69%
83%

9,18 7
502

31%
17%

29,883
2,986
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Number of Student Credit Hours by Faculty Type by College of Arts and
Sciences
Spring 2005
Level

Undergraduate
Graduate

Full-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Full-time

Pa rt-time
Facu lty
SCH

Percent
Part-time

Total

9,063
470

59%
73%

6,280
176

4 1%
27%

15,343
646

Number of Student Credit Hours by Faculty Type by College of Business
Spring 2005
Level

Undergraduate
Graduate

Full-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Full-time

Part-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Part-time

Total

8,158
424

83%
65%

1,638
233

17%
35%

9,796
657

Number of Student Credit Hours by Faculty Type by College of
Education
Spring 2005
Level

Undergraduate
Graduate

Full-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Full-time

Part-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Part-t ime

Total

3,189
1,590

73%
94%

1,188
93

27%
6%

4,377
1,683

These numbers compare well with other state universities, including USF Tampa- where, for
example, only 63% of undergraduate SCH is produced by full-time faculty.
Specific mention was made about the number of faculty in English, Mathematics, Sociology,
and World Language Education .
ENGLISH. There is currently an active search underway to fill two new faculty positions in this
program .
MATHEMATICS. There are also searches underway in Mathematics to fill two new faculty
positions.
SOCIOLOGY. Although there are no faculty separately identified in Sociology, our
Criminology faculty are sociologists, and teach criminology from a sociolog ical perspective.
We hire part time faculty to teach other Sociology courses, although we do not offer a major in
this area.
WORLD LANGUAGE EDUCATION. There are two full time faculty in World Language Education.
We hire several additional part time faculty each year to supplement instruction. To date, this
appears to be sufficient for the needs of this campus since 1) we do not yet offer majors in
languages and 2) many students either place out of the language requirement or use ASL.
Language placement/competency exams are offered in French and Spanish on St.
Petersburg campus. Others are offered on Tampa campus. Approximately 30 students per
academic year take the competency test in Spanish, 4 in French. Demonstrating competency
in a foreiqn lanquaqe two semesters of a beqinninq colleqe-level fore iqn lanquaqe or one
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semester of a higher-level course with a grade of "C" or above, or demonstrate equivalent
competency by an examination.
An analysis of demand in languages classes follows.
Beginning classes for competency in French or Spanish, with labs
Fall2004
FRE 1120
sections
1
seats /cap
22
enrollment
17

Spring 2005 Summer 2005 Fall2005
1
22
11

1
22
13

1
22
20

Spring 2006
2
44
24

FRE1121
Sections
Seats/cap
Enrollment

1
22
6

1
22
9

0

1
22
15

1
22
11

SPN 1120
Sections
Seats/cap
Enrollment

3
66
64

4
88
83

1
22
24

4
88
87

5
110
87

SPN 1121
Sections
Seats/cap
Enrollment

2
44
44

3
66
53

2
44
58

3
66
64

4
88
75

SPN 1120-21
(telecourses)
Enrollment

17

24

0

44

31

4

2

4

5

Part time Faculty

4

Second-level classes offered for competency in foreign language:
Spring 2005
Fall2005
Fall2004
Summer 2005
SPN 2200
Seats
Enrollment

20
12

20
5

0

20
9

Spring 2006

20
15

American Sign Language courses applicable for competency in foreign language.
Accepted by Anthropology, Criminology, History, Mass Communications, Political Science, and all
programs in the College of Education .
Fall2004
Spring 2005
Summer 2005
Fall2005
Spring 2006
SPA 3612
Sections
Seats
Enrollment

2
50
48

2
50
52

1
25
23

2
50
48

2
50
41

SPA 4613
Sections
Seats
Enrollment

2
50
34

2
50
43

1
25
25

3
75
49

2
50
39

Part time Faculty 2

2

2

2

TOTAL

9

ENROLLMENT 242

280

143

336

323

This analysis suggests that there is no unmet demand in the World Language Education classes at this
time.
ACADEMIC ADVISING. A concern was raised regarding the number of academic advisors

relative to USFSP's student population . The ratio cited ("less than 1/600") is based on
"duplicated head count" (approx. 4,600) divided by the number of fu ll time advisors (8) which
equals a 1/575 rough ratio. This duplicated head count serves as an excellent point of
reference for establishing the student to teaching faculty ratio, because this number includes
those students who are coded to other campuses (e.g., USF Tampa, USF Sarasota/Manatee,
USF Lakeland) and to majors that are not offered at USFSP but are enrolled in our courses.
USFSP advisors do not advise students who are coded to majors we do not offer and/or are
coded to campuses other than USFSP. The more accurate head count number for
establishing the studenVadvisor ratio is obtained by looking at underg raduate students coded
to the USFSP campus. The 4,600 number listed above also includes graduate and non
degree seeking students.
Separating out undergraduate students coded to USFSP (which is the true population served
by USFSP's Advising Office), yields a rounded total of 2800 students. Dividing this number by
the total number of full time advisors, we more accurately demonstrate our student to advisor
ratio of 1/350. If we then add in non degree seeking students (many of these are advised by
our professional advisors), we would add approximately 200 to the 2800 undergraduates.
Using this final number yields a 1/375 ratio. This figure is well under the NACADA (National
Academic Advising Association) recommendation of maintaining under 1/500 depending on
the program and level of the student.
HONORS ADVISING. Undergraduate Academic Advisors from the Advising Center are one of
the first points of contact for newly admitted USFSP students. At the mandatory freshman or
transfer advising session, all new students who meet criteria for the University Honors
Program are encouraged to meet with an Honors Advisor and see what the program has to
offer. The Center Advisors provide students with assistance on their General Education,
university, and major requirements.

In addition, Center Advisors show students how their Honors Program courses meet certain
mandatory General Education and Gordon Rule (Writing) Requirements. Center Advisors
work with the application of Advanced Placement (AP), International Baccalaureate (1 8), and
Dual Enrollment credit. Center Advisors provide upper level Honors students with information
regarding the application of their Honors courses toward their Liberal Arts Exit Requirement.
This serves to provide students with a comprehensive picture of how their major and their
Honors Program are both part and parcel of the integrative learning approach at the University
of South Florida St. Petersburg.
Students who enroll in the University Honors Program receive highly personalized academic
advising regarding Honors curriculum and coursework. The director of the Honors program
maintains an open-door policy for students to discuss any aspect of the program. Twice a year
the director reviews the status of each student in the program to assess the student's
progress and to address any academic problems or potential problems. Honors students are
then pre-permitted to take the next course in the Honors sequence. Prior to the registration
period, each student is contacted by the director with detailed instructions on Honors
registration.
Students in the program receive intensive Honors advising during the senior year, when
students typically complete the six-credit-hour Honors thesis. The director meets with all
thesis students at the beginning of the Fall and Spring semesters to advise them on thesis
expectations and procedures as well as research and writing . The director reviews each thesis
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prospectus and advises students on how to strengthen their projects. The director remains in
frequent contact with thesis students throughout the semester. Students also work closely with
their individual thesis directors, who advise them on substantive and discipline-specific issues
regarding the student's thesis.

2.9

Additional
Information

Library, other learning and information resources
The institution, through ownership or formal arrangements or agreements, provides and
supports student and faculty access and user privileges to adequate library collections as well
as to other learning/information resources consistent with the degrees offered. These
collections and resources are sufficient to support all its educational, research, and public
service programs.
The Nelson Poynter Memorial Library print collection on June 30, 2005, consisted of 214,421
volumes; 708 periodical and serial subscriptions, and 913, 711 microform units. 2406 net
volumes were added in 2004/05, a figure that significantly undercounts the number of books
acquired due to substantial processing delays in acquisitions and cataloging due to USF's
conversion to a new library management system.
In addition, students and faculty have access to additional electronic resources cooperatively
purchased by all USF libraries, including 19,500 electronic journals, 375 databases and
electronic reference sources and 147, 943 e-books according to statistics reported at the end
of FY2004/05.
Based on a comparison of peer group libraries based on their 2002 IPEDS (latest available),
USF SP's library collection, not counting other USF resources, compared favorably when print
volumes per FTE were calculated:
USF St. Petersburg
Florida Gulf Coast
Coastal Carolina
Houston Clear Lake

90.29
41 .05
39.94
90 .29

In addition to quantitative indicators, various qualitative measures indicate the relevance of
the library collection to the campus curriculum . Poynter Library utilizes a slips-only approval
plan with library vendor YBP, closely based on the needs of the curriculum and enrollment
patterns. The approval plan profile is reviewed and altered as changes have been made to
the campus curriculum , for instance materials in graphic arts and art history were added and
resources in mathematics and the environmental sciences were added to supplement the
marine science titles that the library had regularly obtained since the beginning of the campus.
Each year, statistics of total new acquisitions by call number are examined to determine that
the collection is growing in accord with campus programs and enrollment distributions. The
newly-obtained Worldcat collection assessment package will allow for far more detailed
collection analysis by subject area to supplement the main Library of Congress classification
analysis that had been available through the library OPAC. Interlibrary loan data is also
examined, and journals approaching the copyright limit are carefully considered for new library
acquisitions.
In 2003/04, USF SP faculty members were invited to submit requests for desirable periodicals
that were lacking in their fields, a process that is repeated annually as the library materials
budget allows, and suggestions for monograph and media purchases are always encouraged .
Choice Magazine, perhaps the most influential review publication for academic libraries, is
regularly consulted by subject liaisons, and Choice's books of the year selections are
searched annually as an additional check on collection quality. Library materials in new
program areas receive special analysis. Written reports were requested by Graphic Design
faculty and by journalism faculty for accreditation purposes, and more informal collection
analysis was done by subject librarians in math, environmental sciences, art history, rhetoric
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and composition, and social responsibility and corporate ethics, and relevant journals and
monographs were identified and acquired. The perspectives of new faculty are valued, and
funding is reserved for their unique requests when new hires are made. Librarians encourage
students and faculty to submit requests at any time through the electronic "suggestion box"
available on the Poynter Library home page.
Perhaps one of the most meaningful indexes of collection quality is based on use. In the
IPEDS peer institution comparison noted above, the following statistics of circulation per FTE
were noted:

USF St. Petersburg
Gulf Coast
Coastal Carolina
Houston Clear Lake

2.10

21.20
8.78
NA
22.06

Student support programs and service
The institution provides student support programs, services, and activities consistent with its
mission that promote student learninQ and enhance the development of its students.

2.11

Financial stability
The institution has a sound financial base and demonstrated financial stability, and adequate
physical resources to support the mission of the institution and the scope of its programs and
services.
The member institution provides the following financial statements: (a) an institutional audit (or
Standard Review Report issued in accordance with Statements on Standards for Accounting
and Review Services issued by the AICPA for those institutions audited as part of a
systemwide or statewide audit) and written institutional management letter for the most recent
fiscal year prepared by an independent certified public accountant and/or an appropriate
governmental auditing agency employing the appropriate audit (or Standard Review Report)
guide; (b) a statement of financial position of unrestricted net assets, exclusive of plant assets
and plant-related debt, which represents the change in unrestricted net assets attributable to
operations for the most recent year; and, (c) an annual budget that is preceded by sound
planning, is subject to sound fiscal procedures, and is approved by the governing board.

Additional
Information

Audit requirements for applicant institutions may be found in the Commission policy entitled
"Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION. The financial audit for FY 2005 is now available and included. In
addition, campus budQets from 2003-2004, 2004-2005 and 2005-2006 are also included .

2.12

Quality Enhancement Plan
The institution has developed an acceptable Quality Enhancement Plan and demonstrates
that the plan is part of an ongoing planning and evaluation process. (Quality Enhancement
Plan). (Not applicable for the Compliance Certification submitted by institutions.)

3.1.1

Comprehensive statement of mission
The institution has a clear and comprehensive mission statement that guides it; is approved
by the governing board; is periodically reviewed by the board; and is communicated to the
institution's constituencies.

3.2.1

Selection of chief executive officer

Additional
Information

The governing board of the institution is responsible for the selection and the evaluation of the
chief executive officer.
CEO EVALUATION. It was recommended that the USFSP Campus Board play a formal
consultative role in the annual evaluation of the CEO. The Regional Chancellor will address
this issue with both the Campus Board and the Board of Trustees and request their
recommendations . .

3.2.2.1

Legal authority and operating control -mission
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The legal authority and operating control of the institution are clearly defined for the
institution's mission

3.2.2.2

Legal authority and operating control -fiscal stability
The legal authority and operating control of the institution are clearly defined for the fiscal
stability of the institution

3.2.2.3

Legal authority and operating control - policies, e.g., auxiliary services
The legal authority and operating control of the institution are clearly defined for institutional
policy, including policies concerning related and affiliated corporate entities and all auxiliary
services

3.2.2.4

Legal authority and operating control- related foundations, etc

Additional
Information

The legal authority and operating control of the institution are clearly defined for related
foundations (athletic, research, etc.) and other corporate entities whose primary purpose is to
support the institution and/or its programs.
DIRECT-SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS. There was a request for a definition of "direct-support
organizations." University "direct-support organization" means an organization which is:
A Florida corporation not for profit incorporated under the provisions of chapter 617 and
approved by the Department of State.
Organized and operated exclusively to receive, hold, invest, and administer property and to
make expenditures to or for the benefit of a state university in Florida or for the benefit of a
research and development park or research and development authority affiliated with a state
university and organized under part V of chapter 159.
An organization that a state university board of trustees, after review, has certified to be
operating in a manner consistent with the goals of the university and in the best interest of the
state. Any organization that is denied certification by the board of trustees shall not use the
name of the university that it serves.
Direct-support organizations for USF St. Petersburg include the USF Foundation, the USF
Research Foundation, Inc. and the USF Alumni Association.
The USF Foundation, Inc., shall be the conduit for any "Direct Support Organization" through
which all donations, gifts, or other bequests to the organization shall be channeled in
accordance with all existing USF Foundation policies and procedures. Exceptions to this
procedure will be authorized only with the specific written approval of the USF System
President.

3.2.3

Governing Board, conflict of interest
The board has a policy addressing conflict of interest for its members.

3.2.4

Governing Board, undue influence

Additional
Information

The governing board is free from undue influence from political, religious, or other external
bodies, and protects the institution from such influence.
APPOINTMENT AND COMPOSITION OF THE CAMPUS BOARD. The University Board of Trustees
shall appoint members to the Campus Board from recommendations of the President.
Consonant with the State Constitution, members shall hold no other State office. Members
shall be appointed for staggered 4-year terms as follows: Initially there are:
2 Members appointed for 4 years
1 Member appointed for 3 years
1 Member appointed for 2 years
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Members may be reappointed for additional terms not to exceed eight (8) years of service.
In addition, a member of the University Board of Trustees shall serve as provided below.
If a resident of Pinellas County is appointed to the University Board of Trustees, the University
Board of Trustees shall appoint that member to serve jointly as a member of the Campus
Board. If more than one Pinellas County resident is appointed to the University Board of
Trustees, the University Board of Trustees shall select one joint member.

3.2.5

Governing Board, dismissal
Members of the governing board can be dismissed only for cause and by due process.

3.2.6

Additional
Information

Governing Board, distinction of duties
There is a clear and appropriate distinction, in writing and practice, between the policy-making
functions of the governing board and the responsibility of the administration and faculty to
administer and implement policy.
FACULTY AND ACADEMIC POLICIES. USF St. Petersburg Policy 0-001 -Issuance of Policies and
Procedures, Part C. Academic Affairs states;
This area includes academic policies and procedures with University-wide application. Such
policies and procedures will normally be promulgated by the ProvosUExecutive Vice President
for Academic Affairs. The President may also delegate the authority to issue Academic Affairs
policies and procedures to other academic officials.
In February of 2004, the USF President signed a Memorandum of Delegation assigning a
broad range of academic and administrative responsibilities at USF St. Petersburg to the
campus chief executive officer whose title was changed to Regional Cha ncellor. The
President delegated her authority to:
•
Award degrees earned at USF St. Petersburg carrying the institutional designation,
'USF St. Petersburg'
•
Assign unique codes in the Student Information System
•
Make undergraduate and graduate admissions decisions
•
Advise and certify USF St. Petersburg students for graduation
•
Provide unique student registration and records processes
•
Approve new courses and make curricular changes at USF St. Petersburg
•
Process and support sabbatical leaves
•
Administer USF St. Petersburg international programs
•
Recommend USF St. Petersburg faculty tenure and rank promotions to the USF
President
Maintain control over local hiring of personnel and contracting fu nctions
•
•
Create and promulgate campus policies and procedures in concordance with USF
system-wide policies and procedures
The Regional Chancellor delegates the authority to issue Academic Affairs policies and
procedures to the Regional Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Paying close attention to
USF St. Petersburg's mission and strategic goals, as well as to all course and program
outcomes assessment measures, each college periodically reviews its courses, programs,
and academic policies for appropriate changes that will resu lt in stronger curricular offerings.
All graduate and undergraduate course changes, new course approvals and program
proposals and changes for USF St. Petersburg are processed at this institution. Proposals
originate in the College and must be approved by the appropriate College's curriculum
committee. They then must be approved by the respective College dean. If a proposal is
approved by both the College curriculum committee and the dean, it then is forwarded to the
appropriate campus-wide curriculum committee (the Undergraduate Council or the Graduate
Council). Final local approval of all proposals must be given by the Reg ional Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs (RVCAA). In the case of new courses , RVCAA approval is required
before a proposal is forwarded to Tallahassee for approval by the Board of Education . In the
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case of new or substantive program changes, RVCAA approval is required before a proposal
is forwarded to the Academic Affairs Coordinating Council. A parallel process is used for
undergraduate course and program proposals.
USF St. Petersburg's Undergraduate Council is responsible for recommending to the Regional
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and for reporting to the USFSP Faculty Council , on
matters pertaining to undergraduate courses, curricula, and instructional programs of USFSP.
USF St. Petersburg's Graduate Council is responsible for recommending to the Regional Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and for reporting to the USFSP Faculty Council, on matters
pertaining to graduate courses, curricula, and instructional programs of USFSP. The Councils
are each comprised of seven faculty members: two representatives each from the College of
Business, the College of Education, and the College of Arts and Sciences, and one
representative from the USFSP Library faculty. The chair is elected from one of these seven.

3.2.7

Institution, organizational structure
The institution has a clearly defined and published organizational structure that delineates
responsibility for the administration of policies.

3.2.8

lnstitution,_qualified administration
The institution has qualified administrative and academic officers with the experience,
competence, and capacity to lead the institution.

3.2.9
Additional
Information

Institution, appointment and employment
The institution defines and publishes policies regarding appointment and employment of
faculty and staff.
STAFF RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES. It was noted that although
institutionally defined recruitment and selection policies and procedures for faculty are
published on the Academic Affairs website, comparable policies and procedures regarding
employment of staff were not available. USF St. Petersburg's Office of Human Resources
relies on information available on USF Tampa's web site
(httg://usfweb2.usf.edu/HR/grocedures/EmQiol£/R&S%20Qrocedure/TableofContents.htm ).
This information includes;
An overview of recruitment and selection policies and procedures for staff
Authority
Process
Preparing for Recruiting
Advertising the Position
Using Open Pools or Open Recruitment
Assessing Acceptability of Applicant Pool
Screening Applications
Interviewing and Selection Process
Approval Process
Providing Notification
Retention of Records
Exhibit and Forms
USF St. Petersburg's Office of Human Resources will develop its own set of materials and
make them available on its web site.
Work rules, as a condition of employment, were not documented at the time of the application
as a result of the ongoing collective bargaining negotiations. Currently the collective
bargaining is approved and outlines work rules
(httQ://w3. usf.edu/-uff/ratification/C BA0407 .Qdf).

3.2.10

Institution, evaluation of administrators
The institution evaluates the effectiveness of its administrators, including the chief executive
officer, on a periodic basis.
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Additional
Information

3.2.11

A question was posed as to whether campus and community constituencies (such as the
faculty, cabinet members, etc.) provide input for this evaluation. Currently this input is
solicited informally. The Regional Chancellor will address this issue with both the Campus
Board and the Board of Trustees and request their recommendations.

Chief executive officer, intercollegiate athletics
The institution's chief executive officer has ultimate responsibility for, and exercises
appropriate administrative and fiscal control over, the institution's intercollegiate athletics
program.

3.2.12
Additional
Information

Chief executive officer, fund-raising
The institution's chief executive officer has ultimate control of the institution's fund-raising
activities.
FUND-RAISING AUTHORITY. Although the President of the University of South Florida System
has ultimate control for the approval of fund-raising activities by university entities or direct
support organizations claiming to represent the university, USF St. Petersburg has an
Executive Director (employed by SF Foundation), Associate Director of Development, and
staff assistant (employed by USF St. Petersburg). A Memorandum of Understanding between
USF St. Petersburg and the USF Foundation, Inc.- Central Development Office, dated
September 2005, outlines key relationships between the Regional Chancellor, USF St.
Petersburg and the Foundation's Executive Director for Development assigned to the campus.
Included within this document are descriptions of the duties and responsibilities of the
Executive Director; supervisory, reporting and evaluation relationships between the Executive
Director, the USF Foundation and the Regional Chancellor; Regional Chancellor's role in
establishing fund raising priorities and goals; and budget sharing responsibilities between the
USF Foundation and USF St. Petersburg.
Day-to-day communication and inclusion in USF St. Petersburg Executive Team discussions
regarding campus-wide issues is strong and continuous and the cooperation and collaboration
between the Regional Chancellor and Executive Director for Development in support of
established fund raising priorities is well developed.

3.2.13

Institution, foundation

Additional
Information

Any institution-related foundation not controlled by the institution has a contractual or other
formal agreement that (a) accurately describes the relationship between the institution and the
foundation, and (b) describes any liability associated with that relationship. In all cases, the
institution ensures that the relationship is consistent with its mission.
USF FOUNDATION AND INSTITUTIONAL MISSION. An Academic Affairs retreat was conducted on
September 21, 2005, attended by all deans and representative faculty from the three
Colleges. In addition, the Director and Associate Director of Advancement for the campus
attended . One of the goals was to jointly draft a case statement for the campus that would
direct the activities of the USF Foundation in ways that supported the mission of USF St.
Petersburg.
As part of this case statement, the following text was included , which directly supports USF St.
Petersburg's stated mission .
During the next ten years, USF St. Petersburg will move aggressively and strategically to
enhance existing academic programs and anticipate and address future needs by developing
new initiatives determined by community-based educational priorities. While continuing to
play an integral and complementary part of a multi-campus university, the campus will house
as many as a thousand residential students and establish its own identity and mission while
still contributing to and benefiting from the associations, cooperation and shared resources of
a Carnegie-designated Doctoral/Research University. It will do this by:
•
Continuing to develop and offer four special Programs of Distinction that have become
integral parts of the University's commitment to teaching excellence, its student centered
environment, its high quality research and its partnership with the community;
• Creating new graduate and undergraduate degree programs known for accomplishing
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3.2.14

defined learning outcomes that strive to meet the highest academ ic standards;
Developing academic, student and support operations that are caring, personal and
service-oriented;
Enhancing opportunities for community-based research, service and learning;
Including the community in campus decision making and planning; and
Providing students and faculty first-class, up-to-date living and learning facilities,
programs and technologies.

Institution, ownership_of materials
The institution's policies are clear concerning ownership of materials, compensation , copyright
issues, and the use of revenue derived from the creation and production of all intellectual
property. This applies to students, faculty and staff.

3.3.1

Additional
Information

Outcomes assessment, analyses for improvement
The institution identifies expected outcomes for its educational programs and its administrative
and educational support services; assesses whether it achieves these outcomes; and
provides evidence of improvement based on analysis of those results.
ACADEMIC PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT. Outcomes assessment for all academic
programs has been conducted at USF St. Petersburg since the 2001-2002 academic year in
conjunction with the USF System assessment process. The campus recognizes that the
results of these assessments should be used to continuously inform and improve its academic
programs. Until the 2005-2006 academic year, however, changes to academic programs on
this campus that may have been suggested by these data were lim ited by the transition in
academic autonomy.
Full academic autonomy, including the ability to make curricular changes, was not granted
until February of 2004 when the USF President signed a Memorandum of Delegation
assigning a broad range of academic and administrative responsibilities at USF St. Petersburg
to the campus chief executive officer. Subsequently, the USF Board of Trustees created the
USF system on October 26, 2004 and the Florida Board of Governors recognized the entity on
March 24, 2005.
USF St. Petersburg, as part of the University of South Florida, participated in the recent
reaffirmation process conducted by the USF through the Commission on Colleges. The USF
St. Petersburg campus was represented on the QEP Task Force and therefore contributed to
the changes in the General Education requirements and the student research initiatives.
Subsequent to the formation of the USF System, the President charged a system-wide task
force with developing recommendations regarding principles that will guide the future
development of the USF System. Governing Principles for the Development of the USF
System, articulating the roles and responsibilities of academic and administrative entities
across the system, were completed December 9, 2005. All major mechanisms of the
University of South Florida System are in place and operating as planned. The Governing
Principles provide a framework to guide future discussions about the nature and functioning of
the USF System.
Given this timeframe, USF St. Petersburg participated in the system-wide outcomes
assessment process as specified by USF until the 2005-2006 academic year when it began its
own assessment process. Importantly, USF St. Petersburg was also not empowered to make
changes to curricula or major requirements that may have been suggested by campus-based
results. All such changes needed to be initiated at USF Tampa, and thus changes that
occurred were the result of system-wide assessments and not those specific to USF St.
Petersburg.
Following the granting of academic autonomy, a number of initiatives were made to integrate
assessment more fully in our academic programs. When Dr. V. Mark Durand took the
administrative position of Regional Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs in July 2005, he
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immediately created a new position of Director of Campus-Wide Assessments.
The new Director of Campus-Wide Assessments at USF St. Petersburg was charged not only
with assisting with the development of the Academic Learning Compacts, but to further
establish a campus culture of outcomes assessment. Administratively, four months were
dedicated to the preparation and writing of the Academic Learning Compacts, but only three
months were actually given to the faculty to complete them. Because of the goal of true
faculty participation in this process it was necessary to devote efforts in training faculty
members. An initial presentation was made to the faculty at the start of the Autumn term.
This was followed by the dissemination of extensive guidelines and worksheets for the drafting
of the documents. Each degree-granting program identified the faculty members who would
take the lead in this process, in some cases it was by committee, in almost all cases is was
with input from each entire unit. Workshops were offered to address the crafting of program
mission statements, outcomes, and assessments. Two formal 3 hour workshop were
presented for the College of Arts & Sciences, attended by representatives from 8 of the 12
units and additional meetings were held with individual units so that all were given training . A
work session was also held with representatives from the Colleges of Business and one more
session with the College of Education. These work sessions were supplemented by many
one-on-one help meetings.
The Assessment plans were to present two means of assessment for each outcome as well
as corroborating evidence, criteria for success, findings and summary of changes made. In
addition to the plans as articulated in these documents, faculty members were also required to
formulate necessary rubrics for effective implementation. While the Academic Learning
Compacts do not include these rubrics, they are being produced and along with data
supporting the assessments, will be made available for review.
The Academic Learning Compacts on this campus go far beyond the minimum standard set
for the USF system (see template cited above). The commitment to them is real and the
understanding and appreciation of methodology, already producing reflection, discourse and
change.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION- SPECIAL ASSESSMENT INITIATIVES.

The College of Education has recognized the need for a more comprehensive data system in
order to be able to make informed program improvements, guide curricular decisions, and
monitor student progress throughout each of its programs. During the two years represented
in the application, 2003-2004 and 2004-2005, the most important data sources on student
accomplishment of the 12 Florida Educator Accomplished Practices (FEAPs) have been the
university supervisor's evaluations of the students' FEAP portfolio. These evaluation forms are
on a five point scale and have provided the data used to inform discussions about what would
comprise an acceptable rating. They have proven inadequate, however, for identifying student
progress throughout their programs and for informing decisions about the connections
between program coursework and its application to the FEAPs and subsequent impact on the
children in the public schools.
Since June of 2004, the College of Education, in collaboration with the Florida Department of
Education, Barry University and Stetson University, has worked on the development of an eportfolio assessment system, the Collaborative Digital Network-ePortfolio, designed to assess
student learning through each of its programs and to provide data for continuous program
improvement. This system meets Florida Department of Education Program Approval
Standard 4 and National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
Standards 1 and 2. The system uses standard rubrics correlated with the 12 Florida Educator
Accomplished Practices and the Student Learning Outcomes from the College's Conceptual
Framework, developed for its pre-conditions for its application for separate NCATE
accreditation, which will be submitted in the Fall of 2006.
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In the fall of 2005, 35 students and 10 faculty members participated in the initial pilot. In the
spring of 2006, a new group of 35 students is piloting the system, and the 10 faculty members
are continuing to participate. Dr. later Unal, a faculty member in the College of Education , is
the project developer, programmer, and coordinator. The system has been developed in
collaboration with a team from the Florida Department of Education , the dean and faculty
members from the College of Education at USFSP, and faculty from Stetson and Barry
Universities. The CON is a web-based assessment system that provides data for college
faculty and administrators to evaluate overall program effectiveness, as well as the progress
of each student in relationship to program goals and state and national standards. The system
also provides College of Education students with rich opportunities for reflection on their work
and development as teachers because the students are required to select evidence of
assignments that they believe meet one of the state and/or national standards, submit this
evidence to the system, accompany this evidence with a written annotation providing the
rationale, and receive detailed and reliable feedback from faculty about how well this evidence
meets the criteria on the standard rubrics for each of the state of Florida's 12 Education
Accomplished Practices. The CON system, which will eventually involve all students, faculty,
and adjuncts in the college, ensures that data are available to students and faculty on an ongoing basis regarding student progress through required program coursework. In addition, the
nature of the web-based system actively involves all faculty and students in the College of
Education in the use of technology as a tool.
For a detailed description of the project, the standard rubrics and the state standards, guests
may visit the system at http://assessmentproject.org/cdn . We have also created a guest site
for visitors to see a sample portfolio or use the demonstration system, while maintaining the
confidentiality of current student information. Access to this is with the Username: heather and
the Password: blue.
The rubric below is the standard rubric in the assessment system for FEAP #4 . It is one of 12
rubrics in the assessment system. Each rubric describes the expected level of performance
for all students in the College of Education (Fulfilled), is correlated with national standards for
each program (ACEI and NCATE in this case), and is correlated with college-developed
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs). The rubrics are used by program faculty to evaluate the
assignments that students submit to the assessment system as evidence of having met one of
the FEAPs and to monitor student progress throughout the program . The rubrics are also
available to the students in the assessment system, which they use as guidelines for the
expected level of performance for the assignments that they are selecting to submit to the
system.

Accomplished Practices #4: The preprofessional teacher is acquiring performance assessment
techniques ami strategies that measure higher order thinking skills in students am/ is building a
repertoire of realistic projects am/ problem-solving activities designetl to assist all students in
demonstrating their ability to think creatively.
SLO #2: Candidates will create an environment that fosters positive interaction, inquiry, critical
thinking, and student success, using communication skills and technology as appropriate to reflect a
progressive classroom.
ACEI/NCATE Standard 3.3: Development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance
skills-Candidates understand and use a variety of teaching strategies that encourage elementary
students ' development of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills.
Note: "Attributes" l<ey: K = Knowledge; S = Skills; D =Dispositions; I= Impact on Student
Learning
Attl"ibutes

I

Emergent

I

Bridging

I

Fulfilled

I Proficiency
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Evidence
documents
candidate's ability
to:
4.E.l Demonstrate
knowledge of
critical thinking
and problem
solving skills

4.E.2 Identify
strategies for
developing higher
order thinking
skills for students
(P-12) across
contexts

Evidence documents
candidate's ability
to:
4.8.1 Construct a
repertoire of realistic
projects or problem
solving tasks for
enhancing students'
(P-12) creative
thinking

4.8.2 Plan for
strategies that
promote
development of
critical thinking
skills and problemsolving capabilities
in students (P-12}

Evidence documents
candidate's ability to:
4.F.l Develop
performance activities,
such as realistic projects
and problem solving
activities, that measure
students' (P-12) higher
order thinking skills, as
appropriate

0
Preliminary
0 E
0 B
0 F

4.F.2 Implement
techniques and strategies
that promote students'
(P-12) development of
critical and creative
thinking and
independent problemsolving skills, as
appropriate

This sample page from the system provides an example of the reports that the system will
generate to provide the kinds of data we need in the College of Education to make informed
program decisions throughout each student's program.
How THE SYSTEM IS ORGANIZED. This report shows the correlation of course assignments with
the required state standards for the FEAPs and the ESOL standards. These data ensure that
we can determine how well our courses provide the depth and breadth of content they will
need throughout their programs.

r
REPORT: Report: Assignments
Course

EDF6120-01-Fa05, Child Development

Assignment Name

Description

=============

============

===============

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified
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Advance Organizer

Students create an
advance organizer

Case study on
classroom
management and
motivation

The candidate
identifies problems
in a case study and AP-02
applies motivational
AP-09
theories to reduce
the problems.
(SL0-2)

10/13/2005

Developmentally
appropriate
teaching strategies

The cand idate
applies
developmental
AP-07
theories to teaching
strategies
(SL0- 1)

10/13/2005

ESOL-06

Students provide
Overextension and examples of
Overgenerallzations Overextension and
Overgeneralizations.

ESOL-10

10/13/2005

10/13/2005

Summary for Course: 1 (4 Detail Records)

Course

MAE4310-795·Fa05, Mathematics for Elementary
Teachers

Assignment Name

Description

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified

Students who select
this outside
assignment will
interview students AP-01
Diagnose student
at CPES, diagnosing
AP- 04
knowledge of story
their strengths &
problem
AP-08
weaknesses with
basic story
problems.
(SL0-1-4)

Lesson Plan

Student who select
this outside
assignment will
AP-04
modify a
AP-08
mathematics lesson
AP-09
plan from the
Harcourt K-5 series
(SL0- 1-2-4)

09/20/2005

ESOL-04
ESOL-12
ESOL- 16

09/20/2005

Summary for Cou rse: 10 (2 Detail Records)

Course

MAE4310·01·Fa05, Mathematics for Elementary
Teachers

Assignment Name

Description

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified

Students who select
this ou tside
assignment will
interview students
AP-01
Diagnose student
at CPES, diagnosing
knowledge of story
AP-04
their strengths &
problem
AP-08
weaknesses with
basic story
problems.
(SL0-1 -4)

09/20/2005
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Lesson Pla n

Student who select
this outside
assignment will
AP-04
modify a
AP-08
mathematics lesson
AP-09
plan from the
Harcourt K-5 series
(SL0-1-2-4)

ESOL-04
ESOL-12
ESOL-16

09/20/2005

Summary for Course: 3 (2 Detail Records)

Course

EDA6945-691-Fa05, Administration Practicum

Assignment Name

Description

Field Projects

Description,
artifacts, insights of
mentor & reflection
(SL0-1 - 2-3-5-6-78)
(ELCC-1-6-9)

09/20/2005

Leadership Cycle

Leads others in a
current & real
leadership problem
(plans, implements,
evaluates, reflects)
(SL0-8)
( ELCC-1-6-9)

09/20/2005

Ph ilosophy of
Education

Candidate will craft
his/her educational
leadership vision,
priorities in
education and kind
of leader he/she
wants to be.
(SL0-6-ELCC-1)

09/20/2005

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified

Summary for Course: 9 (3 Detail Records)

Course

RED43 10 -0 1- Fa05, Early Literacy Learning

Assignment Name

Description

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified

Select one student
and administer 5
reading/writing
AP-05
Individ ual
assessments.
AP-08
Assessment Project Analyze and write 1
AP-10
to 2 page summary
of the results.
[SL0-1,3,4,5,8]

ESOL-05
ESOL-10
ESOL-14
ESOL-19
ESOL- 20
ESOL-21

12/05/2005

The read aloud
activity will afford
the candidate an
opportunity to
implement modeled
literacy. This
AP-05
activity will further AP-07
the candidate's
AP-08
understanding of
the relationship
between oral
language and
literacy

ESOL-04
ESOL-05
ESOL-06
ESOL-08
ESOL-09
ESOL-11
ESOL-14
ESOL-15
ESOL-25

12/05/2005

Read Aloud and
Response
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development. The
candidate will select
a picture book or
big book to do a
read aloud with a
group of children.
The candidate will
think of one activity
to do with the book
as an extension and
try it.
[SL0-1,3,4,5,8]

Shared Reading
Writing Lesson

Develop and
implement a Shared
Reading or Writing
lesson in a primary
classroom . Include
in write-up a
rationale telling how
the lesson meets
the needs of ESOI
learners, gifted
students & students
with special needs.
[SL0-1 ,3,4,5,8]

AP-01
AP-05
AP-07
AP-08

ESOL-04
ESOL-05
ESOL-06
ESOL-08
ESOL-11
ESOL-14
ESOL-15
ESOL-25

12/05/2005

Summary for Course: 21 (3 Detail Records)

Course

FLE5345-01-Fa05, Theory and Practice of Teaching ELLs
K-12

Assignment Name

Description

The candidate
identifies problems
in a case study and
applies knowledge
of Culture, Second
Language
Case study on ESOL
Acquisition theory,
Student
ESOL methods, and
ESOL assessment to
proposing a new
instructional plan
for the classroom
case student.

ESOL- Modified
Lesson Plan

The Candidate
selects a contentbased lesson plan
appropriate to
her/his subject of
interest and
modifies the
selected lesson for
students at ALL
LEVELS of English
proficiency,
including content,
linguistic, and
cultural objectives

Last
Accomplished ESOL
Practices
Competencies Modified

AP-01
AP-04
AP-05
AP-11

ESOL-05
ESOL-08
ESOL-11
ESOL-19
ESOL-21
ESOL-22
ESOL-24

12/06/2005

AP-01
AP-07
AP-12

ESOL-05
ESOL-08
ESOL-11
ESOL-16
ESOL-17
ESOL-19
ESOL-21

12/06/2005

Summary for Course: 22 (2 Detail Records)

Course

EDA6061-01-Fa05, Principles of Educational
Administration
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Assignment Name

Description

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified

Analytical SelfAssessment

Using the ELCC
sta ndards, provide
a written rational of
which ELCC
standards students
believe they have
learned in the
course.
(SL0 -5 ]
[ELCC-1,6]

09/27/2005

Case Study

15-20 page paper,
with references of
an organizational
issue from a former
or current work
envi ronment,
focusing on one or
more of the
following learner
outcomes:
socia lization and
school
organizations,
structural and
process influences
on mobility, power
in school contexts,
people of color and
women in schools,
determinants of
behavior in schools,
schools as complex
organizations
(rational systems,
human resource,
politica l and
symbolic
frameworks), the
reality of public
policy in action.
[SL0-4, 6]
[ELCC 1, 2, 3, 4, 6]

09/27/2005

Text Analysis

Written reflective
analysis of chapters
from text.
[SL0-4,6]
[ ELCC-1,6]

09/27/2005

Summary for Course: 11 (3 Detail Records)

Course

EDA6061-02-Fa05, Principles of Educational
Administration

Assignment Name

Description

======

Analytical SelfAssessment

Using the ELCC
standa rds, provide
a written rational of
which ELCC
standards students
believe they have
learned in the
course.

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified

09/27/2005
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[SL0-5]
[ELCC-1,6]

Case Study

15-20 page paper,
with references of
an organizational
issue from a former
or current work
environment,
focusing on one or
more of the
following learner
outcomes:
socialization and
school
organizations,
structural and
process innuences
on mobility, power
In school contexts,
people of color and
women in schools,
determinants of
behavior in schools,
schools as complex
organizations
(rational systems,
human resource,
political and
symbolic
frameworks), the
reality of public
policy in action.
[SL0-4, 6]
[ELCC 1, 2, 3, 4, 6]

09/27/2005

Text Analysis

Written reflective
analysis of chapters
from text.
[SL0-4,6]
[ELCC-1,6]

09/27/2005

Summary for Course : 12 (3 Detail Records)

Course

FLE4317·01-FaOS, Unknown

Assignment Name

Description

======================

Lesson Plan

Modify a K-12
content lesson plan
from the Web for a
student with limited
English proficiency.
The lesson plan will
include
modifications for all
four levels of
language
acquisition.

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified

AP-05
AP-07
AP-09
AP-10

ESOL-05
ESOL-06
ESOL-08
ESOL-12
ESOL-16
ESOL-17
ESOL-19
ESOL-20
ESOL-22

09/30/2005

Summary for Course: 17 (1 Detail Records)

Course
Assignment Name

Description

=========================

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified
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A case study of a
studenrs language
development,
including the areas
LEP Analysis: Part I of phonetics,
phonology,
morphology,
semantics, and
syntax.

LEP Analysis: Part
II

A case study of a
studenrs ~nguage
development,
including the areas
of discourse,
pragmatics, sociocu ltural
com petence, and
literacy.

AP-01
AP-05
AP-07

ESOL-05
ESOL-08
ESOL-09
ESOL-10
ESOL-13
ESOL- 14
ESOL-18
ESOL-21
ESOL-24
ESOL- 25

10/03/2005

AP-01
AP-05
AP-07

ESOL-05
ESOL-08
ESOL-09
ESOL-10
ESOL-13
ESOL-14
ESOL- 18
ESOL-21
ESOL-24
ESOL-25

10/03/2005

Summary for Course: 18 (2 Detail Records)

Course

EDE4301-01-Fa05, Classroom Management, Safety,
Ethics, School Law

Assignment Name

Description

Classroom
Management Plan

The student will
develop an in-dept
classroom
management plan.
Particular attention
should be paid to
any management
strategies that
reflect legal and
ethical
considerations as
AP-09
well as sensitivi ty to
AP- 11
cultural and
linguistic
differences. The
classroom
management plan
must be in
accordance to the
principals of a safe
and drug free
school.
[SL0-3,5]

ESOL-02
ESOL- 18

10/ 10/2005

Unit Plan

The student will
create individual
lesson plans for a
thematic
i nterdisci pli nary
unit. The final
AP-10
product will be a
compi lation of
individual and team
lesson plans
presented in an
integrated unit.
[ SL04]

ESOL-05
ESOL-16

10/10/2005

Visit Holocaust
Museum

The student will
tour the Holocaust

AP-04
AP-05

ESOL- 15
ESOL-17

10/ 10/2005

Last
Accomplished ESOL
Practices
Competencies Modified
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Museum and
examine the
materials, media,
etc. on display. The
student will write a
reflection paper
summarizing their
reactions to the
artifacts and how
this might impact
their classroom
teaching.
[SL0-5]

Visit Multicultural
Center

The student will
visit the Pinellas
County Multicultural
Center and examine
ESOL and
multicultural
materials, media,
etc. The student will AP-04
write a paper
AP-05
describing what
they saw at the
center and how
they might use
these resources in
their classrooms.
[SL0-5]

ESOL-15
ESOL-17

10/10/2005

Summary for Course: 19 (4 Detail Records)

Course

LAE6616·01-Fa05, Trends in Language Arts

Assignment Name

Description

Small Group
Presentations

Students will work
together in a group
of two to three to
review and present
a research article
from the course
packet. Groups are
also encouraged to
provide other
information in
addition to their
article on the same
topic.
[SL0-1]

AP-08

10/04/2005

Writer's Workshop
File

Students will
develop a collection
of ideas to use to
teach a writing
workshop for a
particular grade
level. The collection
should include ideas AP-08
AP-09
for mini-lessons,
conferenci ng,
organization, and
publishing. It should
be put in a
notebook or folder
and organized with
tabs and/or a Table

10/04/2005

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified
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of Contents.
Students should
also include brief
reflections about
why they chose the
pieces that they did.
[SL0-1,4)
Summary for Course: 15 (2 Detail Records)

Course

EDF2005-01- FaOS, Unknown

Assignment Name

Description

= === = =
Paraphrasing of
SLO's

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Competencies Mod ified
Practices

Students are
offered bonus points
for putting all eight
SLO's in language
they understood.
[SL01,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]

10/05/2005

Summary for Course: 20 (1 Detail Records)

Course

EEX4604FaiiOS, Behavior Management Sp. Needs/ At
Risk Students

Assignment Name

Description

Last
Accomplished ESOL
Practices
Competencies Modified

=============================
Semester length
project requires:
defining challenging
behavior,
developing direct
observational
system with
repeated measures
graphic display,
analyzing class
room environmental
Behavior Recording
AP-01
influences,
AP-02
and Intervention
developing
AP-09
Project
intervention and
generalization plan,
and reflecting on
outcomes.
(additionally
intervention
description must
provide evidence of
sensitivity to
linguistic
differences) [SLO -B]

Case study on
classroom
management and
motivation

The candidate
identifies problems
in a case study and
AP-02
applies motivational
AP-09
theories to reduce
the problems. [SL0 -

ESOL-03

11/ 09/ 2005

ESOL-02
ESOL-03

11/ 09/ 2005

2]
Summary for Course: 24 (2 Detail Records)

Course

FaiiOS- RED4301, Early Literacy Learning
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Assignment Name

Description

ESOL Website
Activity

Find website with
lesson plans for
improving oral
language skills or
word work,
vocabulary building
in second language
learners of English.
Develop your own
lesson plan based
AP-05
on website plan.
Type 1-2 page
explan ation of when
and how you could
use the lesson in
your teaching and
the level of
language fluency for
which the lesson
appropriate.
[SL0-4]

ESOL-04
ESOL-07
ESOL-11
ESOL-14
ESOL-15
ESOL-16
ESOL-17

11/09/2005

Guided Reading
Lesson

Plan and implement
a guided Reading
Lesson with a small
group of elementary
students. Student
AP-05
will include a
AP-08
written rationa le for
how the lesson
meets the needs of
ESOL students.
[SL0-1]

ESOL- 04
ESOL-05
ESOL-06
ESOL-08
ESOL-09
ESOL-11
ESOL-14
ESOL-15
ESOL-25

11/09/2005

Select one student
and administer 5
reading/writing
AP-01
Individual
assessments.
AP-07
Assessment Project Analyze and write 1
AP-08
to 2 page summary
of the results.
[SL0-8]

ESOL-05
ESOL-10
ESOL- 14
ESOL-1 9
ESOL-20
ESOL-21

11/09/2005

Develop and
implement a Shared
Reading or Writing
lesson in a primary
classroom. Include
in write-up a
AP-05
rationale telling how
AP-08
the lesson meets
the needs of ESOI
learners, gifted
students & students
with special needs.
[SL0-1, 4)

ESOL-04
ESOL-05
ESOL-06
ESOL-08
ESOL-11
ESOL-14
ESOL-15
ESOL-25

11/09/2005

Shared Reading
Writing Lesson

Accomplished ESOL
Last
Practices
Competencies Modified

Summary for Course: 25 {4 Detail Records)

Course

EEX4846-Fall05-01, Clinical Teaching in Special
Education

Assignment Name

Description

Last
Accomplished ESOL
Competencies Mod ified
Practices

Writing Lesson
Plans

Writing Lesson
Plans

AP-05
AP-07

11/29/2005
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Summary for Course: 26 (1 Detail Records)

Grand Total (39 Detail Records)

L.

..J

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT UNITS
ADMINISTRATION & F INANCE. The Administration and Finance division supports the University
of South Florida St. Petersburg community by providing high-quality services in the areas of
safety and security, business and finance, human resources, facilities, and the physical
environment. This goal is accomplished through the creation of collaborative partnerships with
our customers, the continuous improvement of our business processes and practices, and the
professional development of our divisional teams.

Over the past three years, the Administration and Finance division has successfully led a
number of major endeavors that are crucial to the continued growth and development of the
campus, both physically and administratively. These include:
Providing for the facilities requirements of new colleges and departments, includ ing
acquisition of the Bayboro Station space for the College of Business.
Securing bond financing for the residence hall and parking structure projects as well
as planning and administering the construction of those facilities.
Creating decentralized budget planning and management processes.
Implementation of the new FAST accounting system and coordination of separate,
audited financial statements for the campus.
Development and approval of a major update of the campus master plan .
The division has conducted effectiveness surveys for many years. The most recent of these
was in the summer of 2004. The numerical results of this survey are shown in the attachment
labeled "2003-04 Assessment Results- Num". Generally, the results of the survey were
positive. However, in response to concerns about the human resources function, the division
commissioned an independent review of HR. The consu ltant's report is complete, and we are
proceeding with implementation of findings. We intend to survey client opinions and
satisfaction levels on a regular basis to insure that problems are identified and corrected.
Each year, the department directors prepare a report of their accomplishments for the
preceding year and their goals for the coming year. The attachment labeled "A&F Goals &
Accomplishments" is a history of these reports back to 02-03. Over time, these reports reflect
both goal attainment and increasing refinement of the goals themselves.
CAMPUS ADVANCEMENT AND UNIVERSITY RELATIONS. Draft goals adorned the marketing

communications olan with an idea of how to assess. As the recruitment plan commenced this
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summer, University Relations tracked each piece via a unique phone number or website. This
February begins the actual evaluation of the effectiveness against the targeted mailing list.
Additionally, we are tracking information for alumni, media and E-News as well.
STUDENT AFFAIRS. The Division of Student Affairs has implemented a process that
incorporates strategic planning, budgeting, outcomes assessment plans, service improvement
in response to assessment, and yearly departmental reports in an annual process of divisional
improvement and planning.

In 2003, the Division of Student Affairs updated its strategic plan linking departmental goals to
the recently revised campus mission. Departmental goals reflect progress toward strategic
goals. Outcomes Assessment Regorts (httg://www.stgt.usf.edu/saffairs/sa outcomes.htm)
reflect how evaluative information is used to improve services. Annual Service lmgrovement
Regorts (httg://www.stgt.usf.edu/saffairs/sa outcomes.htm) summarize the variety of changes
that departments have implemented to improve the services they offer.
In addition to this annual process, the Division initiated a variety of campus wide
assessments. Specifically, the Division conducts a comprehensive Student Affairs Survey
every two years. The result of the Fall 2003 survey can be found at
httg://www.stgt.usf.edu/success/documents/
Stude ntPercegtio nsofCam gusServicesandCoC urricu IarActivitiesatU SF St. Pete rsbu rg2 004 .doc.
The survey will be administered again in February of 2006. The Division also works with the
Department of Institutional Research and Effectiveness to support the campus participation in
the National Survey of Student Engagement (httg://www.indiana.edu/-nsse/).
Furthermore, Student Affairs administers the Cooperative Institutional Research Program
Freshman Survey (httg://www.gseis.ucla.edu/heri/freshman.html) to incoming freshmen each
year. A comparison of responses from the 2004 and 2005 entering freshman class is
contained at httg://www.stgt. usf.ed u/success/docu ments/
lncomingFreshmenSurveyCIRP2004and2005.doc

3.4.1

Approved by faculty, learning outcomes
The institution demonstrates that each educational program for which academic credit is
awarded (a) is approved by the faculty and the administration, and (b) establishes and
evaluates proQram and learninQ outcomes.

Additional
Information

GRADUATE PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT

Updated outcomes assessment information is provided for several graduate programs.
M.A. IN JOURNALISM . The Academic Learning Comgact for the M.A. in Journalism now
provides a more comprehensive assessment of its learning outcomes.
MBA PROGRAM ASSESSMENT SUMMARY. The Graduate Curriculum and Assessment
Committee (GCAC) of the College of Business of the University of South Florida St.
Petersburg, working with the faculty teaching the required courses in the newly approved MBA
curriculum (as of December 2005), developed assessment criteria for the MBA Program for
2005-06. These criteria were developed in accordance with the MBA Specific and General
Learning Objectives of the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB),
as well as the alignment of the new curriculum with the stated mission of the College of
Business.
Of the Learning Objectives provided by AACSB, three MBA Specific Objectives, and two
General Objectives were chosen for assessment this year. Each is identified below, along
with the particular courses that will be conducting assessment for each objective. For each
course, both the assessment tool(s) and the performance threshold are identified.
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After the 2005-06 assessment has been conducted , results will be evaluated by the GCAC
and the faculty in the courses, and a plan of response to those results will be implemented. If
the performance threshold has not been in any course, changes will be made to course
materials or emphasis to address the deficiency. If the threshold has been met, those areas
of the course will be strengthened, and attention will turn to other learning objectives.

M.A. IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP. All outcomes assessments for this program are now
available at the College of Education Outcomes Assessment Process web site.
M.T. IN ENGLISH EDUCATION. All outcomes assessments for this program are now available at
the College of Education Outcomes Assessment Process web site.
M.A. IN READING EDUCATION. All outcomes assessments for this program are now available at
the College of Education Outcomes Assessment Process web site.

3.4.2
Additional
Information

3.4.3

Distance education programs
The institution's continuing education, outreach, and service programs are consistent with the
institution's mission .
OUTREACH PROGRAM OUTCOMES. It was noted that the assessment of the outcomes of several
outreach programs was not documented, particularly in relation to achievement of the
university's mission. The change in focus of the campus mission to emphasize integrating
academic course work with outreach activities - in the Citizen Scholar Program - will replace
these initiatives and is being assessed through several methods. As noted, these outcome
assessments are thoughtfully prepared and anticipate outcomes in several areas. The
Strategic Planning Committee- through the "Community Engagement" subcommittee- is
conducting a study to evaluate the current state of engagement by students and academic
programs and make recommendations for increasing our involvement. At the same time, the
campus included a requirement- unique to USF St. Petersburg -to assess civic engagement
in its required outcomes assessments for each discipline (referred to as "Academic Learning
Compacts"). In addition, annual administration of the National Survey of Student Engagement
(NSSE) was initiated in 2003 in part to provide baseline information on student engagement in
civic and community activities.

Admissions policies
The institution publishes admissions policies consistent with its mission.

Additional
Information

ADMISSIONS POLICIES. An updated Admissions and Records Operations Manual is now
available.

3.4.4

Policies for evaluating, awarding and accepting academic credit
The institution has a defined and published policy for evaluating, awarding, and accepting
credit for transfer, experiential learning, advanced placement, and professional certificates
that is consistent with its mission and ensures that course work and learning outcomes are at
the collegiate level and comparable to the institution's own degree programs. The institution
assumes responsibility for the academic quality of any course work or credit recorded on the
institution's transcript.

3.4.5

Dissemination of academic policies

Additional
Information

The institution publishes academic policies that adhere to principles of good educational
practice. These are disseminated to students, faculty, and other interested parties through
publications that accurately represent the programs and services of the institution.
ACADEMIC POLICIES. The committee correctly points out that the response to this standard
does not properly refer to academic policies.
REVISED RESPONSE TO 3.4.5
The institution publishes academic policies that adhere to principles of good educational
practice. These are disseminated to students, faculty, and other interested parties through
publications that accurately represent programs and services of the institution.
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USF St. Petersburg is an evolving campus that has defined a policymaking structure
consistent with principles of good educational practice. Academic policies promulgated
through the auspices of this organizational structure are readily disseminated through the
university website, the university catalog, the faculty handbook, the student guidebook, and
the various college student guides and websites. Recently, the campus reviewed each of its
policies and promulgated suggested changes to faculty, staff, administrators and student
groups. Additional, the Office of the General Council reviewed each policy for adherence to
University and State policies and procedures. On December 15, 2005, the USF St.
Petersburg Campus Board reviewed each policy and approved the changes.
The principal authorities for academic policy include the Regional Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs, who is the chief academic officer of the campus, the deans, and the faculty
senate. Collectively, these authorities develop, review, approve, and implement academic
policies covering a range of matters.
USF St. Petersburg Policy 0-001 - Issuance of Policies and Procedures, Part C. Academic
Affairs states;
This area includes academic policies and procedures with University-wide application. Such
policies and procedures will normally be promulgated by the ProvosUExecutive Vice President
for Academic Affairs. The President may also delegate the authority to issue Academic Affairs
policies and procedures to other academic officials.
In February of 2004, the USF President signed a Memorandum of Delegation assigning a
broad range of academic and administrative responsibilities at USF St. Petersburg to the
campus chief executive officer whose title was changed to Regional Chancellor. The
President delegated her authority to:
Award degrees earned at USF St. Petersburg carrying the institutional designation,
'USF St. Petersburg'
Assign unique codes in the Student Information System
Make undergraduate and graduate admissions decisions
Advise and certify USF St. Petersburg students for graduation
Provide unique student registration and records processes
Approve new courses and make curricular changes at USF St. Petersburg
Process and support sabbatical leaves
Administer USF St. Petersburg international programs
Recommend USF St. Petersburg faculty tenure and rank promotions to the USF
President
Maintain control over local hiring of personnel and contracting functions
Create and promulgate campus policies and procedures in concordance with USF
system-wide policies and procedures
The Regional Chancellor delegates the authority to issue Academic Affairs policies and
procedures to the Regional Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. Paying close attention to
USF St. Petersburg's mission and strategic goals, as well as to all course and program
outcomes assessment measures, each college periodically reviews its courses, programs,
and academic policies for appropriate changes that will result in stronger curricular offerings.
All graduate and undergraduate course changes, new course approvals and program
proposals and changes for USF St. Petersburg are processed at this institution. Proposals
originate in the College and must be approved by the appropriate College's curriculum
committee. They then must be approved by the respective College dean. If a proposal is
approved by both the College curriculum committee and the dean, it then is forwarded to the
appropriate campus-wide curriculum committee (the Undergraduate Council or the Graduate
Council). Final local approval of all proposals must be given by the Regional Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs (RVCAA). In the case of new courses, RVCAA approval is required
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before a proposal is forwarded to Tallahassee for approval by the Board of Education. In the
case of new or substantive program changes, RVCAA approval is required before a proposal
is forwarded to the Academic Affairs Coordinating Council. A parallel process is used for
undergraduate course and program proposals.
USF St. Petersburg's Undergraduate Council is responsible for recommending to the Regional
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and for reporting to the USFSP Faculty Council, on
matters pertaining to undergraduate courses, curricula, and instructional programs of USFSP.
USF St. Petersburg's Graduate Council is responsible for recommending to the Regional Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and for reporting to the USFSP Faculty Council, on matters
pertaining to graduate courses, curricula, and instructional programs of USFSP. The Councils
are each comprised of seven faculty members: two representatives each from the College of
Business, the College of Education, and the College of Arts and Sciences, and one
representative from the USFSP Library faculty. The chair is elected from one of these seven.
The Undergraduate Catalog and the Graduate Catalog contain academic rules and
regulations that cover student affairs, undergraduate and graduate admissions, registration
and records, financial aid and scholarships, tuition , fees, refunds, undergraduate and
graduate academic policies and a plethora of general information and policies. The catalogs
of the campus establish and reflect admission and degree requirements within the University
of South Florida along with providing general information regarding the University, University
community, curricular offerings and facilities available to students, faculty, and staff of the USF
St. Petersburg. In addition, the Catalogs of the University contain the academic calendar as
set by the University of South Florida within the general guidelines of the Board of Governors.
The catalogs are available online . Many of these same policies are also covered in greater
detail in the student handbook, especially those dealing with student rights and
responsibilities, grievances, grade appeals, etc.

3.4.6

Practices for awarding academic credit
The institution employs sound and acceptable practices for determining the amount and level
of credit awarded for courses, r~gardless of format or mode of delivery.

3.4.7

Consortia! and contractual educationaiJ!ro_grams
The institution ensures the quality of educational programs/courses offered through consortia
relationships or contractual agreements, ensures ongoing compliance with the comprehensive
requirements, and evaluates the consortia! relationship and/or agreement against the purpose
of the institution.

3.4.8

Additional
Information

3.4.9

Awarding of academic credit for non-credit work
The institution awards academic credit for course work taken on a noncredit basis only when
there is documentation that the noncredit course work is equivalent to a designated credit
experience.
NoN-CREDIT WORK POLICY. USF St. Petersburg will develop a written policy that outlines its
practice of dealing with non-credit work. The University of South Florida St. Petersburg does
not normally award credit or credit-equivalencies for noncredit course work. Exceptions may
be made for military service school courses, which are evaluated with reference to the
recommendation of the American Council of Education when official credentials have been
presented. Such recommendation, however, is not binding.

Academic support services
The institution provides appropriate academic support services.

Additional
Information

HOW TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTS ACADEMICS. Classroom Technology Resources (CTR), a division
of the Office of Campus Computing, was established to support the computer technology
needs of USF St. Petersburg faculty and students in a classroom setting . CTR provides the
resources necessary for instructors to enhance the learnin_g_ e'5.2_erience of all USF St.
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Petersburg students through the use of multimedia presentations. All campus classrooms are
equipped with adjustable lighting, an Internet connected Dell Optiplex GX260 computer with
CD/DVD player, Office 2003, SPSS, SAS and Internet Explorer 6, a VCR, and a large screen
multimedia presentation monitor or projector. Secure access to the faculty network drive is
also available for easy access to online instructional materials.
Detailed instructions on how to use the equipment in each room is available online
(http://www.stpt.usf.edu/computing/Lab lnfo/CTR.htm).
If the classroom technology resource equipment should fail before or during class, backup PC
carts are available in Bayboro Hall 226 for check out by faculty with a valid ID. (Faculty are
responsible for the pick up and return of the backup PC carts.) Each faculty member is
expected to attend a short orientation at least 24 hours prior to the first class meeting to
become familiar with the computer workstations. The same user id and password that is used
to access an office computer works in a classroom setting. Users are required to call the help
desk to set up an appointment for orientation and to receive your user id and password if one
is needed .
Four dedicated computer classrooms and two computer assisted science classrooms exist on
campus that support the instructional computing needs of the three colleges. Davis Hall 253
has 48 Dell Optiplex GX620 PCs, Bayboro Hall225 has 33 Dell Optiplex GX620 PCs, FCT120 has 24 Dell Optiplex GX620 PCs and FCT-107 has 21 Macintosh G4 units. The Biology
and Chemistry labs located in Davis Hall 206 and 214 also have Dell PCs along with
specialized instrumentation supporting science experiments. All of the dedicated computer
classrooms are connected to the campus network. Custom college folders are available for
course specific software and data. Detailed hardware, software and room configurations can
be found at:
http://www.stpt.usf.edu/computing/Lab Info/Available Hardware.htm
http://www.stpt.usf.edu/computing/Lab Info/Available Software.htm
In order to use one of the dedicated computer classrooms for the entire semester, faculty
submit requirements during the schedule creation process to the respective Dean. During the
schedule coordinators meeting the days and time of the classes requiring computer instruction
are finalized . Any remaining days and times are scheduled on a weekly basis by the Office of
Campus Computing Help Desk.
Using technology to support academics is a
substantial focus of the College of Education . Ten faculty members, out of a full-time faculty
of 25, have participated in Preparing Tomorrow's Teachers to use Technology {PT3) , which
was a faculty development program offered university system wide to instructors and
professors, and included hands-on training in new instructional technologies and the
completion of a course-related project that uses technology. In addition, during the 20042005 academic year, the College partnered with faculty, administrators, and staff from the
College of Education at the University of Findlay (UF) in Findlay, OH as part of UF's own PT3
project. The plan for this collaborative partnership with USF St. Petersburg was part of UF's
grant project and facilitated at USF St. Petersburg by Dr. Scott Waring, a visiting faculty
member in the COE.
TECHNOLOGY IN THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION.

The partnership with the University of Findlay comprised a team from UF visiting the College
of Education at USF St. Petersburg three times during the year, each time providing small
group and one-on-one technology training for all full-time faculty members in the College of
Education (COE). Each COE faculty member who participated was required to complete a
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project that infused technology into one or more courses. The Findlay partners worked closely
with each faculty member to facilitate this process. The Findlay partners also contributed
equipment to help the College of Education sustain the use of technology in instruction by its
faculty members. Each faculty member in the college received a SONY digital camera from
the Findlay grant, and the College of Education provided tripods and camera cases. This
partnership also led to the establishment of the College of Education Teaching, Learning, and
Technology Center (TLTC), which is housed in COQ 234. The dean of the college, who
supported the partnership from its inception, allocated office space for the TLTC, provided the
necessary furniture and equipment, and involved campus computing in the installation of a
security system and network ports. Faculty can use or check out state-of-the-art computers,
video recorders, cameras, and other equipment and software. Dr. Lyman Dukes, an Assistant
Professor in Special Education , serves as coordinator of the Teaching , Learning, and
Technology Center and provides technical support as needed and requested by COE faculty.
Another example of the College of Education's use of technology to support academics is the
development of its pilot assessment system, the Collaborative Digital Network (CON). The
system, which has been in development over the last year, was piloted for the first time this
year. In the fall of 2005, 35 students and 10 faculty members participated in the initial pilot. In
the spring of 2006, a new group of 35 students is piloting the system, and the 10 faculty
members are continuing to participate. Dr. Zafer Unal, a faculty member in the College of
Education, is the project developer, programmer, and coordinator. The system has been
developed in collaboration with a team from the Florida Department of Education , the dean
and faculty members from the College of Education at USFSP, and faculty from Stetson and
Barry Universities. The CON is a web-based assessment system that provides data for
college faculty and administrators to evaluate overall program effectiveness, as well as the
progress of each student in relationship to program goals and state and national standards.
The system also provides College of Education students with rich opportunities for reflection
on their work and development as teachers because the students are required to select
evidence of assignments that they believe meet one of the state and/or national standards,
submit this evidence to the system , accompany this evidence with a written annotation
providing the rationale, and receive detailed and reliable feedback from faculty about how well
this evidence meets the criteria on the standard rubrics for each of the state of Florida's 12
Education Accomplished Practices. The CON system, which will eventually involve all
students, faculty, and adjuncts in the college, ensures that data are available to students and
faculty on an on-going basis regarding student progress through required program
coursework. In addition, the nature of the web-based system actively involves all faculty and
students in the College of Education in the use of technology as a tool.
For a detailed description of the project, the standard rubrics and the state standards, guests
may visit the system at http://assessmentproject.org/cdn. We have also created a guest site
for visitors to see a sample portfolio or use the demonstration system, while maintaining the
confidentiality of current student information. Access to this is with the Username: heather and
the Password: blue.

3.4.10

Defines and publishes general and major program requirements
The institution defines and publishes general education requirements for its undergraduate
programs and major program requirements for all its programs. These requirements conform
to commonly accepted standards and practices for degree programs.

Additional
Information

CLARIFICATION OF DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
B .S . IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND POLICY. The course requirements for the B.S. in
Environmental Science and Policy are described in the online catalog and are described next.

This interdisciplinary program spans multiple colleges within the university but is housed in the
College of Arts and Sciences. All students must complete the University's General Education
Requirements. All majors in the program must complete the required courses including two
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introductory courses in environmental science and policy, 2 semesters each of general biology
and general chemistry, environmental ethics, environmental politics and policy, statistics, and
physical science (either geology or physics). In addition, majors take 6-7 courses that allow
them to sub-specialize in science or in policy. Students choosing to sub-specialize in science
take 2 semesters of calculus, 1 semester of organic chemistry and lab, and 4 electives within
designated tracks. Students choosing to sub-specialize in policy take environmental law and
environmental economics and 4 electives within designated categories. Finally, all majors
must complete an upper division seminar and an internship or project.

M.L.A. IN FLORIDA STUDIES. Clarification of the requirements for this degree was requested.
The Florida Studies Track of the Master of Liberal Arts Program allows students to sample a
broad array of interdisciplinary classes. Florida-based classes may be taken in the fields of
History, English, Marine Science, Geology, Geography, Political Science, Journalism and
Media Studies, Fine Arts, and Anthropology.
Students will work closely with the co-directors, who will approve courses and help steer
candidates through the thesis.
Program Requirements:
Total required hours: 33
Courses:
• A 3 credit-hour class, Introduction to Florida Studies (AMS 6934) and a 4 credit
seminar on the History of Modern Florida (HIS 6939) are the program's only required
courses. All other classes must be approved; each semester the program will
circulate a list of approved courses.
Each student must pass a comprehensive oral examination and a written examination
covering three fields or concentrations.
• All students in the Florida Studies Program will complete a thesis, generally 75 to 150
pages in length. Candidates will select topics with the approval of a thesis advisor.
The thesis committee consists of the thesis advisor and two faculty members. An oral
defense of the thesis completes the process. The defense is open to all faculty and
graduate students.
EXIT REQUIREMENTS. Several programs were identified as providing exceptions to the
University's exit requirements. Two of the three identified programs - Nursing and
Engineering - are not major at USF St. Petersburg , but only offered at USF Tampa. It was
noted that one major on this campus- Graphic Design - includes an exit requirement course
(ART 4724) in its requirements. The B.F.A. Degree in Studio Art with a concentration in
Graphic Design is a limited access, upper-level program of study. Each Fall, a maximum of 20
students are admitted to the program. These students then follow a sequential course
schedule to successfully graduate from the program.

The Program in Graphic Design does meet all Liberal Arts requirements in both General
Education and Exit categories. There are no exceptions in this program for the Liberal Arts
Requirements. There are four required courses in the prerequisites for the Program in
Graphic Design which overlap General Education Requirements. They are as follows:
ARH 2050 - meets Gen. Ed. Historical Perspectives Requirement
ARH 2051 -meets Gen Ed. Historical Perspectives Requirement
MMC 3602 - meets Gen. Ed. Social Science Requirement
ART 2201 C or ART 2203C - meets Gen. Ed . Fine Arts Requirement
There is one course in the major which overlaps the Exit Major Works and Major Issues
Requirement, ARH 3475C. This course is taken in the final semester of the program, "VISpring Semester". If you view the program track at <www.stpt.usf.edu/graphicdesign> and
click on "Program Requirements", a semester by semester listing of the courses the student is
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required to take in the last two years is provided. The second Exit Major Works and Major
Issues course is listed in "IV- Spring Semester". The Exit Literature and Writing Course is
listed in "V- Fall Semester".
The summary of total program hours that appears on this web page is misleading regarding
the exit requirement. The intent is to demonstrate how program hours overlap with other
requirements and the wording should be corrected to state: General Education hours outside
the major: 24* hours
Exit Requirements outside the major: 6* hours
Art Requirements: 87 hours
Electives: 3 hours
We will correct the explanation below in the following manner: "*Please note that 12 hours of
General Education Requirements are satisfied by the Art School curriculum and that the
actual total number of hours in General Education remains 36 as is state mandated." and
"**Please note that 3 hours of the 9 hour Liberal Arts Exit Requirement are fulfilled by ART
4724 in the Graphic Design Major."
LANGUAGES. USF St. Petersburg offers courses in three languages, French, Spanish and
American Sign Language (ASL is accepted by Anthropology, Criminology, History, Mass
Communications, Political Science, and all programs in the College of Education as fulfilling
the language requirement.).

3.4.11
Additional
Information

3.4.12

Security of student academic records
The institution protects the security, confidentiality, and integrity of its student academic
records and maintains special security measures to protect and back up data.
An updated Admissions and Records Operations Manual is now available.

Faculty responsibility for quality and oversight
The institution places primary responsibility for the content, quality, and effectiveness of its
curriculum with its faculty.

3.4.13

Additional
Information

Curriculum development, program coordinators
For each major in a degree program, the institution assigns responsibility for program
coordination, as well as for curriculum development and review, to persons academically
qualified in the field . In those degree programs for which the institution does not identify a
major, this requirement applies to a curricular area or concentration.
Oversight of curriculum development at the University of South Florida St. Petersburg is
provided by the Undergraduate Council and the Graduate Council, which are responsible for
reviewing and approving all curriculum changes and new course proposals. At the program
level, the academic program review process is the evaluation mechanism for the effectiveness
of program coordination and curriculum development. Academic program review at the
undergraduate level is organized by the program coordinators. Program coordinators are fulltime tenured or tenure track faculty in each discipline whose duties include;
• Providing leadership in support of college and program missions
• Representing academic programs, faculty, and student interest to the Dean
• Recommending class schedule in consultation with faculty and academic advisors
• Recommending faculty assignments
• Recommending staffing for class schedule
• Maintaining rolling three year course list
Recruiting, orienting, and supervising adjunct faculty
•
•
Providing program information and reports
•
Updating catalog copy, web pages and brochures
•
Providing information and assist with program planning, curriculum development, and
evaluation; including accreditation, outcomes assessment, and academic learning
compacts
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•

Assisting with student recruitment by providing information to prospective students and
parents; may attend special recruiting events
• Receiving and attempting to resolve student concerns regarding programs, courses, and
faculty
At the graduate level, graduate directors are responsible for organizing curriculum
development and review. These directors are all full-time faculty in their respective Colleges.
In the College of Education, program coordinators, who are all academically qualified in their
respective fields and teaching in the program areas they coordinate, are selected for the role
of coordinator in one of three ways: by their peers in the program area, by self-nomination, or
by invitation by the dean of the college. Program coordination comprises several functions: 1)
liaison between the Curriculum and Program Committee, a standing committee of the College
Council that is charged with reviewing program revisions and approving new programs, and
the program area faculty members; 2) liaison between the Administrative Council, an ad hoc
group of program area faculty members and the dean and associate dean that deals with
issues related to scheduling and staffing of program courses; and 3) as folio coordinator, for
those program areas working on Florida Department of Education program approval folios.
In the degree program areas in the College of Education, the following full-time faculty
members serve as coordinators. In those program areas where another faculty member
serves as advisor to the students that person's name is also included.
Degree Program
Area

Program
Coordinator

Special Education

Dr. Terry Rose

Reading Education
Elementary
Education
(Graduate)
Educational
Leadership
English Education
(Graduate)

Dr. Margaret Hewitt

Math/Science
Education

Student
Advisor
Dr. Kim
Stoddard
Dr. Margaret
Hewitt

Dr. Steve Micklo

Dr. Cynthia Leung

Dr. Lynette
Fields
Dr. Cynthia
Leung

Dr. Andy Reeves

Dr. Andy
Reeves

Dr. Brianne Reck

Faculty Members'
Qualifications
PhDs in Special
Education
PhD. Reading
Education
PhD. Early
Childhood
Education
EdDs Educational
Leadership
PhD. Literacy
Education
PhD. Math
Education

3.4.14

Use of technology to enhance student learning

Additional
Information

The institution's use of technology enhances student learning, is appropriate for meeting the
objectives of its programs, and ensures that students have access to and training in the use of
technology.
STUDENT TRAINING IN TECHNOLOGY. Student training in the use of technology is provided
through several venues.
The Office of Campus Computing provides personalized student instruction as part of the
instructional computing lab operations. Personal trainers are available to students 71 hours a
week and are located in Bayboro Hall 228. In addition classroom based training courses are
available on a wide range of popular applications. The current classroom based training
schedule is located at:
http://www .acomp. usf.ed u/feed. ph p ?grou p=train ing&item=sched ule
Online training modules are available for the following applications:
1) my_USF portal and Blackboard
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http://www.acomp.usf.edu/group/myusf/
2) Electronic Mail
http://www.acomp.usf.edu/group/mail/
3) Weblogs
http://blog. usf.edu/
4) Wireless Connectivity
http://www.acomp. us f.edu/group/connecV
5) Web Space
http://www.acomp.usf.edu/feed.php?group=connecVssh&item=ssh1
Librarians work with student advisors and faculty to provide classroom instruction for
individual classes either in the library or in a particular classroom. Presentations are geared
toward the class's specific subject area. Emphasis is placed on building research skills, critical
thinking and the evaluation of material techniques. Subject oriented bibliographies, user
guides and style format handouts, many of them available online, are provided for further selfstudy. Library orientation sessions are provided for new students on a regular basis during
each semester and continue through semester breaks. At these sessions, students are given
an overview of the physical layout of the library, focusing especially on the Reference and
Circulation areas and the services they provide, information concerning hours of operation,
validation requirements for circulation and online access, schedules regarding bibliographic
instruction presentations, and individual and group tutorial opportunities. In addition to classes
or tutorials, students may also request an individual tutorial (Research Assistance Program
"RAP Sessions"). The student is guided through the research process to ensure that he or
she will be able to continue confidently with an assignment. For distance learning students,
these tutorials are offered by phone or online.
The Academic Success Center at USF St. Petersburg has an open-use computer lab with 10
Internet-ready computer stations. The center's computers are equipped with MS Office;
SPSS; GRE, GMAT, LSAT and CLAST preparation programs; study skills, vocabulary
building, and reading improvement programs. The Center also maintains a collection of COs
with resources linked to textbooks used in various writing, math, social science, and business
courses

3.5.1

Competencies within general education core
The institution identifies college-level competencies within the general education core and
provides evidence that graduates have attained those competencies.

3.5.2

Degree credit earned at institution
The institution awards degrees only to those students who have earned at least 25 percent of
the credit hours required for the degree through instruction offered by that institution .

3.6.1

Academic contents progressively advanced
The institution's post-baccalaureate professional degree programs, and its master's and
doctoral degree programs, are progressively more advanced in academic content than
unden::Jraduate programs.

3.6.2

Independent learning
The institution ensures that its graduate instruction and resources foster independent learning,
enabling the graduate to contribute to a profession or field of study_.

3.6.3

Degree credits earned at institution
The majority of credits toward a graduate or a post-baccalaureate professional degree is
earned through the institution awarding the degree. In the case of graduate and postbaccalaureate professional degree programs offered through joint, cooperative, or consortia
arranqements, the student earns a majority of credits from the participatinjl institutions.

3.7.1

Qualifications
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The institution employs competent faculty members qualified to accomplish the mission and
goals of the institution. When determining acceptable qualifications of its facu lty, an institution
gives primary consideration to the highest earned degree in the discipline in accordance with
the guidelines listed below. The institution also considers competence, effectiveness, and
capacity, including, as appropriate, undergraduate and graduate degrees, related work
experiences in the field, professional licensure and certifications, honors and awards,
continuous documented excellence in teaching, or other demonstrated competencies and
achievements that contribute to effective teaching and student learning outcomes. For all
cases, the institution is responsible for justifying and documenting the qualifications of its
faculty.
Additional
Information

CLARIFICATION ON CREDENTIALS

Douglas Hardman (part time)
Mr. Hardman -who teaches Basic and Intermediate American Sign Language- is
congenitally deaf, and is fluent in ASL. In addition to his bachelor's degree in history, Mr.
Hardman completed the requirements for the first level of certification of the American Sign
Language Teachers Association (ASL TA) in 2004.
American Sign Language Teachers Association
The mission of the ASLTA is to insure that teachers of American Sign Language (ASL)
possess the skills and knowledge to effectively teach ASL and the culture of the American
Deaf community. In order to be certified by the ASLTA, individuals must present
documentation that they have used ASL on a daily basis for a min imum of five years.
Candidates' portfolios also must include documentation of their teaching experience and
sample course syllabi and lesson plans. The provisional certificate is valid for four years; Mr.
Hardman intends to apply for and complete the next level of certification in the coming year.
Overview for Faculty in the Department of Journalism and Media Studies (Elliott, Walters and
Fields)
Journalists often have specific expertise in fields other than journalism , and valuable faculty
members can bring more than just conventional journalism or media perspectives to the
practice and theory of journalism and other media work. The Department of Journalism and
Media Studies values innovative thinking as a hallmark of our program; therefore, we as a
department value our faculty members and potential faculty members who have extensive
media or other relevant and needed experience, but who might have terminal degrees in
areas outside the realm of traditional journalism or mass media programs.
Hence, several of our faculty have terminal degrees in areas other than journalism/mass
communication. The Accrediting Council on Education in Journalism and Mass
Communications (ACEJMC) accrediting standards address and, in fact, endorse this position.
In its guidelines for hiring full-time faculty, the standards clearly support flexibi lity in the
credentials needed for teaching assignments. Its criteria include the requirement that a
"capable faculty" is one with "a balance of academic and professional credentials appropriate
for the unit's mission." In addition, surveys conducted by the Roper Center for the Freedom
Forum's study of journalism education (1995-1996) reveal a strong consensus among those
educators teaching in graduate and undergraduate journalism programs nationwide. Of
those polled, "only 5% thought journalism educators should be required to have a doctorate in
journalism/mass communication."
Perhaps the most powerful validation for our faculty's collective credentials to teach the
courses they teach comes from our accrediting body, ACEJMC. This department received
full accreditation in 2004, becoming one of only 106 nationwide to receive such distinction;
additionally, our graduate program is one of a handful of professional master's degree
granting programs to receive accreditation. In summarizing the department's strengths, the
site visit team noted "a cadre of faculty members dedicated to the field of journalism, in the
first place, and to excellence in teaching and to scholarshiQ_ or creative activity." ACEJMC
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further praised what the site visit team called "laudatory instruction ... with individual attention
to students."
In summary, the Department of Journalism and Media Studies broadly defines the study of
journalism as a field that incorporates many fields-history, philosophy, ethics, law, sociology,
anthropology, and literature, among them. While ensuring that formal academic credentials
are appropriate to a specific course, the goal is to assign a faculty member who brings a
unique and valuable skill, experience, or theoretical approach to that course. To do otherwise
is to limit a faculty member's interests and a student's learning.
Denise Elliott (full time)
Professor Deni Elliott's doctoral degree from Harvard is in Philosophy of Education, but her
primary research and teaching interests since graduate school, and spanning more than two
decades of academic service, has been journalism and journalism/media ethics in particular.
Her dissertation was entitled "Toward the Development of a Model for Journalism Ethics
Instruction."
Her credentials to teach undergraduate and graduate courses in journalism are validated by
Professor Elliot having been tenured at Utah State University- in the Department of Mass
Communication, with a secondary appointment in the Department of Philosophy, The
University of Montana - in the Department of Philosophy, with an adjunct appointment,
teaching graduate courses and serving on graduate committees in the College of Journalism-, and here at The University of South Florida St. Petersburg- in the Department of Journalism
and Media Studies.
In addition , she has taught a graduate course in med ia ethics at Harvard's Kennedy School of
Government, as well as a graduate seminar in Media Ethics for the Department of
Communications at California State University-Fullerton. Her research has focused on media.
Of 12 books and documentaries, 5 address issues in media. Of 17 articles in refereed
journals, 11 address issues in media. Of 33 book chapters and encyclopedia entries, 23
address issues in media. Of 95 articles or columns for the trade press, all but one addresses
issues in media. Professor Elliot also continues to work as a journalist, producing a weekly
radio show for public radio; the program, Ethically Speaking, is available for distribution
nationally through PRX.
Mark Walters (full time)
The author of several highly acclaimed books, including A Shadow and a Song. the story of
Florida's dusky seaside sparrow's extinction, Dr. Walters, a veterinarian, frequently writes
about the connections between human health and the environment. His most recent book, Six
Modern Plagues and How We Are Causing Them, was published in September 2003. Prior to
joining USF in 2003, Dr. Walters was a visiting lecturer at Harvard Medical School. He
received an undergraduate degree in English literature from McGill University, Montreal; a
master's from the Columbia University School of Journalism, New York; and a D.V.M. from
Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine in Massachusetts. His articles have appeared
in publications such as Audubon magazine and Reader's Digest. He is a contributing editor of
Orion magazine.
While his terminal degree is in veterinary science, he has a strong research agenda focusing
on the development and execution of a new journalistic paradigm of risk communication-one
that pertains specifically to environmental change and public health . This project was
published as the book Six Modern Plagues and How We are Causing Them (Island Press,
2003), and has been reviewed in one of the most prestigious science journals, Nature. The
result also translated into two graduate seminars, fully appropriate given Dr. Walters' research
accomplishments, one focused on emerging diseases, the other on natural disasters. This
and other information is the commodity of exchange in the journalism/public marketplace;
hence, his work is intrinsically and provocatively journalistic in approach and content. Some
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journalists gather and report information about public health, others gather and report about
politics, sports, business or entertainment-all are reflective of the core value that gathering
and distributing information the public needs as a prerequisite for intelligent self-governance.
His perspective-as a journalist and a scientist--makes Dr. Walters uniquely qualified to teach
the courses he teaches, from traditional reporting and feature writing courses to his own area
of specialization, science journalism .
Monigue Fields (part time)
Our visiting assistant professor this year, Monique Fields, is a prime example. She has a
graduate degree from one of the finest journalism schools in the country, Northwestern
University. She has written thousands of newspaper articles, a chapter for a book published
by Teachers College Press at Columbia University, and has been published in myriad
magazines. In addition, she is currently working on a 50,000-word book. Ms. Fields has also
been a guest lecturer at Poynter Institute, organized and facilitated high school journalism
workshops at the University of Alabama and Tennessee State University, and worked with a
Pulitzer Prize-winning feature writer for more than a year on a six-part newspaper series
(2003). She was nominated along with that reporter and another for the Pulitzer Prize (2004),
and, individually, has won other prestigious journalism awards.
The Roper survey quoted earlier makes it clear that full-time faculty with strong professional
backgrounds can be effective teachers when teaching undergraduates and graduates in skills
areas like news writing , reporting , and editing. The Department of Journalism and Media
Studies at USF, St. Petersburg has a long-established tradition of utilizing high-achieving
professionals from the field who have a master's degree. The Roper study found that
"Journalism educators, including those with doctoral degrees, do not strongly support the
doctorate as a criterion for hiring journalism educators. Only 37% of journalism educators
thought a doctorate should be required . Our faculty members who teach theory, ethics, law,
or any of the more theoretical courses need the academic training appropriate to those areas.
And while we work to make sure that the content of all our courses, including reporting and
news editing, is thoughtful and requires critical thinking and analysis, we accomplish this by
sometimes using thoughtful professionals who have master's degrees.
Kristen Bazley. Ed.D. (part time)
The course taught by Dr. Bazley is in the department of Elementary Education. The complete
title is, "Teaching Writing in the Elementary School , Grades K-6." The course description is
listed below. In addition to her Ed.D., Dr. Bazley holds a State of Florida Teacher Certification
in Elementary Education and completed Kindergarten Certification courses at the University of
Central Florida in 1999. She is a full-time Kindergarten classroom teacher and previously
taught at the lower elementary grade levels. ·
LAE 4314 Teaching Writing in the Elementary School, Grades K-6
Elementary Education majors or CL. The purpose of this course is for students to understand
children's writing development and to design and implement instructional strategies for
teaching composition in an inteQrated LanQuaQe Arts curriculum.

3.7.2

Evaluation
The institution regularly evaluates the effectiveness of each faculty member in accord with
published criteria, regardless of contractual or tenured status.

3. 7.3

Professional development
The institution provides evidence of ongoing professional development of faculty as teachers,
scholars, and practitioners.

Additional
Information

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

The University of South Florida St. Petersburg provides numerous opportunities for faculty to
participate in ongoing professional development and rewards faculty for doing so. Each of the
colleges provides funds for ongoing professional development of faculty as teachers,
scholars, and practitioners. Since 2003, all teachinQ faculty across the campus have received
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a minimum of $900 for travel to professional conferences, although with appropriate
justification, a number of faculty have received considerably more. In fiscal year 2005-2006,
over $200,000 has been allotted for faculty professional development (including research
awards, teaching awards, travel, etc.). Each semester, training is provided to all faculty in the
use of Blackboard (introductory and advanced), PowerPoint, statistical software and the
library's reference software. At the fall faculty meeting, the entire afternoon is devoted to
professional development through this training. In 2005, nearly 90% of the faculty participated
in one or more of these trainings. In 2006, a virtual Faculty Success Center was created to
provide information on academic issues and training on instructional techniques.
Consistent with its research mission, USF St. Petersburg hired its founding Regional
Associate Vice Chancellor for Research & Graduate Studies in 2004 to provide additional
support to faculty in identifying and developing new funding for research and development
activities. Grant writing, grant research and management training have been offered on a
regular basis. In 2006, the following workshops are a sample of the research related
development activities planned;
POST-AWARD ISSUES FOR THE PRE-AWARD AND DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATOR

January 24, 2006
11 :30 am-3:30pm
This program will help demystify post-award issues by examining the synergistic relationship
of pre-award and post-award offices and functions.
Learning Objectives: Participants will
Gain a greater awareness of the impact that both pre-award and post-award functions have
on each other;
Understand the impact that decisions made in the proposal and award negotiation stage have
on the PI, and the institution's ability to conform with the terms and conditions of the award;
and
Departmental Administrators (the advocates for the PI) will have a better understanding of
what the pre-award administrator needs are and the pre-award administrator will have a better
understanding of what the post-award administrator needs are regardless of the size of the
institution or the number of FTE devoted to research administration .
GRANTS.GOV: WORKING TOWARDS A COMMON VISION

March 7, 2006
11 :30 am - 3:30 pm
This workshop is aimed towards the sponsored programs administrator and/or director and
will provide and opportunity to consider the strategic, operational and cultural issues
associated with this significant change in proposal submission. Call-in questions or
discussions of implementation strategies is encouraged .
Learning Objectives: Participants will
Gain an understanding of the current status of Grants.gov;
Understand the requirements for specific agency implementation of Grants.gov and the status
of these implementations;
Learn about other future post-award initiatives of Grants.gov or federal granting agencies;
Be apprised of university challenges and implementation strategies for Grants.gov.
NATIONAL SECURITIES ISSUES VIDEO WORKSHOP

June 13, 2006
11:30 am - 3:30 pm
This program will address issues involving research that may involve national security
concerns. Topics will include export control regulations, involvement of foreign nationals in
research, international collaborations, "sensitive but unclassified" data, and security issues
related to select agents and bio-containment laboratories and facilities. Discussion will also
include institutional procedures related to export control as well as sensitive research projects,
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facilities, or activities.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FOR THE RESEARCH ADMINISTRATOR
September 12, 2006
11 :30 am-3:30pm
The ins and outs of "Technology Transfer," the conveyance of intellectual property developed
by university researchers over to the private sector where it can be commercialized to better
serve the public good, can appear to be unduly complex to the layperson. This workshop will
provided an overview of the technology transfer process and the though processes and
necessary infrastructure underlying it. Topics covered will include the Bayh-Dole Act, the Tam
REform Act of 1986, patents, licenses, options, copyrights. trade secrets and trademarks,
research agreements, confidential disclosure agreements, and material transfer agreements.
The workshop will also provide a historical context for the rationale behind government,
university, and industry collaborations which facilitate such transfer of technology to the
private sector.
Learning Objectives: Participants will
Gain an increased repertoire of contract language to use in negotiations.
Have a better understanding of how industry views, reviews, and manages agreements.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AS TEACHERS AND PRACTITIONERS. In the College of Education,
we take pride in our commitment to preparing teachers to help students from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds achieve academic success. Forty-four full and part-time
USFSP College of Education faculty members who teach courses that address these issues
(the majority of the courses in our curriculum) have completed 60 clock hours of faculty
development that focuses on the needs of language minority students. Faculty have selected
appropriate training from a menu of options, including special lectures and workshops, webbased tutorials developed by a USFSP COE faculty member (http://tapestry.usf.edu), and
collaborative research . In addition, our College of Education houses a resource center on
cultural and linguistic diversity with over 400 books as well as a collection of articles on this
topic, organized by program area (e.g., developing second language literacy).
In the fall of 2004, the College of Education established a Teaching, Learning, and
Technology Center (TL TC) for all College of Education faculty members. The Center, which is
housed in COQ 234, is the result of a year-long partnership during the 2004-2005 academic
year with the University of Findlay (UF) in Findlay, OH . During this year, faculty in the college
participated in small group and one-on-one technology training. The goal of these sessions
was to increase the use of technology in teaching by the faculty members. Each COE faculty
member who participated was required to complete a project that infused technology into one
or more courses. The Findlay partners worked closely with each faculty member to facilitate
this process. The Findlay partners also contributed equipment to help the College of
Education sustain the use of technology in instruction by its faculty members. Each faculty
member in the college received a SONY digital camera from the Findlay grant, and the
College of Education provided tripods and camera cases. The dean of the college, who
supported the partnership from its inception , allocated office space for the TLTC, provided the
necessary furniture and equipment, and involved campus computing in the installation of a
security system and network ports. Faculty can use or check out state-of-the-art computers,
video recorders, cameras, and other equipment and software.
Ten faculty members, out of a full-time faculty of 25, have participated in Preparing
Tomorrow's Teachers to use Technology (PT3), which was a faculty development program
offered university system wide to instructors and professors, and included hands-on training in
new instructional technologies and the completion of a course-related project that uses
technology.
Professional development as teacher educators. The College of Education regularly
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provides support for its faculty members to participate in training sessions related to their roles
as teacher educators, to program goals, to state and national education standards, and to the
college and university mission. Since the inception of the College of Education in 2003, teams
of faculty members have attended numerous training sessions paid for by the college: 1) six
faculty members spent four days in Washington, DC participating in training by the National
Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), its national accrediting body; 2)
eight faculty members participated in a four day training session on state program approval
and national accreditation put on by the Florida Department of Education ; 3) the Dean, as the
institutional representative, regularly takes several faculty members with her to the bi-annual
meetings of the Florida Association of Teacher Education and to the annual meeting of the
national American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education, including attending full and
half-day pre-conference sessions on topics relevant to current issues in teacher education ; 4)
the college has sent individual faculty members to attend professional meetings as
representatives of the college and to acquire the latest knowledge in critical areas in the field ,
such as the statewide technology conference; and 5) the college has provided support for the
Associate Dean to attend statewide Associate Deans and Deans Institutes.
Professional development as scholars. The College of Education provides travel support
for faculty members to present papers at state, regional, and national meetings. The College
has provided $250 for non-tenure-earning faculty members and $900 for non-tenured, tenureearning faculty members. Requests for additional travel support are evaluated on a case by
case basis and on funds available at the end of the fiscal year.
Professional development of staff. The College of Education also supports training
opportunities for members of the college staff to attend sessions related to their professional
roles. The college has provided both release time and funds to support the staff's participation
in sessions including: skills training on being an administrative assistant, and computer
training on developing spreadsheets, power point presentations, and websites.

3.7.4

Academic freedom
The institution ensures adequate procedures for safeguarding and protecting academic
freedom .

3.7.5

Published policies on responsibility and authority
The institution publishes policies on the responsibility and authority of faculty in academic and
governance matters.

3.8.1
Additional
Information

Facilities and instructional support services
The institution provides facilities, services, and learning/information resources that are
appropriate to support its teaching, research, and service mission .
MICROFORM READERS/PRINTERS. The use of microforms has dropped precipitously since
numerous journal back files and newspapers (New York Times, Wall Street Journal, recent St.
Petersburg Times, and London Times) have been converted to digital formats. The library
contract for photocopiers has established the number of microprinters based on usage
statistics.
AssESSMENT OF COLLECTIONS. The Poynter Library has materials budget information back to
the 1970s and will provide. New faculty members were queried about user satisfaction in
2002/03, but the returns were limited. The College of Education faculty and graduate
students were surveyed about the Instructional Materials Center in 2003/04. Honors students
were surveyed in 2004/05. User satisfaction is informally expressed in numerous positive
comments and few suggestions. See library assessment web site for assessments mentioned
above.
We report statistics annually, plus include many in annual reports. All USF Libraries statistics
are cumulated for national and regional reports, but I have breakouts for USFSP and will
provide. Our statistics, for instance, have supported more staffing in media and interlibrary
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loan/circulation, as well as staffing reductions in technical services. Will provide annual
statistics.

3.8.2

Access to instruction in use
The institution ensures that users have access to regular and timely instruction in the use of
the library and other learning/information resources.

3.8.3

Additional
Information

Qualified staff
The institution provides a sufficient number of qualified staff-with appropriate education or
experiences in library and/or other learning/information resources-to accomplish the mission
of the institution.
JUSTIFICATION OF THE SIZE AND QUALITY OF LIBRARY STAFF
SIZE AND QUALITY OF LIBRARY STAFF. The library roster identifies the current staff of the
Poynter Library, along with their relevant credentials. The listing of job assignments illustrates
the distribution of tasks for each member. These job assignments provide evidence for the
attention to the campus mission. For example, Jim Schnurr in Special Collections is assigned
to "continue to implement oral history and web site of Maritime Service base" as well as work
with "interns in the Florida Studies Program or SUS when they can effectively assist with
special collections projects." Deborah Henry coordinates our collections in marine science.
Both of these individuals and their responsibilities directly relate to the campus mission by
supporting two of our Programs of Distinction (Environmental Science, Policy and Geography
and Florida Studies). These programs respond to our mission to offer "distinctive graduate
and undergraduate programs in the arts and sciences, business, and education" (see below).

USF St. Petersburg's Mission Statement
"USF St. Petersburg offers distinctive graduate and undergraduate programs in the arts and
sciences, business, and education within a close knit, student-centered learning community
that welcomes individuals from the region, state, nation, and world. We conduct wide-ranging,
collaborative research to meet society's needs and engage in service projects and
partnerships to enhance the university and community's social, economic and intellectual life.
As an integral and complementary part of a multi-campus university, USF St. Petersburg
retains a separate identity and mission while contributing to and benefiting from the
associations, cooperation, and shared resources of a premier national research university."
In addition to the dean of the library, Poynter Library employs 8 (7.5 FTE) librarians. All
librarians hold master's degrees from American Library Association accredited library schools,
and hold non-tenured faculty ranks, according to Association of College and Research
Libraries guidelines. Five librarians are full librarians, three are assistants, and one is a
visiting instructor. Promotions and annual review are handled similarly to USF SP teaching
faculty, with peer review evaluations based on librarianship, research, and campus,
community, and professional service. Promotion standards for library faculty were developed
in order to be congruent with standards of the Association of College and Research Libraries.
In their regular semester job assignments librarians are reminded that their performance will
be evaluated in light of the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries "Competencies for
Research Librarians," http://www.aserl .org/statements/competencies/competencies.pdf.
Experienced Poynter library faculty members are highly respected professionals active in
university governance and regional, state, and national professional organizations.
Twelve other staff positions (1 A&P; 11 USPS) support the library faculty to provide library and
media services. The library's coordinator of computer applications holds a BFA degree and
various technical certifications, while USPS staff members must possess at least a high
school diploma and demonstrate a combination of higher education and relevant experience
before employment. Qualifications and skills, as well as specific job functions, of each position
are specified on the official position descriptions for each staff member. Position descriptions
are given to each staff member when they are hired and when position responsibilities are
changed. All staff members receive annual evaluations according to USF SP procedures.
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PEER COMPARISONS OF STAFFING

Institution:

Librarians:

All Staff:

USF SP*
(-4,600 students)
Florida Gulf Coast
(-8,000 students)
Coastal Carolina
(-7,000 students)
Houston Clear Lake
(-7,000 students)
• Staff includes Media Services (3 FTE
cataloging and acquisitions services.)

8.5

22.5

12

27

10

23

14

38

+ Librarian Supervisor but library does not provide

In 2004 and 2006, library departments were realigned to utilize librarians and staff more
efficiently and to move to an organization that is more typical for academic libraries. A
department of Public Services combined reference, distance learning , and library instruction;
Access Services combined circulation, reserves, and interlibrary loan . Collection
Development and Technical Services (Technical Services was chiefly responsible for serials
check-in, since cataloging and acquisitions is a USF Libraries central service) were combined
to become Collection and Technical Services. Media and Special Collections were
unchanged. The library is organized as follows:
Department

Librarians

Other Staff

Access Services
Administration
Coli/Tech Services
Media
Public Services
Special Collections
Systems

1

4.5
2
2.5
3

1

1
1
3.5

Student interns

1 A&P

Poynter Library received three additional positions in response to recent campus growth since
1999/2000. An additional librarian was hired to augment the reference staff and to develop
services for distance learning students. Media Services hired an additional audiovisual
specialist to assist with new learning technologies requested by a younger cohort of campus
faculty. Access Services received an additional staff position in response to significant growth
in interlibrary loan and electronic reserve activities. The department obtained another staff
line in 2004/05 (yet unfilled) and a second new line is anticipated in 2005/06 to allow for
extended library hours for residential students. Librarians, as well as one staff member, now
have dual assignments in various library departments and in Public Services as reference and
liaison librarians.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AT POYNTER LIBRARY. All Poynter Library staff members have
many opportunities for professional development. Staff members at all levels are eligible to
take advantage of USF's tuition benefit plan and are encouraged to do so. One Senior Library
Technical Assistant has recently completed her BA and is now atttending USF's School of
Library Science. Another Senior LTA finished her MALS at USF in December 2005 through
this program. In addition, an LTA is currently completing her BA. The tuition benefit has been
invaluable both for professional development and for attracting and retaining talented staff.

USF in Tampa also provides an array of professional development workshops and leadership
programs. Tina Neville, head of public services, and David Brodosi, Audio-Visual Specialist,
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were nominated to attend the semester-long leadership program in 2004 and their attendance
has greatly enhanced their professional capabilities. USF and USF St. Petersburg also offer
various programs in Microsoft Office and other software programs, as well as the
management systems used throughout the university. Many Poynter staff members have
attended such sessions.
The Tampa Bay Library Consortium (TBLC) offers an array of high quality training programs
that many librarians and library technical assistants have attended.
(http://www.tblc.org/training/training.shtml) Classes are offered at the TBLC site, through
video feeds, or online. TBLC also sponsors an annual "VIP: Very Important
Paraprofessional" day-long institute that several library staff members have attended
regularly. Sessions include workshops on topics such as searching common databases,
customer services, and book repair.
Poynter Library occasionally offers in-service training for all staff members, most recently a
FISH workshop, video and discussion of dealing with difficult patrons, and workshops on new
software programs that are being implemented. Many recent sessions were devoted to the
new library management program, Aleph.
Technical staff members take advantage of various technology showcases sponsored by
media vendors in the area, plus a recent Educause seminar held in Orlando. USF in Tampa
holds an annual teaching technologies day that features presentations and vendor
demonstrations.
Librarians have the opportunity to attend American Library Association conferences (at no
cost to committee members and presenters) and Tina Neville attended several conferences
as a committee member. Other librarians regularly attend Florida Library Association and
Florida Association of College and Research Librarians, supported by library funds. Tina
Neville was selected to attend the ACRL Literacy Immersion Conference held at Eckerd
College in 2005. Mika Nelson completed an online ARL course on service to distance
learners when she became the library's first librarian for distance learning students. She later
completed an online course on copyright when she became interim head of access services.
Poynter Library has adequate funds to support these programs of continuing education and
librarians are encouraged to take advantage of such opportunities when they occur.
Staff members at all levels are eligible to take advantage of USF's tuition benefit plan and are
encouraged to do so. One Senior Library Technical Assistant has recently completed her BA
and is now applying to USF's School of Library Science. Another Senior LTA finished her
MALS at USF in December 2005 through this program. In addition, an LTA is currently
completing her BA. The tuition benefit has been invaluable both for professional development
and for attracting and retaining talented staff.

3.9.1

Student rights and responsibilities
The institution publishes a clear and appropriate statement of student rights and
responsibilities and disseminates the statement to the campus community.

3.9.2

Security of student affairs records
The institution protects the security, confidentiality, and integrity of its student records.

3.9.3

Qualified student affairs ~ersonnel

Additional
Information

The institution provides services supporting its mission with qualified personnel to ensure the
quality and effectiveness of its student affairs programs.
Vilas/resumes of senior staff in Student Affairs are now available.
R. Barry McDowell - Coordinator of Volunteer and Disability Services
Diane L. McKinstry, Ph.D. - Director, Academic Success Center and Student Affairs Research
and Assessment
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Errin J. (Jeffes) Mills - Coordinator of University Housing, Department of Student Services
Jennifer Leah Quinn -Coordinator of Student Life
Susan Cochran Phillips Ph.D., Director, Career Center
Momi Yamanaka, Ph.D., Staff Psychologist, Counseling and Career Center
Regina Young Hyatt, Director of Student Life
Marcus H. Berry, Coordinator of Fitness Center and lntramurals
Shannon M. Cho, Outreach Coordinator
David Fallon, Coed Sailing Coach
Cedric B. Howard, Ed. D., Director, Student Services
Joneen S. Maczis, Coordinator, Administrative Services
Steve Marshall, Interim-Coordinator of Multi-cultural Affairs
Don McCartv, Director, Facilities Operations

3.10.1

Financial stability
The institution's recent financial history demonstrates financial stability.

3.10.2

Financial statements and related documents
The institution provides financial statements and related documents, including multiple
measures for determining financial health as requested by the Commission, that accurately
and appropriately represent the total operation of the institution.

3.10.3

Audits of funds for financial aid
The institution audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state regulations.

3.10.4

Exercise control over financial and physical resources
The institution exercises appropriate control over all its financial and physical resources.

3.10.5

Financial control, sponsored programs, research
The institution maintains financial control over externally funded or sponsored research and
programs.

3.10.6
Additional
Information

3.10.7

Additional
Information

4.1

Healthy, safe and secure environment
The institution takes reasonable steps to provide a healthy, safe, and secure environment for
all members of the campus community.
The USF St. Petersburg Cleary Act report is now included.

Physical facilities
The institution operates and maintains physical facilities, both on and off campus, that are
adequate to serve the needs of the institution's educational programs, support services, and
mission-related activities.
The campus maintenance plan is now available.

Evaluation of student achievement
When evaluating success with respect to student achievement in relation to the institution's
mission, the institution includes, as appropriate, consideration of course completion, state
licensing examinations, and job placement rates.

Additional
Information

JOB PLACEMENT INFORMATION, STATE LICENSING EXAMINATION INFORMATION.

Source: USF COE Assessment Office (additional survey information on file at USFSPGraduating Seniors' Exit Survey, 2003-2004 & 2004-2005; Initial Teacher Preparation Alumni
Survey Report, Spring 2004 & 2005; Initial Teacher Preparation Principal Survey
Development Report Spring 2004 & 2005; and Final Internship Evaluation, 2003-2004)
The College of Education at USF St. Petersburg is in the process of seeking separate national
accreditation from NCATE. In 2004, the college submitted its request to begin this process.
Our request was granted, and we have a fall of 2006 deadline for submitting our
Preconditions to NCATE with our first site visit scheduled for the Fall of 2008. During this
transition, data on program graduates and job placements has been gathered centrally by the
USF Tampa College of Education. We are in the process of developing a systematic way to
separate out the data on USF St. Petersburg students and to establish our own data collection
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systems. We are piloting some of these systems in the 2005-2006 academic year. We do
have data from USF Tampa available from the publications cited above. We also have internal
records in the office of the College of Education at USF St. Petersburg.
For academic year 2003-2004, the most recent year that data have been collected, the USF
College of Education graduated 1,117 students in teacher preparation programs. Of these
graduates, 787 students were employed in public schools in Florida during the scholastic year
2004-2005. This represents 70% of the graduates, some of whom are employed in private
schools, in educational positions other than teaching (e.g., curriculum development), or
outside of Florida and were not included in this percentage figure. More recent data are not
yet available since the 2004-2005 graduates will be checked against Florida employment
records during the Spring 2006 semester. For academic year 2002-2003, there were 1,147
graduates in teacher preparation, 743 of whom (65%) were employed in Florida public
schools.
For those students in a degree program leading to teacher certification, the Florida
Department of Education (FLDOE) requires students to pass the Florida Teacher Certification
Examination (FTCE) in order to be granted teacher certification and a degree indicating
program completion. After students take the state licensure exam ination, which is on ly offered
three times each year, they receive the results directly from the FLDOE. Because these data
are not sent to the College of Education, there are only two ways of getting this important
information: 1) students are asked to submit copies of their scores; and 2) at the beginning of
each semester, the College of Education sends a list of the names and identifying numbers of
those students who are scheduled to graduate to the state department of education and
requests data on their licensure test completion. This has proven to be an unsatisfactory way
of getting the information on licensure test completion on all students, so we initiated a
change in program requirements in the spring of 2005--students are now expected to take and
pass all sections of the state licensure examination (FTCE) before being accepted into their
final internships. In order to give students sufficient time to comply with this requirement,
students have been given until the Fall of 2007. Unofficially, every effort is being made to
communicate this new requirement early to all students and to encourage them to take the
FTCE before their internships in order to have sufficient time for the scores to arrive prior to
graduation .
The FTCE results in the table below contain those data available to the COE from the Florida
Department of Education. Data summaries are completed early in each academ ic year, and
do not include data from the April test administrations. These data also fail to include the
records of students who brought in their test scores to the College of Education office. The
initial versions of the FTCE in 2003-2004 contained content that was outside of the domain of
most Elementary Education curricula because the certification had recently changed from 1-6
to K-6 . Although the FTCE pass rates from students in the College of Education have been
quite high overall, efforts to work with students who have failed to pass the FTCE on their first
attempts have been unsystematic. The College of Education plans to work with the new
academic success center at USFSP to have them provide test assistance on the FTCE for
COE students. FTCE scores are verified for every student in the College of Education before
he or she is certified for graduation .
The change in procedures described above to obtain FTCE scores before students enter their
internships is congruent with the development of the College of Education assessment
system, which is being piloted during the 2005-2006 academic year. In addition to containing
all of a student's records on progress within a given program , the assessment system will also
contain all the required test scores for program admission and graduation in a cen tral location
in the college. A detailed description of the assessment system in located in section 3.31.
Guests may visit the system at http://assessmentproject.org/cd n for a description of the
project, the rubrics, state standards. We have also created a guest site for visitors to see a
sample Q_ortfolio or use the demonstration system, while maintaining the confidentiality of
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current student information. Access to this is with the Username: heather and the Password:
blue.

Year

#Taking FTCE
{excluding
April admin.)

2003-2004

172

2004-2005

4.2
Additional
Information

Attempts

Elementary

Special Ed

English

One

116

23

7

Two

9

5

>Two

12

One

55

Two

10

>Two

7

94
15

6
1

Curriculum appropriate
The institution maintains a curriculum that is directly related and appropriate to the purpose
and goals of the institution and the diplomas, certificates, or d~_grees awarded.
ADEQUACY OF FULL-TIME FACULTY. A report on the number of faculty (full and part time) for
Spring 2005 (the most recent data with SCH) is provided in a separate document. This report
presents the number of faculty across the campus, in each academic college and by
discipline. It also provides an analysis (reprinted below) of student credit hour production by
full/part time faculty and by undergraduate and graduate courses.

Number of Student Credit Hours by Faculty Type by Campus
Spring 2005
Full-time
Percent
Part-time
Percent
Level
Full-time
Faculty
Total
Faculty
Part-time
SCH
SCH
Undergraduate
Graduate

20,696
2,484

69%
83%

9,187
502

31%
17%

29,883
2,986

Number of Student Credit Hours by Faculty Type by College of Arts and
Sciences
Spring 2005
Full-time
Part-time
Percent
Percent
Level
Total
Full-time
Faculty
Part-time
Faculty
SCH
SCH
Undergraduate
Graduate

9,063
470

59%
73%

6,280
176

41%
27%

15,343
646

Number of Student Credit Hours by Faculty Type by College of Business
Spring 2005
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Level

Undergraduate
Graduate

Full-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Full- time

Part-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Part-time

Total

8,158
424

83%
65%

1,638
233

17%
35%

9,796
657

Number of Student Credit Hours by Faculty Type by College of
Education
Spring 2005
Level

Undergraduate
Graduate

Full-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Full-time

Part-time
Faculty
SCH

Percent
Part-time

Total

3,189
1,590

73%
94%

1,188
93

27%
6%

4,377
1,683

These numbers compare well with other state universities, including USF Tampa- where, for
example, only 63% of undergraduate SCH is produced by full-time faculty.
Specific mention was made about the number of faculty in English, Mathematics, Sociology,
and World Language Education.
ENGLISH. There is currently an active search underway to fill two new faculty positions in this
program.
MATHEMATICS. There are also searches underway in Mathematics to fill two new faculty
positions.
SOCIOLOGY. Although there are no faculty separately identified in Sociology, our
Criminology faculty are sociologists, and teach criminology from a sociological perspective.
We hire part time faculty to teach other Sociology courses, although we do not offer a major in
this area.
WORLD LANGUAGE EDUCATION. There are two full time faculty in World Language Education .
We hire several additional part time faculty each year to supplement instruction. To date, this
appears to be sufficient for the needs of this campus since 1) we do not yet offer majors in
languages and 2) many students either place out of the language requirement or use ASL.
Language placement/competency exams are offered in French and Spanish on St.
Petersburg campus. Others are offered on Tampa campus. Approximately 30 students per
academic year take the competency test in Spanish, 4 in French. Demonstrating competency
in a foreign language =two semesters of a beginning college-level foreign language or one
semester of a higher-level course with a grade of "C" or above, or demonstrate equivalent
competency by an examination.
An analysis of demand in languages classes follows.
Beginning classes for competency in French or Spanish, with labs
Fall2004
FRE 1120
sections
1
seats /cap
22
enrollment
17

Spring 2005 Summer 2005 Fall2005
1
22
11

1
22
13

1
22
20

Spring 2006
2
44
24

FRE 1121

53

Sections
Seats/cap
Enrollment

1
22
6

1
22
9

0

1
22
15

1
22
11

3
66
64

4
88
83

1
22
24

4
88
87

5
110
87

SPN 1120
Sections
Seats/cap
Enrollment
SPN 1121
Sections
Seats/cap
Enrollment

2
44
44

3
66
53

2
44
58

3
66
64

4
88
75

SPN 1120-21
(telecourses)
Enrollment

17

24

0

44

31

4

2

4

5

Part time Faculty

4

Second-level classes offered for competency in foreign language:
Fall2004
Spring 2005
Summer 2005
Fall2005
SPN 2200
Seats
Enrollment

20
12

20
5

0

20
9

Spring 2006

20
15

American Sign Language courses applicable for competency in foreign language.
Accepted by Anthropology, Criminology, History, Mass Communications, Political Science, and all
programs in the College of Education.
Fall 2004
Spring 2005
Summer 2005
Fall2005
Spring 2006
SPA 3612
Sections
Seats
Enrollment

2
50
48

2
50
52

1
25
23

2
50
48

2
50
41

SPA 4613
Sections
Seats
Enrollment

2
50
34

2
50
43

1
25
25

3
75
49

2
50
39

Part time Faculty 2

2

1

2

2

TOTAL
ENROLLMENT 242

280

143

336

323

This analysis suggests that there is no unmet demand in the World Language Education classes at this
time.

4.3

Availability of calendars and policies
The institution makes available to students and the public current academic calendars,
grading policies, and refund policies.

4.4

Program length appropriate to degrees
The institution demonstrates that program length is appropriate for each of the degrees
offered.

4.5

Procedures for student complaints
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Additional
Information

The institution has adequate procedures for addressing written student complaints and is
responsible for demonstrating that it follows those procedures when resolving student
complaints. (See Commission policy A, The Review of Complaints Involving the Commission
or its Accredited Institutions.)
Recently, the campus reviewed each of its policies and promulgated suggested changes to
faculty, staff, administrators and student groups. Additional , the Office of the General Council
reviewed each policy for adherence to University and State policies and procedures. On
December 15, 2005, the USF St. Petersburg Campus Board reviewed each policy and
approved the changes.
USF St. Petersburg will update its web pages to reflect these changes as they relate to
student complaints. For example, USF St. Petersburg web pages will be created uniquely,
without reference to those at USF Tampa. The Student Code of Conduct, which now
references a Dean of Students' involvement in these processes will be changed in both the
Student Affairs website and in the Student Affairs directory.

4.6

Recruitment
Recruitment materials and presentations accurately represent the institution's practices and
policies.

4.7

Accreditor information
The institution publishes the name of its primary accreditor and its address and phone
number.

4.8

Title IV Compliance
The institution is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the 1998
Higher Education Amendments. (In reviewing the institution's compliance with these program
responsibilities, the Commission relies on documentation forwarded to it by the Secretary of
Education.)
.
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REPORT OF THE ACCREDITATION COMMITTEE

Statement Regarding the Report
This reporl represents the professional judgment of the peer review committee that conducted a
comprehensive review of the institution's compliance with the accreditation requirements of the
Commission on Colleges contained in the Principles of Accreditation.
The Commission on Colleges will make the final determination on accreditation based on the findings
contained in this reporl, the institution's response to issues contained in the reporl, other assessments
relevant to the review, and application of the Commission 's policies and procedures. Final interpretation
of the Principles of Accreditation and final action on the reporl and on the accreditation status of the
institution rest with the Commission on Colleges.

Name of the Institution: University of South Florida- St. Petersburg
Date of the Review:

February 7-9, 2006

COC Staff Member:

Tom E. Benberg
Vice President

Chair of the Committee: Sandra S. Harper
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Texas A&M University- Corpus Christi

August 2005

1

Part I.

Overview and Introduction to the Institution

Directions for Part 1: Briefly describe the nature of the institution and its history, e.g., control,
enrollment, and student characteristics. Describe the purpose of the committee visit and acknowledge
the arrangements and hospitality extended by the institution. (Personal references may be included
here). Delete these directions prior to printing the final report.

Harper
{To be completed after conferring with the committee during the visit}

Part 11.
A.

Assessment of Compliance
Assessment of Compliance with Section 1

Directions for Part A: Indicate the committee's findings relative to the need for a recommendation on
each of these issues. Because a recommendation requires that the institution take corrective action,
specific evidence of non-compliance must be included in the narrative for any recommendation written.
Number recommendations consecutively throughout the report and provide a summary list in Appendix
C. Delete these directions prior to printing the final report.

Institutional Integrity (Harper)
_ _ The Committee finds no basis for making recommendations .
.--The Committee makes the following recommendations due to non-compliance:

Adherence to Commission Policy (Harper)
_ _The Committee finds no basis for making recommendations.
_ _The Committee makes the following recommendations due to non-compliance:

Substantive Change (Harper)
_ _The Committee finds no basis for making recommendations.
_ _The Committee makes the following recommendations due to non-compliance:

Representation of Accredited Status (Harper)
_ _The Committee finds no basis for making recommendations.
_ _The Committee makes the following recommendations due to non-compliance:

August 2005
2

Directions for Parts B thru D: Indicate the institution 's compliance or non-compliance, and
develop a comment in accordance with "Guidelines for Writing Comments for Committee
Reports," available at www.sacscoc.org. Write a recommendation for any finding of "noncompliance." Because a recommendation requires that the institution take corrective action,
Number
specific evidence of non-compliance must be included in the narrative.
recommendations consecutively throughout the report and provide a summary list in Appendix C.
Delete these directions prior to printing the final report.

B.

Assessment of Compliance with the Core Requirements
For each of the Core Requirements listed below, indicate the institution's compliance or noncompliance. For a Core Requirement lacking adequate documentation or evidence of
compliance and marked "non-compliance," provide supportive narrative for a recommendation,
and then state the recommendation.

2.1

The institution has degree-granting authority from the appropriate government agency or
agencies. (Degree-granting Authority) Doran/Hudson
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment

Preliminary Judgment: Compliance
Pending interviews with Regional Chancellor, chair/member USF Board of
Trustees, chair/member Campus Board
The Committee's review ofFlorida Statutes (1001.74(7), 1001.75(10), 1004.33)
and a Memorandum of Delegation (February 10, 2002) confitms that the
·
institution has degree-granting authority through the master's level as conferred
by state law and institutional agreement.
2.2

The institution has a governing board of at least five members that is the legal body with
specific authority over the institution. The board is an active policy-making body for the
institution and is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the financial resou rces of the
institution are adequate to provide a sound educational program. The board is not
controlled by a minority of board members or by organizations or interests separate from
it. Neither the presiding officer of the board nor the majority of other voting members of
the board have contractual, employment, or personal or fam ilial financial interest in the
institution.
A military institution authorized and operated by the federa l government to award
degrees has a public board in which neither the presiding officer nor a majority of the
other members are civilian employees of the military or active/retired military. The board
has broad and significant influence upon the institution =s programs and operations, plays
an active role in policy-making, and ensures that the financial resources of the institution
are used to provide a sound educational program. The board is not controlled by a
minority of board members or by organizations or interests separate from the board
except as specified by the authorizing legislation. Neither the presiding officer of the
board nor the majority of other voting board members have contractual, employment, or
personal or familial financial interest in the institution.
(Governing Board)
Doran/Hudson
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__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Preliminary Judgment: Compliance
Pending interviews with Regional Chancellor, chair/member USF Board of Trustees,
chair/member Campus Board
The Committee's review· of State statutes and the Florida Constitution confirms that a
System governing board, the Board of Trustees, is the governing board with policymaking authority over the institution and with ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the
financial resources of the institution are adequate to provide a sound educational
program. Statutes dictate the Board of Trustees will appoint a Campus Board, comprised
of five residents of Pinellas County, which has authority to review and approve annual
legislative budget requests, approve and submit an annual operating plan and budget,
and enter into central s support services contracts with the Board of Trustees. The
Committee's review of statues and the Florida Code of Ethics for Public Officers and
Employees finds safeguards against control of the board by a minority of board members
or organizations separate from it. There· is no evidence in Board of Trustees or Campus
Board operating procedures, minutes, or member biographies of conflict of interest. The
Committee's interviews with the ... . confirmed this conclusion.
2.3

The institution has a chief executive officer whose primary responsibility is to the
institution and who is not the presiding officer of the board. (Chief Executive Officer)
Hudson
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment: Originally appointed in July 2003 as the Vice President and Campus
Executive officer of USF St. Petersburg, currently the CEO is called Regional Cha·ncellor,
the change documented in a memorandum from the USF System President dated
February 6, 2004.
Various statutes and memorandum outlining the Regional Chancellor's obligations and
authority clearly and collectively that the institutional CEO is primarily responsible to the
institution and is not the presiding officer of the Board.
Consideration of the title "Chancellor" of USFSP (or sim ilar) is recommended since the
word "Regional" in the current title elicits the question as to what region.

2.4

The institution has a clearly defined and published mission statement specific to the
institution and appropriate to an institution of higher education, addressing teaching and
learning and, where applicable, research and public service. (Institutional Mission)
Kaminski
·

_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
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The institution's mission describes the scope of the university's programs and their
relationship to teaching, learning, research, and public service. Several points of
distinction place the university in a context with the surrounding community and in a
multi-campus system. The mission statement is published in the institution's catalog,
website, and other appropriate places. Reinforcement of the mission takes place
annually through an Academic Convocation which highlights "the metropolitan university
mission of the campus
2.5

The institution engages in ongoing, integrated, and institution-wide research-based
planning a.nd evaluation processes that incorporate a systematic review of programs and
services that (a) results in continuing improvement, and (b) demonstrates that the
institution is effectively accomplishing its mission. (Institutional Effectiveness)
Kaminski
__ Compliance
_X_ Non-Compliance
Comment
The university has a strategic plan and provides evidence of broad participation in its
development and review. A schematic diagram displays the role of institutional research
data in informing the process. However, despite voluminous documentation of Executive
Team, Leadership Team, Budget Advisory Committee meeting minutes, etc., there is
virtually no display of the data used to support decision-making. Accountability
spreadsheets provide details about planned actions and outcomes to be used to evaluate
the plan but there is very little integration of these into the strategic plan itself. The
university's institutional research web page (http://www.stpt.usf.edu/ir/index.htm) contains
no statistical data about the institution and appears to be a work in progress.

2.6

The institution is in operation and has students enrolled in degree programs.
(Continuous Operation) Hudson
_X_ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
Since 1965 the institution has continuously enrolled students. Available documents
indicate that currently more than 4500 students are enrolled in 26 undergraduate and 12
graduate programs all having been duly approved by proper process and authority.

The phrase "St. Petersburg-funded courses" in the Compliance Report (p. 1,
Section 2.6) is somewhat confusing. Clarification is recommended.
2. 7.1

The institution offers one or more degree programs based on at least 60 semester credit
hours or the equivalent at the associate level; at least 120 semester credit hours or the
equivalent at the baccalaureate level; or at least 30 semester credit hou rs or the
equivalent at the post-baccalaureate, graduate, or professional level. The institution
provides a written justification and rationale for program equ ivalency. (Program Length)
Wakefield
_ X_ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
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The institution offers degree programs at the baccalaureate and graduate levels, and by
state mandate, an associate of arts certificate. As indicated in the USFSP 2005-2006
undergraduate catalog, students must earn a minimum of 120 semester hours for" the
baccalaureate degree, and must complete 60 semester hours to be awarded an AA
certificate. As indicated in the 2005-2006 graduate catalog, the minimum length of
graduate degree programs is 30 semester hours. The semester hour is the unit used to
measure of length of all programs, program components and direct instruction
2.7.2

The institution offers degree programs that embody a coherent course of study that is
compatible with its stated purpose and is based upon fields of study appropriate to higher
education. (Program Content) House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University's vision statement indicates that "USF St. Petersburg offers distinctive
graduate and undergradu~te programs in the arts and sciences, business, and
education ." Florida Statute requires that the board of trustees has responsibility for the
establishment and discontinuance of degree programs up to and including the master's
degree. The committee's review of the materials indicates that the degrees offered duly
reflect the institutions mission and provide a coherent course of study. The degree
programs are offered in appropriate disciplines and are classified as postsecondary in the
US Department of Education National Center for Education Statistics' (NCES)
Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) taxonomy.

2.7.3

The institution requires in each undergraduate degree program the successful completion
of a general education component at the collegiate level that is ( 1) a substantial
component of each undergraduate degree, (2) ensures breadth of knowledge, and (3) is
based on a coherent rationale. For degree completion in associate programs, the
component constitutes a minimum of 15 semester hours or the equivalent; for
baccalaureate programs, a minimum of 30 semester hours or the equivalent. These
credit hours are to be drawn from and include at least one course from each of the
following areas: humanities/fine arts; social/behavioral sciences; and natural
science/mathematics. The courses do not narrowly focus on those skills, techniques,
and procedures specific to a particular occupation or profession. The institution provides
a written justification and rationale for course equivalency. (General Education) House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Review of the undergraduate catalogue indicates that 120 semester hours (48 hours of
upper level work) are required to graduate and that "all new USF students and former
students returning are required to take 45 semester hours to satisfy the complete liberal
arts requirements. Thirty-six (36) semester hours will satisfy the general education course
requirements and 9 semester hours will satisfy the exit requirements." The General
Education requirements of English Composition (6 semester hours), Quantitative
Methods (6), Natural Sciences (6), Social Sciences (6), Historical Perspectives (6), Fine
Arts (3) and a Cultural Perspective (3) in combination with 9 semester hours of additional
general studies (6 hours of Major Works and Major Issues and 3 hours of Literature and
Writing) is based on a coherent rationale and provides a breadth of knowledge in the
appropriate areas. The Major Works and Major Issues component of the General
Education requirement provides students with either the opportunity to strengthen their
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knowledge of disciplines related to their majors or careers or to develop depth and/or
breadth in areas of interest that are not necessarily related to their majors. Furthermore,
the Literature and Writing requirement is intended to provide an opportunity for students
to continue their liberal arts education. Although the curriculum is designed to provide
appropriate breadth it is noted that in some majors such as Graphic Design the Exit
requirements are completed in the major and thus are very narrowly focused on skills
needed for the major. The committee recommends that the institution assure that all
students receive a broad general studies education that includes interdisciplinary courses
outside of the major.
In addition to the foreign language entrance requirement, all students applying for a
Bachelor of Arts degree from USF must demonstrate competency in a foreign language.
To demonstrate this competency, students may take either two semesters of a beginning
college-level foreign language or one semester of a higher-level course and earn a letter
grade of "C" or above in the appropriate level course or demonstrate equivalent
competency by passing an examination. It is noted that the undergraduate catalogue
includes a list of languages that will satisfy the Foreign Language requirements - Greek,
Hebrew, Chinese, Polish, Russian, etc. It is noted that there are only 5 faculty in World
Language Education (2 FT, 3 PT) and these faculty only cover Spanish and French. It is
unclear what languages are offered at USFSP. The list of classes provided to the
committee includes classes for the entire USF system. The committee recommends that
the institution clearly indicate what language courses are offered at USFSP.
Lastly, review of the materials, including the Florida Administrative Code, indicates that
course equivalency is ensured through state law and common practice.
(My note - It is very confusing when the materials being examined change from the
USFSP catalogue to the USF catalogue.)
2.7.4

The institution provides instruction for all course work required for at least one degree
program at each level at which it awards degrees. If the institution makes arrangements
for some instruction to be provided by other accredited institutions or entities through
contracts or consortia, or uses some other alternative approach to meeting this
requirement, the alternative approach must be approved by the Commission on Colleges.
In all cases, the institution demonstrates that it controls all aspects of its educational
program. (Contractual Agreements for Instruction) Wakefield
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The institution currently appears not to engage in quid pro quo (consortia or contractual)
agreements for instruction with other institutions or organizations. Narrative and
supporting documentation refer to the transfer policy in the USF undergraduate catalog
and transfer articulation agreements within the state higher education systems in Florida,
both relevant to standard 3.4.4 and fully described there.

2.8

The number of full-time faculty members is adequate to support the m1ss1on of the
institution. The institution has adequate faculty resources to ensure the quality and
integrity of its academic programs. In addition, upon application for candidacy, an
applicant institution demonstrates that it meets the comprehensive standard for faculty
qualifications. (Faculty) Doran/House
__ Compliance
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_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
Preliminary Judgment: Compliance
Pending interviews with Regional Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs; Deans College of
Education, College of Arts and Sciences, College of Business
The number of full-time faculty members (135) is adequate to support the mission of the .
institution. A total of 171 full- and part-time faculty provides a student-faculty ratio of
20:1. Full-time faculty generate 71 percent of undergraduate student credit hours and 84
percent of graduate hours. Undergraduate credit hours constitute 89.4 percent of the
total produced . The Committee's review of teaching load requirement of 12 contact
hours per week stated in Florida statute, USF System tenure and promotion policy, USF
St. Petersburg sabbatical and research grant guidelines confirms that the institution has
adequate faculty resources to ensure the quality"and integrity of its academic programs.
Further, the Committee judged that the USF St. Petersburg faculty search guidelines and
the Fall 2005 faculty roster demonstrate that the institution meets Comprehensive
Standard 3. 7.1 for faculty qualifications. {Above comments are from Doran}
The mission of USFSP is to offer distinctive graduate and undergraduate programs in the
arts and sciences, business, and education within a close knit, student-centered learning
community that welcomes individuals from the region, state, nation, and world. To
support this mission USFSP employs 123 full-time instructional faculty members. The
faculty roster indicates that the breakdown for the three colleges is: College of Arts &
Sciences (59 full-time, 55 part-time), the College of Business (35 full-time, 18 part-time),
and the College of Education (25 full-time, 27 part-time) . In fall 2005, the faculty-tostudent (full-time equivalent) ratio is 20:1. U.SFSP employs 171 full-time personnel with
faculty ranking, including academic advisors, librarians and teaching administrators, in
addition to 135 full-time teaching faculty. (Note that the values presented in the
information provided are not consistent.) The data indicate that 29% of the undergraduate
curriculum is taught by part-time faculty and that 16% of the graduate curriculum is taught
by part-time faculty. The institution appropriately allocates funds to support faculty startup; faculty teaching, service and research awards; and research grants. The institution
also has appropriate faculty development funds and a sabbatical program.
A close review of the faculty roster suggests that the faculty are qualified and have the
appropriate degrees and experience. Thus, the institution meets the comprehensive
standard for faculty qualifications
The following points are noted with concern. 1) The institution has more than 3,600 fulltime and 1,000 part-time undergraduate students but there are only 5 full-time English
faculty. 2) There is only 1 full-time Mathematics professor. 3) There are no full-time
faculty members in Sociology. 4) The are only 5 faculty in World Language Education (2
FT, 3 PT) and these faculty only cover Spanish and French.
5) Although the
undergraduate student satisfaction surveys indicate that 97% of students "strongly
agree(d)" that their advisor was "excellent" the undergraduate advisor-to-student. ratio of
"less that 1 to 600 in all colleges" is an extremely high number and could result in poor
advising. In this context, the admissions piece "decisions" provide in the packet indicates
that the honors program offers "personal advising sessions. " The committee requests
more information on the advising process and recommends that the advisor-to-student
ratio be reduced to an appropriate level.
The committee recommends that the institution continue to work to increase the number
of full time faculty so that the percentage of courses taught by part-time faculty is reduced
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and so that each department has an appropriate number of full-time faculty. In addition,
the institution must work to reduce the advisor-to-student ratio. {Above comments are
from House.}
2.9

The institution, through ownership or formal arrangements or agreements, provides and
supports student and faculty access and user privileges to adequate library collections as
well as to other learning/information resources consistent with the deg rees offered.
These collections and resources are sufficient to support all its educational, research,
and public service programs. (Learning Resources and Services) Franklin
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
A review of the Compliance Certification Notebook from the university indicates that there
are formal agreements in place that will provide adequate access and user privileges to
library collections that support the degrees offered as well as other educational, research
and public service programs. The supporting documentation presents strong evidence of
interlibrary loan and resource sharing agreements in place that provide onsite and offsite
access to resources through its participation in the University of South Florida libraries
system. There also exist other formal arrangements extending user privileges to its
students and faculty with the Florida Library Information Network and the Tampa Bay
Library Consortium. Beyond the local and state cooperative agreements, the library has
broader cooperative programs in place as a member of the Southeastern Library Network
(SOLINET) which is an affiliate of the international Online Computer Library Center
(OCLC), and the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries (ASRL).
Its
membership in the USF libraries system provides extensive opportunities for support of
all of the Poynter library programs and services. Evidence of its effectiveness in
providing resource sharing opportunities is included in the centralized data collected and
housed in the USF libraries system.
The Nelson Poynter Memorial library has been included in the un iversity's strategic plan
which indicates that the number of resources in the library have been enhanced in new
academic areas "to meet the demands of an expanded curriculum" including areas of
basic sciences and environmental studies, together with new special collections in local
history and media. The addition of the library'sspecial collections support the mission
and vision statements that promote community based research service and learning
programs at the university. There are extensive electronic resources that accommodate
users' access both locally and at a distance which are valuable to a university that
currently has almost 50% of their students who are part time and non-traditional. These
services include a daily courier service to transport resources to each campus as part of
the USF libraries system. The website is clear, easy to use, and includes services for
distance education and interlibrary loan that facilitate access to collections, ·remotely.
Such comprehensive on site resources and access to an extensive number of additional
research materials through the USF libraries system appear to be adequate and they
extend the·collection of the Poynter library beyond its own walls. The library should have
evidence of other assessment measures in place during the on site review that were not
referred to in the compliance report. Additional data should be ava ilable to substantiate
further the adequacy of the collections and resources in supporting the university's
programs. In some cases it is not clear as to whether this documentation is included with
statistics centralized in the USF libraries system database of supporting information.
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2.10

The institution provides student support programs, services, and activities consistent with
its mission that promote student learning and enhance the development of its students.
(Student Support Services) Callahan
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance

2.11

Comment
The University provides student support programs and services within the Division of
Student Affairs and Academic Affairs (under the auspices of the Dean of Enrollment). A
review of these programs and services demonstrates that their missions and activities
support the development of students both on a curricular and co-curricular basis.
Mention of the academic support services offered by the Academic Success Center,
Academic Advising, and even Financial Aid would have strengthened this response. It is
also noted that there are plans to create and/or expand student programs and services
that will broaden the student experience in positive ways (i.e., the building of a residence
hall, the enhancement of student recreation programs, etc.). While the report indicates
there is a department of Assessment and Effectiveness in the Division of Student Affairs,
a search of the website did not yield current assessment data that captures student
learning and development.
The institution has a sound financial base and demonstrated financial stability, and
adequate physical resources to support the mission of the institution and the scope of its
programs and service{
The member institution provides the following financial statements: (a) an institutional
audit {or Standard Review Report issued in accordance with Statements on Standards for
Accounting and Review Services issued by the AICPA for those institutions audited as
part of a systemwide or statewide audit) and written institutional management letter for
the most recent fiscal year prepared by an independent certified public accountant and/or
an appropriate governmental auditing agency employing the appropriate audit (or
Standard Review Report) guide; (b) a statement of financial position of unrestricted net
assets, exclusive of plant assets and plant-related debt, which represents the change in
unrestricted net assets attributable to operations for the most recent year; and, (c) an
annual budget that is preceded by sound planning, is subject to sound fiscal procedures,
and is approved by the governing board.
Audit requirements for applicant institutions may be found in the Commission policy
entitled "Accreditation Procedures for Applicant Institutions. (Resources) Garcia
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University of South Florida St. Petersburg has demonstrated financial stability, and
appears to have adequate resources to support its mission, scope of its programs and
services. A review of the audit performed by the Auditor General, State of Florida for the
years ending June 30, 200 and 2005 and Management Letters reflect financial stability.
The University annual budget process is preceded by sound planning, subject to sound
fiscal procedures and is approved by the governing board. ( Note: The audit will be
available for my review when we are on campus. It has not been completed by the
State Auditor) (Garcia)
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2.12 The institution has developed an acceptable Quality Enhancement Plan and
demonstrates that the plan is part of an ongoing planning and evaluation process.
Not Applicable

C.

Assessment of Compliance with the Comprehensive Standards
For each of the following sections of the Comprehensive Standards, indicate the institution's
compliance with the section's statements. For those standards lacking adequate documentation
or evidence of compliance, identify the standard in question, provide supportive narrative for a
recommendation, and then state the recommendation.

3.1.1

The institution has a clear and comprehensive mission statement that guides it; is
approved by the governing board; is periodically reviewed by the board; and is
communicated to the institution=s constituencies. Hudson/Kominski
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The mission statement was developed by internal constituent groups, i.e., faculty, staff,
and students. It was also shared with community members at an open forum before
bejng presented and approved by the St. Petersburg Campus Board in 2003. During
2005-06 the Board will again review the mission statement as part of the strategic
planning process. The university gives an example of how the mission has guided it in
developing four Programs of Distinction. {Above comments made by Kaminski}

The USFSP mission statement is clear; it is consistently and widely communicated to its
various constituencies in a variety of ways. The statement emerged from an extensive
planning process undertaken in 2002. It harmonizes with the USF mission statement.
The USFSP mission statement handles very nicely the sometimes complex relationship
among system components with the phrase: "As an integral and complimentary part of a
·
multi-campus university.... , etc."
An indication of the USFSP role in the life of the community, a reaffirmation of its
commitment to diversity, and a description of the characteristics of its graduates would
strengthen the statement. {Above comments made by Hudson}

3.2.1

The governing board of the institution is responsible for the selection and the evaluation
of the chief executive officer. Hudson

_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment:
The President of the USF System, under delegated authority from and after consultation
with the USF Campus Board and the USF Board of Trustees, appointed the current
USFSP campus CEO at the end of an appropriately inclusive national search.
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The evaluation of the chief executive officer is overseen by the USF President in
conjunction with the USF Board of Trustees Chair as specified by state statute. The
process includes a self evaluation from the CEO and culminates in a written evaluation
signed by the President and the USF Board Chair.
It is recommended that the USFSP Campus Board play a formal consultative role in the
annual evaluation of the CEO.

3.2.2

The legal authority and operating control of the institution are clearly defined for the
following areas within the institution's governance structu re: Doran/Hudson
Preliminary judgment: Compliance
Pending interviews with Regional Chancellor, chair/mem ber Board of Trustees,
chair/member Campus Board

3.2.2.-1 the institution's mission;
Through a review of documentation, the Committee confirmed that legal and operating
control of the institution are clearly defined in Florida statutes which vest authority in the
State Board of Governors for institutional mission approva l, the USF System Board of
Trustees with developing the System mission and strategic plan, and the USF St.
Petersburg Campus Board for approving the institutional mission and campus strategic
plan. Minutes of the Campus Board document the approval of the USF St. Petersburg
mission.
3.2.2.2 the fiscal stability of the institution ;
The Committee confirmed that legal authority and operating control of USF St.
Petersburg reside with the Campus Board, with oversight by the USF System Board of
Trustees, as regulated by Florida statute. Florida legislation (2002) established the
institution as a separate organizational and budget entity of the USF System, with the
USF St. Petersburg Campus Board holding responsibil ity for approval of the budget and
submitting it to the System Board of Trustees.
3.2.2.3 institutional policy, including policies concerning related and affiliated corporate entities
and all auxiliary services;
USF St. Petersburg has authority through Florida statutes to establish and publish
policies and procedures distinctive to the institutional mission. Legislation regulates USF
St. Petersburg general accounting requirements, budget process, fund ing, and aud it
Florida Board of Education Rules establish institutional
requirement procedures.
authority for auxiliary enterprise operations with related charging of fees.
3.2.2.4 related foundations (athletic, research, etc.) and othe r corporate entities whose primary
purpose is to support the institution and/or its programs. Doran/Hudson
Florida statutes define the Board of Trustees' authority to monitor the operations of Direct
Support Organizations consistent within the mission and goals of the institution.
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Need definition of "direct support organizations" for USF St. Petersburg
_ _ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
3.2.3

The board has a policy addressing conflict of interest for its members. Hudson
_X_ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
State statutes, USF Board of Trustees and USFSP Campus Board documents articulate
unambiguously an appropriately comprehensive conflict of interest policy. Best practices
are outlined in both definitions and procedures.
The Regional Chancellor's personal review of the Campus Board Operating Procedures
and relevant Florida statutes with each new board member is commendable.

3.2.4

The governing board is free from undue influence from political, religious, or other
external bodies, and protects the institution from such influence. Hudson/Doran

_X_ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
The expansive and nationally modeled Florida "Government in the Sunshine" Law and
subsequent statutes insures that the USF governing board operates freely and
independently without under external influence. The appointment process and
composition of the USF Board of Trustees is appropriate and enables effective oversight
of the institution. Procedures for the review of obligations of board members and for the
reporting of possible conflicts are adequate.
No mention is made of the composition or appointment procedure for the USF Campus
Board or whether faculty and student representative are included in the same manner as
the USF Board of Trustees. Additional information and clarity is recommended .

3.2.5

Members of the governing board c an be dismissed only for cause and by due process.
Hudson

_X_ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
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Defined by statute as "state officers", USF Board of Trustees members and USFSP
Campus Board members are subject to suspension and removal procedures that apply to
all such officers thus ensuring that dismissal can occur only for cause. Commendably,
habitual absences from board meetings have been added to the typical list of causes
(malfeasance, etc.).

3.2.6

There is a clear and appropriate distinction, in writing and practice, between the policymaking functions of the governing board and the responsibility of the administration and
faculty to administer and implement policy. Hudson
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Statutes unambiguously delineate board responsibilities in the matter of policy. USF
Board operating procedures indicate that the board is the "policy-making" body for the
institution.
2002 Florida statutes stipulate the duties of the USFSP CEO providing adequate
distinction between the policy-making functions of the board and administrative authority
of the CEO.
While the USFSP "affirms" the right of the faculty to develop and implement academic
policies and processes, documented evidence of this was not immediately avai lable.
Such evidence is recommended.

3.2.7

The institution has a clearly defined and published organizational structure that
delineates responsibility for the administration of policies. Doran/Hudson
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Preliminary Judgment: Compliance
Pending interview with Regional Chancellor
The institution has a clearly defined organization structure published on the web at USF
St. Petersburg Human Resources site. The organizational chart denotes the fact that the
Regional Chancellor reports directly to the USF System President and depicts the
reporting lines for the three Regional Vice Chancellors and the Regional Association Vice
Chancellor for University Relations. The USF St. Petersburg Polices and Procedures
Manual states the process for submission, review, and promulgation of policies through
the USF System Office of the General Council

3.2.8

The institution has qualified administrative and academ ic officers with the experience,
competence, and capacity to lead the institution. Hudson
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
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Comment
The qualifications of the institution CEO and the lead academic officers are outstanding
especially considering that USFSP is a young institution seeking its initial independent
accreditation.

3.2.9

The institution defines and publishes policies regarding appointment and employment of
faculty and staff. Hudson/Wakefield
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Insufficient basis for judgment
Institutionally defined recruitment and. selection policies and procedures for faculty are
published on the Academic Affairs website, but comparable policies and procedures
regarding employment of staff are not discussed in the narrative nor are they found in the
documentation supplied.
Work rules, as a condition of employment, were not
documented, although minutes of a USF workgroup indicated that such rules have been
formulated and published for both faculty and staff. {Above comments by Wakefield}

Guided by Florida statutes, USFSP has developed appropriate policies for the
appointment and continuing employment of faculty and staff. The codification and wide
dissemination of tenure and promotion guidelines for faculty is recommended . {Above
comments by Hudson}

3.2.1 0 The institution evaluates the effectiveness of its administrators, including the chief
executive officer, on a periodic basis. Hudson/Kominski
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Annual evaluations, including supervisor, peer, and constituent input, are conducted for
administrators.
The CEO is evaluated annually (see 3.2.1). However, it is not clear whether campus and
community constituencies (such as the faculty, cabinet members, etc.) provide input for
this evaluation. Such input is recommended .

3.2.11 The institution's chief executive officer has ultimate responsibility for, and exercises
appropriate administrative and fiscal control over, the institution=s intercollegiate athletics
program. Hudson/Garcia

_X_ Compliance
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__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University does not offer any intercollegiate athletics programs. There is a provision
in Florida Statute 1001. 75(8) that assigns ultimate responsibility for any intercollegiate
athletics program to the University of South Florida system President. There is also a
provision that allows for intercollegiate athletics to be located on any system campus ..
{Above comments by Garcia}
USFSP does not offer intercollegiate athletics. Its Division of Student Affairs works with
USF to host its Women's Sailing program. {Above comments by Hudson}

3.2.12 The institution's chief executive officer has ultimate control of the institution=s fundraising activities. Hudson/Garcia
__ Compliance
_X_ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University Executive Director for Campus Advancement Services is responsible for
fundraising. (Note: this person reports to the System Vice President for University
Advancement but the Campus Chancellor does not seem to have line authority for this
function, according to the organizational chart.) (Above comments provide by Garcia}
From the documentation available it would be difficu lt to conclude that the Reg ional
Chancellor for USFSP has "ultimate control" of the institution's fund-raising activities.
USFSP Campus Development Office is headed by an Executive Director of Development
of USFSP who reports to the Vice President for University Advancement at the USF
System level.
It is recommended that the Executive Director report to the Regional Chancellor and/or
that evidence be provided which clearly indicates the CEO's "control" over USFSP fund
raising activities. {Above comments provided by Hudson}

3.2.13 Any institution-related foundation not controlled by the institution has a contractual or
other formal agreement that (a) accurately describes the relationship between the
institution and the foundation, and (b) describes any liability associated with that
relationship. In all cases, the institution ensures that the relationship is consistent with its
mission. Hudson/Garcia

_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University of South Florida Foundation provides support to the University of South
Florida St. Petersburg in accordance with Florida Administrative Code 9-011,
Chancellor's Memorandum CM-F 01.00-08/96 issued by the Florida Board of Regents.
(Garcia/)
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Florida statutes outline the relationship between USFSP and the USF Foundation. No
liabilities are ascribed to USFSP. No comment was available regarding the relationship
between the USF Foundation and the institutional mission.

3.2.14 The institution=s policies are clear concerning ownership of materials, compensation,
copyright issues, and the use of revenue derived from the creation and production of all
intellectual property. This applies to students, faculty and staff. Garcia
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Florida Statue 1004.23, the University of South Florida rule regarding inventions and
works, USF St. Petersburg policy concerning copyright issues and USF system policy 0300 which addresses issues of ownership of materials, compensation for intellectual
property contribution and the distribution for revenues derived from the property's
creation and production, clearly address ownership of materials, compensation, copyright
issues, and the use of revenue derived from the creation and production of all intellectual
property. These policies and rules apply to students, faculty and staff. (Garcia)
3.3.1

The institution identifies expected outcomes for its educational programs and its
administrative and educational support services; assesses whether it achieves these
outcomes; and provides evidence of improvement based on analysis of those results.
Kaminski
__ Compliance
_X_ Non-Compliance
Comment
There is considerable unevenness in the quality of outcomes assessment in both
academic programs and administrative and support units. Because not all units have
successfully met this standard, the university is judged to be in non-compliance at this
time.
Academic Programs
The College of Business presents assessments related to specific learning outcomes in
all areas except General Business. Assessment results are understandable and
presented clearly. However, it is unclear in some instances what is being done when
results are unsatisfactory. For example, in the Economics program, the 2003-04 report
says under "use of results," that "the Economics faculty will continue to review these
results to determine how to improve this outcome." The 2004-05 reports says "the
economics faculty will review these results in a fall meeting. While the results are based
on a small sample, it appears that some action will have to be taken in order to improve
students' understanding of marginal analysis."
In Finance, exam questions used in a capstone course always produce satisfactory
results and statements are made affirming that the facu lty is pleased and no changes are .
planned. In the spirit of continuous improvement, these results would expectedly lead to
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more ambitious learning outcomes, use of another external validation, or some other
action.
The College of Education as a whole has recognized the need for more programmatic
and more diagnostic assessments, particularly in its undergraduate programs. Its
analysis and recommendation for curriculum changes is thoughtful and reasonable.
Assessments for most programs appear to be diagnostic and practical. However, in all
cases the results are presented in such a general way that it is impossible for the reader
to understand how anyone could use them to make improvements. For example, on the
12 Accomplished Practices Assessment, the statement of findings reads: "Elementary
Education students demonstrated proficiency in the 12 Accomplished Practices with
overall ratings at the level of a beginning teacher." Later on, it is apparent that much
more detailed data is probably available since the results are going to be used to "explore
whether it would be feasible to require ratings of less than 4 or 5 (on a 1-5 scale) for
certain Accomplished Practices, such as Ethics. " In another instance, it is stated that all
students "passed the K-6 Subject Area Exam of the Florida Teacher Certification
Examination, the majority passing the first time." In both instances, much more detail in
reporting of results would help make clear the connection between the results and
aCtions taken .
Assessment reports from the College of Arts and Sciences have in a number of cases
serious weaknesses. For all programs except Criminology, English/Professional and
Technical Writing, and English and American Literature, significant issues are:
1. There is exclusive reliance on course grades to measure every learning outcome
from 2001-02 to 2004-05.
2. Different outcomes are measured by the same course grade. Th is makes it
impossible to differentiate performance for each individual outcome.
3. There is no evidence of serious faculty involvement in the use of results since for
every program, there are boilerplate statements made in the "Use of Results"
section. For example, for 2001-02, History states that "The Outcomes
Assessment Task Force reviewed the student learning outcomes for all programs
and made recommendations for modifications for the 2002-2003 academic year.
For purposes of these changes, student learning outcomes were defined as clear
observable demonstrations of student learning that occur at or after the end of a
significant set of learning experiences. The program reviewed its 2001-2002
outcomes in light of this definition." A sampling of programs revealed that
Interdisciplinary Social Sciences, Psychology, Government and International
Affairs are at least three other programs which used exactly this same statement
in their "use of results" sections. For 2002-03, there was a different boilerplate
statement used by most departments.
4. There is no connection between actions planned one year and what was done
the following year since it appears that from 2001-02 and 2004-05 course grades
in a particular course were used to measure all learning outcomes. The only
change was that the learning outcomes changed from one year to the next and
sometimes the course used changed as well. Needless to say, it was impossible
to track changes over time in any meaningful way.
5. FY 2005-06 Academic Learning Compacts focus on individual assignments as
assessments but even so, there are some assignments measuring more than
one outcome and thus one global measure is used to measure several different
outcomes.
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English/Professional and Technical Writing and English and American Literature used
portfolio assessments but there appear to be simple overall ratings of portfolios and no
diagnostic- data of strengths and weakness on particular aspects of the portfolios.
However, it appears that rubrics are under development for 2005-06 and this is
promising.
Criminology focuses on specific writing assignments and not course grades. However,
the same assignment serves for all learning outcomes and results are not differentiated
among outcomes since the only score reported is a global one.
Academic Learning Compacts mandated by the state of Florida for 2005-06 give promise
that the assessments will improve. As these compacts are implemented, it is important to
ensure that there is a separate measure for each outcome, that the same outcomes are
tracked similarly over a period of several years, and that faculty are meaningfully involved
in analyzing the results and making recommendations for improvement in their specific
programs.
Administrative and Support Units
The Library uses lots of surveys and obtains good feedback. There is ample evidence of
serious attempts to examine data and make changes as needed. More tracking of
changes over time would improve its assessment reports but they meet Standard 3.3.1.
Other support units exhibit serious deficiencies in complying with Comprehensive
Standard 3.3.1 Documents from Administration and Finance are good representatives of
tactical planning for each unit. The focus, however, is on process, not outcomes. Typical
goals are hiring individuals, implementing a new system, participating in training, and
similar actions. Even when goals focus more on outcomes like customer satisfaction ,
there are generally no real measures of such except in a few instances in 2001-02
(Human Resources, Physical Plant, Public Safety). Even in these few instances where
customer surveys were used, there was no follow-up in subsequent years to determine if
actions taken made a difference. Instead there are statements under "Accomplishments"
like these:
( 1) Based on low levels of complaints we ascertain that our customers continue
to be happy with our services.
(2) We continue to provide the highest level of customer service.
(3) No complaints or violations have been noticed.
.
(4) Information helpful to faculty, staff, and their families now available on the
web.

For Campus Advancement and University Relations, overall university goals are stated
but there are no outcomes specific to these two units. New processes and initiatives are
described but it is not clear how the success of these processes and initiatives will be
measured. University Relations references application and enrollment statistics that will
not be available until February 2006.
Student Services presents no assessment reports or plans beyond 2003-04 and the
documents for 2003-04 appear to be only plans with no results. The overall presentation
for this area is somewhat disorganized and hard to follow.
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3.4.1

The institution demonstrates that each educational program for which academic credit is
awarded (a) is approved by the faculty and the administration, and (b) establishes and
evaluates program and learning outcomes. Kominski
__ Compliance
_ X_ Non-Compliance
Comment
The university is in compliance with the first part of this standard but has not
demonstrated complete compliance with the second part.
(a) Approval by faculty and administration. An Undergraduate Council consisting of
seven voting faculty representatives, one non-voting representative appointed by the ·
Regional Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and one non-voting student
representative make recommendations for new undergraduate courses and programs. A
Graduate Council consisting of seven voting faculty representatives and one non-voting
representative of the Regional Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs make recommends
for new graduate courses and programs. The institution's Regional Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs receives these recommendations and presents them to the USF
System's Academic Council before they are forwarded to the USF System's Board of
Trustees. All new programs must meet criteria established by the Florida State Board of
Education.
(b) Establishment and evaluation of program and learning outcomes. Academic Learning
Compacts have been established for all undergraduate academic programs. These call
for student learning outcomes and assessments. The university will publish these
outcomes in the 2006/07 Undergraduate Catalog. Although assessment of student
learning outcomes in some programs has been weak (as noted in comments on
Comprehensive Standard 3.3.1), the establishment of Academic Learning Compacts in
all undergraduate programs should ensure adequate evaluation in the future.

Some graduate programs have not provided evidence of assessment of learning
outcomes.
The M.A. in journalism relies exclusively on course grades for its
assessments. The MBA, Master's of Education in Educational Leadership, Master of
Teaching in English Education , and the M.A. in Reading Education did not provide
assessment information for 2004-05.
3.4.2

The institution's continuing education, outreach, and service programs are consistent with
the institution=s mission. Wakefield
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Insufficient basis for judgment
The institutional commitment to service projects, which is a part of the USFSP mission, is
documented through civic engagement initiatives (Academic Learning Compacts) that are
being developed in a planned way in various disciplines. The template for these initiatives
includes linkage of a specific course with the college mission, provision for an internship,
and assessment of student outcomes in the course, including students' civic
engagement. Well-established outreach programs with an emphasis on developing
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community relations are also documented, but assessment of the outcomes of these
initiatives is not documented, particularly in relation to achievement of the university's
mission.
3.4.3

The institution publishes admissions policies consistent with its mission. House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University of South Florida St. Petersburg publishes admissions policies in both the
undergraduate and graduate catalogues and on the USF St. Petersburg web site.
Review of these policies indicates that they adequately reflect the university mission to
"offer distinctive graduate and undergraduate programs in the arts and sciences,
business, and education within a close knit, student-centered learning community that
welcomes individuals from the region, state, nation, and world ." Furthermore, review of
the materials indicates that admissions criteria for students (new, transfer, international)
are mandated by the Florida Administrative Code and reflect common and appropriate
practice.

3.4.4

The institution has a defined and published policy for evaluating , awarding, and accepting
credit for transfer, experiential learning, advanced placement, and professional
certificates that is consistent with its mission and ensures that course work and learning
outcomes are at the collegiate level and comparable to the institution=s own degree
programs. The institution assumes responsibility for the academic quality of any course
work or credit recorded on the institution=s transcript. House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Review of the undergraduate and graduate catalogues indicate that USFSP clearly
defines and publishes policies for evaluating, awarding, and accepting credit for transfer,
experiential learning, advanced placement, and professional certificates. Review of
these policies indicates that they are consistent with the educationa l purposes
established in the university mission, they reflect common and appropriate practice and
they ensure that the course work (the Department of Education has developed,
coordinates, and maintains a statewide course numbering system) and learning
outcomes (Academic Learning Compacts) are appropriate.

3.4.5

The institution publishes academic policies that adhere to principles of good educational
practice. These are disseminated to students, faculty, and other interested parties
through publications that accurately represent the programs and services of the
institution. House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
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Most but not all of the supporting information presented here (graduate bulletin and
Academic Affairs Web page) refer to academic policies. Review of this information
indicates that the academic policies are properly disseminated, are of good educational
practice and accurately represent the institution. Both the Undergraduate Catalogue and
the Student Handbook provide detailed information on academic and campus policies
and procedures. These materials are provided to both new and transfer students during
the orientation process.
It' is noted, however, that the link to the undergraduate catalogue and much of the
narrative here refers to admissions policies but does not address the core requirement
regarding academic policies. The committee recommends that this core requirement be
revised to deal with academic policies and not admissions policies, including the correct
to
academic
policies
in
the
undergraduate
catalogue
link
(http://www.ugs.usf.edu/catalogs/0506/appl.htm) and a link to the Student Handbook
(http://www.stpt.usf.edu/sacs/SHTableofContents.htm).

3.4.6 . The institution employs sound and acceptable practices for determining the amount and
level of credit awarded for courses, regardless of format or mode of delivery. Wakefield

_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The institution reviews course/credit proposals through a procedure that includes
approval by the initiating program, college curriculum committee, college dean,
university-wide councils, and the regional chancellor. This procedure is described on the
council web pages. Separate councils for undergraduate and graduate programs are
composed of appointed representatives of the faculty from each college, a representative
from academic affairs, and on the undergraduate level, a representative from the
admissions office. A state board of education regulation is cited as guidance in the award
of credit hours in relation to instructional time. Instructional time is reported as part of
course proposals that are submitted for review. Proposals that include delivering
instruction in alternative formats or modes must pass through the same approval process
as proposals that include delivering instruction in a traditional format or mode.

3.4.7

The institution ensures the quality of educational programs/courses offered through
consortia relationships or contractual agreements, ensures ongoing compliance with the
comprehensive requirements, and evaluates the consortia! relationship and/or agreement
against the purpose of the institution. Wakefield

_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The institution currently appears not to engage in quid pro quo (consortia or contractual)
agreements for instruction with other institutions or organizations. Narrative and
supporting documentation refer to the transfer policy in the USF undergraduate catalog
and transfer articulation agreements within the state higher education systems in Florida,
both relevant to standard 3.4.4 and fully described there. The interlibrary lend ing
agreement described in the narrative is a consortia agreement, but it is not relevant to·
standard 3.4. 7 because it does not govern the offering of academic programs or courses.
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3.4.8

The institution awards academic credit for course work taken on a noncredit basis only
when there is documentation that the noncredit course work is· equivalent to a designated
credit experience. Wakefield
_ _ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance

·

Comment
Insufficient basis for judgment
The institution does not offer academic credit for coursework taken on a noncredit basis,
but even though this statement is made in the narrative, no policy statement is referenced
or documented. Exceptions to common practice can be made for military school courses
following non-binding ACE recommendations, but again, the policy for granting
exceptions is stated but not documented
3.4.9

The institution provides appropriate academic support services. House
_X_ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
The committee's review of the. materials indicates that the institution has the learning
resources and services to support a wide range of courses, programs and degrees.
These services include: Counseling and Career Center - to assist the USF community to
achieve and maintain balanced living in regards to physical, emotional, vocational and
relational functioning; Student Disability: Services; Academic Success Center - where
students can attend workshops and seminars on topics such as Time Management and
Test Anxiety, as well as get one-on-one academic counseling and tutoring;
Undergraduate Advising; Office of Financial Aid & Veterans Services; Campus
Computing Services; and The Nelson Poynter Memorial Library. Although technology is
only mentioned briefly in the narrative, a review of the materials here indicates that the
institution has 9 computer labs, and that Campus Computing Services (CCS) is open 71
hours per week when school is in fall and spring session; the· Computer Lab within CCS
is responsible for supporting all student based computing at USF St. Petersburg ; CCS
currently maintains email/Internet access accounts on a UNIX server; Bayboro Hall
houses a five thousand square foot instructional computing facility with over 140
computers, and supports over 4000 USF students; CCS also maintains a Power Mac G4
and PC lab located in the Florida Center for Teaching, and PC based chemistry and
biology labs located in Davis Hall; classroom technology resources available in
classrooms include an Internet ready PC with Office 2003 and a Web browser along with
a presentation monitor; CCS provides end user computer support for over 1000
computing devices in multiple subnets and NCS test scoring equ ipment.
The committee recommends that more detailed information on how technology (media
services, classroom facilities, etc) supports academics be provided.
Furthermore, it is noted with concern that even though undergraduate student satisfaction
surveys indicate that 97% of students "strongly agree(d)" that their advisor was
"excellent" the undergraduate advisor-to-student ratio of "less that 1 to 600 in all colleges"
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is an extremely high number and could result in poor advising. In this context, the
admissions piece "decisions" provide in the packet indicates that the honors program
offers "personal advising sessions." The committee requests more information on the
advising process and recommends that the advisor-to-student ratio be reduced to an
appropriate level.

3.4.1 0 The institution defines and publishes general education requirements for its
undergraduate programs and major program requirements for all its programs. These
requirements conform to commonly accepted standards and practices for degree
programs. House
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Review of the undergraduate catalogue indicates that 120 semester hours (48 hours of
upper level work) are required to graduate and that "all new USF students and former
students returning are required to take 45 semester hours to satisfy the complete liberal
arts requirements. Thirty-six (36) semester hours will satisfy the general education course
requirements and 9 semester hours will satisfy the exit requirements." The General
Education requirements of English Composition (6 semester hours), Quantitative
Methods (6), Natural Sciences (6), Social Sciences (6), Historical Perspectives (6), Fine
Arts (3) and a Cultural Perspective (3) in combination with 9 semester hours of additional
general studies courses (the exit requirement) is based on a coherent rationale and
provides a breadth of knowledge in the appropriate areas.
The institution uses the new student orientation program and the undergraduate
catalogue to communicate with students about the general education requirements. Both
the undergraduate and graduate catalogues provide information about major programs
·
requirements.
A careful review of major program requirements suggests the following concerns. 1)
Degree requirements are not clearly explained for B.S. in Environmental Science and
Policy. There is no indication of the exact credits required and the web page with course
information is "under construction." 2) The masters in Florida Studies has only 1
required course and "all other courses must be approved."
It is noted with concern that although the catalogue states that "a student's liberal arts
education will continue throughout the college years" and that the "Exit Requirements will
provide students with an opportunity ... to integrate their knowledge within the context of
liberal arts .... and explore major topics that are important but outside of the major field of
study" that numerous exceptions have been made to allow programs to reduce Exit
Requirements and allow students to graduate with fewer liberal arts courses (i.e . Graphic
Design, Nursing, Engineering).
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In addition to the foreign language entrance requirement, all students applying for a
Bachelor of Arts degree from USF must demonstrate competency in a foreign language.
To demonstrate this competency, students may take either two semesters of a beginning
college-level foreign language or one semester of a higher-level course and earn a letter
grade of "C" or above in the appropriate level course or demonstrate equivalent
competency by passing an examination . It is noted that the undergraduate catalogue
includes a list of languages that will satisfy the Foreign Language requirements - Greek,
Hebrew, Chinese, Polish, Russian, etc. It is unclear, however, what languages are
offered at USFSP. The list of classes provided to the committee includes classes for the
entire USF system. The committee recommends that the institution clearly present what
language courses are offered at USFSP
3.4.11 The institution protects the security, confidentiality, and integrity of its student academic
records and maintains special security measures to protect and back up data. Callahan
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
There is evidence that the University protects student academ ic records and is indeed
strengthening this security while also improving effectiveness and efficiency of work
through the document imaging program enhancement. The Records Management
Manual as well as policies provided in University catalogs ensures the integrity and
security of records as well. The Records Management Manual provides all faculty and
staff appropriate information about their responsibilities related to records management
and additional training is available as needed to keep faculty and staff informed about
changes in laws (such as FERPA) and/or policy.

3.4.12 The institution places primary responsibility for the content, quality, and effectiveness of
its curriculum with its faculty. House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The Committee's review of the materials indicates that the Arts & Sciences, Business,
and Education Councils provide an effective means for collective participation by
faculty to advise the Deans of the Colleges in the consideration, formulation, and
implementation of recommendations and decisions relating to the allocation of resources,
recruiting and evaluation of faculty, setting of goals and priorities, and other matters of
interest to faculty within those colleges. The College Councils are also responsible for
approving all new course and program proposals prior to submission to the USFSP
Undergraduate and Graduate Councils. The Undergraduate Council addresses
questions about undergraduate academic policies related to admissions criteria,
orientation procedures, academic standards, the curriculum and graduation
requirements. The Graduate Council reviews all graduate· proposals. The Faculty
Council makes recommendations pertaining to the operations and welfare of the
University, particularly those pertaining to the academic mission of the University. The
Faculty Council operates according to the principles of shared governance and serves as
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the main channel of communication between the faculty and the administration of USF
St. Petersburg.
Previously, the effectiveness of the curriculum was assessed using the Outcomes
Assessment Process. Faculty from each program area developed measures and
administered assessments each year and incorporated the information to make changes
in curricula where necessary. As of Academic Year 2005-2006, the Florida Board of
Governors resolved that universities would develop and implement Academic Learning
Compacts to ensure student achievement in baccalaureate degree programs in the State
University System. USFSP initiated Academic Learning Compacts in 2005 as its primary
academic assessment mechanism to be used for all degree programs at USFSP.
Specific examples of previous assessment and the department learning compacts can be
found at- http://www.stpt.usf.edu/coas/outcomes_assessment.htm

3.4.13 For each major in a degree program, the institution assigns responsibility for program
coordination, as well as for curriculum development and review, to persons academically
qualified in the field. In those degree programs for which the institution does not identify
a major, this requirement applies to a curricular area or concentration. House
_ _ Compliance
_? _ Non-Compliance
Comment
The institution uses several means to oversee curriculum development. The narrative
and the materials presented for this core requirement, however, do not adequately
address matters related to program coordination . Review of other materials indicates
that a coordinator is identified within each program to oversee the preparation of an
outcomes assessment plan for each program offered at USF St. Petersburg.
Recommendation , additional information must be presented to identify how the institution
assigns responsibility for program coordination as well as for curriculum development and
review, to persons academically qualified in the field.

3.4.14 The institution=s use of technology enhances student learning, is appropriate for meeting
the objectives of its programs, and ensures that students have access to and training in
the use of technology. Wakefield
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Insufficient basis for judgment
The institution enhances student learning through technology in multiple and
complementary ways. According to the Campus Technology Resources webpage, CTR
services 47 classrooms with computers connected to the internet, CD/DVD and VCR
players, and large-screen monitors. Planning documents for 2004-2007 indicate that
there are six computer classrooms, two of which support science courses. Student
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learning via computer outside the classroom is enhanced through Campus Computing
Service computer labs with desktop publishing and course application software for
multiple disciplines, and an academic success center provides internet-ready PCs. The
library supplies 45 computers for public use, and houses both an instructional media
department and an IM center with broadcast studio. Distance learning technology is wellestablished, and distance education is being introduced experimentally. Faculty training
for using instructional technology is mandatory and provided. Optional training in software
programs is provided at a discount. No description is provided in the narrative or
documentation of student training in the use of technology, though students are in a
network environment that in some locations is wireless and have access to computer labs
71 hours/week.

3.5.1

The institution identifies college-level competencies within the general education core
and provides evidence that graduates have attained those competencies.
House/Kominiski
__ Compliance
~X- Non-Compliance

Comment
The institution provides evidence of a thorough review of its general education curriculum
and has developed a much-needed Quality Enhancement Plan that focuses on learning
outcomes. These learning outcomes are delineated in detail. However, it is not clear
what kind of evidence other than course completion will be presented on how graduates
have attained these competencies. Academic Learning Compacts required by the state
of Florida should address the matter of assessment but neither the website nor CD
provides any 2005-06 Academic Learning Compacts for general education . {Above
comments provided by Kominski}
Review of the undergraduate catalogue indicates that 120 semester hours (48 hours of
upper level work) are required to graduate and that "all new USF students and Former
Students Returning are required to take 45 semester hours to satisfy the complete liberal
arts requirements. Thirty-six (36) semester hours will satisfy the general education course
requirements and 9 semester hours will satisfy the exit requirements." The General
Education requirements of English Composition (6 semester hours), Quantitative
Methods (6), Natural Sciences·(6), Social Sciences (6), Historical Perspectives (6), Fine
Arts (3) and a Cultural Perspective (3) in combination with 9 semester hours of additional
general studies courses (the exit requirement) is based on a coherent rationale and
provides a breadth of knowledge in the appropriate areas.
The institution has several mechanisms to identify and demonstrate competencies within
the general education core.
A detailed analysis of these mechanisms includes the
following.
As noted in the General Education Assessment (AY 2004-2005), USF St. Petersburg's
general education requirements ensure a broad liberal arts grounding for students that
stresses competence in written expression, historical and social perspectives, scientific
inquiry, critical thinking, and cultural sensitivity. USF St. Petersburg provides instruction
for all coursework required of each degree program , although legislative mandate
provides that students may choose to enroll at other USF campuses for the same
courses. The design and the goals of the General Education program on the USF St.
Petersburg campus parallel that of the USF System. Specifically, an effective general
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education program should facilitate the exposure of students to a diversity of ideas,
concepts, and ways of acquiring knowledge. The Liberal Arts General Education
emphasizes inquiry as the method to develop complex intellectual skills that will allow
students to become critical thinkers, concerned citizens, and productive professionals
who are aware of, understand, and engage with the complexities and challenges that our
USF St. Petersburg recently participated in the General
global realities require.
Education
analysis
and
reconceptualization.
process
(http://www.ie.usf.edu/QEP/QEP.pdf). The following were reviewed in this analysis Writing Samples, Student Surveys, and Quantitative Skill Assessment. In addition, a
content analysis of syllabi for a sample of courses identified as meeting the criteria of the
Liberal Arts Curriculum was conducted for courses. Each syllabus was coded based on
five Dimensions and five Thinking Skills identified in previous studies. The five
Dimensions were Values and Ethics, International Perspectives, Environmental
Perspectives, Race and Ethnicity, and Gender. The five Thinking Skills were Conceptual
Thinking, Analytical Thinking, Creative Thinking, Written Expression, and Oral
Expression. The results of the content analysis of syllabi indicate that not all of the
Dimensions and Thinking Skills are being adequately addressed. When the results were
examined as a function of specific categories (Quantitative Methods; English
Composition; Historical Perspectives; Natural Sciences; Social Sciences; and African,
Latin American, Middle Eastern or Asian Perspectives or ALAMEA), the degree to which
the syllabi of courses classified into different categories reflected the Dimensions and
Thinking Skills was quite varied. Compared to the various Dimensions, Thinking Skills
were better represented in the syllabi, although they too showed notable disparities of
Finally, the Committee
evidence as a function of the categorization of the course.
proposed the creation of a General Education Council, chaired by a tenured faculty
member to oversee the development, implementation, and ongoing assessment of the
Foundations of Knowledge and Learning program. The General Education Council would
have the following charge:
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a collegial process that encourages the widest possible faculty participation
in the development and delivery of general education courses.
Approve (certify) courses following the criteria established in the Quality
Enhancement Plan.
Encourage the development of additional general education courses, especially
areas in which options for students are limited.
Review approved courses on a periodic basis (e.g., every three years) to ensure that
the cou rses continue to satisfy the established criteria.
Provide continuous assessment of the general education to ensure that the
expectations established by the Quality Enhancement Process are met.

{Above comments provided by House}
3.5.2

The institution awards degrees only to those students who have earned at least 25
percent of the credit hours required for the degree through instruction offered by that
':>- '('o~l,g}
institution. Wakefield

qf'l{'.£~v~

__ Compliance
_X_ Non-Compliance

C~

Comment
The institutional requirement that students complete "at least 30 of the last 60 hours of
their undergraduate credit in USF courses" neither restricts these courses to USF-St.
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Petersburg, nor self-evidently achieves the minimum standard for prog rams of study that
by authorized exceptions to the general rule include more than 120 hours (e.g., mass
communication and early childhood education). Either a proposal needs to be described
and documented for editing both university-wide and business college residence
requirements in the undergraduate catalog to establish sufficient autonomy and
comprehensiveness to meet standard 3.5.2, or the institution should engage in consortia
or contractual agreements with USF to offer degree programs that it would not offer
independently
3.6.1

The institution's post-baccalaureate professional degree programs, and its master=s and
doctoral degree programs, are progressively more advanced in academic content than
undergraduate programs. House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Review of the graduate catalogue, including materials on specifi c degree programs,
indicates that a minimum of thirty (30) hours is required for a master's degree, at least
sixteen (16) hours of which must be at the 6000 level. At least twenty (20) hours must be
in formal, regularly scheduled course work, ten (10) of wh ich must be at the 6000 level.
Up to six (6) hours of 4000-level courses may be taken as part of a planned deg ree
program. Additional graduate credit may be earned in 4000- level courses only if
specifically approved by the appropriate College Dean. Using the Masters of Liberal Arts
- Florida Studies as an example, Total required hours: (33) Cou rses - 30 hours in
courses from the approved list, including AMS 6934, Introduction to Florida and Regional
Studies, at least 15 hours must be at the 6000 level; 4 hours may be at the 4000 level,
satisfactory completion of a written comprehensive examination, Thesis (3); T hesis
Defense. The graduate council guarantees that the curriculum offers an appropriate and
sequenced course of study, including expected student learning outcomes, an
assessment plan to verify student learning, and, in the case of advanced technology and
related disciplines, industry-driven competencies.

3.6.2

The institution ensures that its graduate instruction and resources foster independent
learning, enabling the graduate to contribute to a profession or field of study. House
_ X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
A review of the materials indicates that the Graduate Council appropriately assures that
graduate courses, curricula, and instructional programs at USFSP are supported . This
group also assures that graduates develop an understanding of the research and/or
creative processes and that graduates develop independent learn ing and critical thinking .

3.6.3

The majority of credits toward a graduate or a post-baccalaureate
earned through the institution awarding the degree. In the case
baccalaureate professional degree programs offered through
consortia arrangements, the student earns a majority of credits
institutions. Wakefield

professional degree is
of graduate and postjoint, cooperative, or
from the participating
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_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The transfer of credit policy described in the USFSP graduate catalog limits transfer of
graduate credit to 9 semester hours (or 3 courses) to its master's degree programs, all of
which require a minimum of 30 semester hours, also described as an institutional policy
in the graduate catalog. The transfer policy also indicates that grades from transfer credit
are marked by a T on the USFSP transcript

3.7.1

The institution employs competent faculty members qualified to accomplish the mission
and goals of the institution. When determining acceptable qualifications of its faculty, an
institution gives primary consideration to the highest earned degree in the discipline in
accordance with the guidelines listed below. The institution also considers competence,
effectiveness, and capacity, including, as appropriate, undergraduate and graduate
degrees, related work experiences in the field , professional licensure and certifications,
honors and awards, continuous documented excellence in teaching , or other
demonstrated competencies and achievements that contribute to effective teaching and
student learning outcomes. For all cases, the institution is responsible ·for justifying and
documenting the qualifications of its faculty. Doran/House
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Cannot determine - need on-site check on faculty files, particularly related to those listed
below.
Request interviews with Regional Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, three academic
Deans
Need clarification on whether USF System Faculty Qualifications and Credentials (May
27, 2003 memo S. David Stamps, Provost and VP M for USF) applies to USF SP. See
Memorandum of Delegation February 10, 2004.
The USF Board of Trustees for the USF System defines provisions for faculty
recruitment, selection, and appointment in accordance with Florida Administrative Code.
The Committee's review of USF St. Petersburg guidelines on the faculty recruiting
process, annual faculty evaluation, and the Fall 2005 faculty roster confirms that the
institution employs competent faculty members qualified to accomplish its mission and
goals. The institution observes process for the review of the credentials of all faculty prior
to their employment, with all faculty submitting an original copy of their transcript
documenting highest degree earned and curriculum vitae. Permanent full-time faculty
update curriculum vitae annually.
Need clarification on credentials
(19)

Hardman, Douglas
Part-time
B.A. History teaching SPA 3612 Basic American Sign Language) and
SPA 4613 (Intermediate ASL). Other qualifications listed are provisional
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certification (2005) -American Sign Language Association; 14 hou rs
coursework at Gallaudet.
(68)

(69)

Elliott, Denise
Full-time
Graduate course in Mass Comm.
qualifications listed

Doctorate not in field; note other

Fields, Monique
Full-time
Graduate courses in Mass Comm.
qualifications listed

Masters only;

note other

(75)

Walters, Mark
Full-time
Graduate courses in Mass Comm ; Doctorate (DMV) not in field; note
other qualifications listed

(168)

Bazley, Kristen
Part-time
Teaching Writing Course (LAE in Childhood Development); Ed.D.
Organizational Leadership; note other qualifications listed

{Above observations are provided by Doran}
The materials indicate that the Board of Trustees has established a pe rsonnel
program for all employees in accordance with State Board of Education rules and
guidelines. The Faculty Recruitmo/lt, Selection, Appointment guidelines mandate that
faculty members must meet the mmimum qualifications defined by the University, which
pertain to the required level of education, training, and experience appropriate for a
specific position. Furthermore, no faculty appointments wi ll be made without full
consultation with, and majority approval of, the faculty members in the relevant
department or unit in accordance with the governance document of the department
concerned. The approval of the dean of the college must be secured in any case in wh ich
the faculty member does not hold at least a master's degree in the teaching field. The
institution maintains orig inal transcripts and annually updated curriculum vitae for all
faculty members. {Above comments provided by House}

3.7.2

The institution regularly evaluates the effectiveness of each faculty member in accord
with published criteria, regardless of contractual or ten ured status. House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Review of the materials, including the Faculty Handbook, indicates t~at all faculty must
have an annual performance evaluation. The written evaluation may be used for various
purposes including seeking improvement in performance, understanding and dealing with
the perceptions of faculty, dealing with programmatic considerations, determining salary
increases, and making personnel decisions including reassignments and/or a cha nge in
responsibilities. Evaluations are provided to faculty members on a regular basis. (a)
Faculty evaluations are based only on assigned duties. (b) The faculty evaluation
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process considers all relevant documents and information provided by the faculty
member. (c) Faculty evaluations include evaluation by faculty peers, if so required by
departmental or unit guidelines, and include the right of faculty members to respond to
evaluations in writing. ·
Tenured faculty members receive a sustained performance review once every seven
years following the award of tenure or their most recent promotion . The purpose of the
review is to document sustained performance during the previous six years and to
encourage continued professional growth and development.
Annual evaluations,
including any documents included in the evaluation file, shall be the sole basis for the
sustained performance review. In other words, no new material may be added. An
employee who received satisfactory annual evaluations during the previous six years
shall not be rated below satisfactory in the sustained performance review nor subject to a
performance improvement plan. A performance improvement plan will be developed only
for those whose performance is identified as being consistently below satisfactory in one
or more areas of assigned duties. The performance improvement plan shall be developed
by the faculty member in concert with his/her chair/dean and include specific
performance targets and a time period of achieving the targets. The University shall
provide specific resources identified in an improvement plan. The chair or dean shall
meet periodically with the faculty member to review progress toward meeting the targets.
It is the responsibility of the faculty member to attain the performance targets specified in
the performance improvement plan.

3.7.3

The institution provides evidence of ongoing professional development of faculty as
teachers, scholars, and practitioners. Wakefield
_ _ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Insufficient basis for judgment
The institution defines faculty development broadly in the narrative but the documentation
is narrow. The narrative indicates that funding is available in each college for faculty
development with regard to teaching, scholarship, and practice, and that the regional vice
chancellor has discretionary funds to support faculty development. Documentation does
not reveal the history, extent, expense, or reported use of these funds, but focuses on
other programs, including internal research grants, sabbaticals, and awards for
excellence. Documentation needs to be broadened to match narrative.

3.7.4

The institution ensures adequate procedures for safeguarding and protecting academic
freedom. House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The institution states in several documents, including Policies and Procedures Manual;
Statement on Faculty Personal Matters; Faculty Handbook, Faculty Employment and
Related Issues, that it affirms the Principles of Academic Freedom and Responsibility
such that these principles are rooted in a conception of the Campus as a community of
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scholars united in the pursuit of truth and wisdom in an atmosphere of tolerance and
freedom.
The Faculty Handbook specifically states that "USF St. Petersburg is committed to the
fundamental principles of academic freedom and believes that only within an environment
of free inquiry, free expression, intellectual honesty, and respect of human dignity can the
University fulfill its mission. Academic freedom applies to teaching, research/creative
activity, and public service and is a right of both faculty and students. Faculty have the
freedom to present and discuss their own academic subjects frankly and forthrightly
without fear of censorship, and to select instructional materials and determine grades in
accordance with University Campus Board and Board of Trustees policies. Faculty have
a responsibility to ensure that students learn in an atmosphere that welcomes intellectual
inquiry and rational discussion."
A University policy on Academic Freedom and Responsibility approved by the Faculty
Senate and the Administration supports this principle. "(a) The University of South Florida
affirms the principles of academic freedom and responsibility, which are rooted in a
conception of the University as a community of scholars united in the pursuit of truth and
wisdom in an atmosphere of tolerance and freedom. (b) Academic Freedom is the
freedom to discuss all relevant matters in the classroom, to explore all avenues of
scholarship, research, and creative expression; to speak freely on all matters of university
governance, and to speak, write, or act as a public citizen without institutional discipline
or restraint. (c) On the part of the faculty, Academic Responsibility implies the honest
performance of academic duties and obligations, the commitment to support the
responsible exercise of freedom by others, and the candor to make it clear that the
individual, while he or she may be freely identified as a member of the University faculty,
is not speaking as a representative of the University in matters of public interest. (d) On
the part of the Administration, Academic Responsibility implies a commitment actively to
foster within the University a climate favorable to responsible exercise of freedom, by
adherence to principles of shared governance, which require that in the development of
academic policies and processes, the professional judgments of faculty members are of
primary importance."
3.7.5

The institution publishes policies on the responsibility and authority of faculty in academic
and governance matters. House
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The institution publishes in several documents, including the Statement on Faculty
Personal Matters; Faculty Handbook- Faculty Governance Faulty Council; Faculty
Handbook - College and Department Governance; Faculty Council - Governance Plan,
policies on the responsibility and authority of faculty in academic and governance
matters, including a declaration to foster within the University a climate favorable to
responsible exercise of freedom, by adherence to principles of shared governance.

3.8.1

The institution provides facilities, services, and learning/information resources that are
appropriate to support its teaching, research, and service mission. Franklin ·
_X_ Compliance
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__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The mission of the university indicates its desire to retain a separate identity that
promotes research and student centered learning while benefiting from the cooperation
and shared resources of a multi-campus university. The mission and vision statement of
the library supports that of the university by emphasizing that it is a partner in teaching,
learning, and research activities with the appropriate facilities, services, and information
resources. Although the library does indeed benefit from its cooperative relationships
with the University of South Florida system, it provides adequate facilities, services, and
learning resources on site that support its current academic programs. The library meets
this standard and is in a position to support the long range goals for growth of the
university's academic research reputation with the addition of new distinctive programs.
The library was included in the development of the university's strategic plan for 20032008 and the plan's strategy to enhance its research and academic programs included
the objective to increase the library holdings and services . Library statistics indicating the
number of holdings were used in the plan as an accountability measure to insure success
in meeting this objective. The library also has its own goal statements to support the
university's efforts to achieve separate SACS accreditation and seeks to provide
appropriate facilities, services, and information resources.
There is evidence ih the documentation to indicate that the current facility is appropriate
in meeting the research and study needs of the student population in its space
allocations, seating capacity, ADA compliance, flexible design, wireless technologies,
computers for public research, special service areas for media services, distance learning
room, computer laboratories and, classroom for bibliographic instruction. The number of
computers appear adequate and a wireless environment in the library should
accommodate the use of individually owned lap top computers for an increased number
of access points to online library resources. There is a question as to the adequacy in the
number of microform reader/printers depending on the number of microform holdings in
the library that will need to be verified onsite.
Extensive services are available to the users of the library including services for research,
instruction, interlibrary loan, reserves, media, and photo duplication. The library's
webpage clearly indicates the library services available and provides concise instructions
and descriptions of these services. Many services are accessible to remote users via the
web page.
There is evidence of an adequate number of library information resources for the current
academic programs of the university as reflected in the statistics of library holdings. The
library provides documentation of curriculum materials and instructional technologies that
support the teacher education programs in the college of education and it describes
media services for teaching and learning activities at the university. The Florida
Electronic Library, the state's virtual library, also extends the number of electronic data
base subscriptions available to its library users, indicating that there are the appropriate
information resources available for compliance. The library has a collection development
plan in place and other planning documents with goals to continue to grow its collections.
It is clear that the current library holdings easily build on the extensive collection of
holdings now available from the 1.8 million volumes in the USF libraries system as
referred to in the university's strategic plan. There is an expectation that these
information resources of the University of South Florida at St. Petersburg should continue
to grow as the university moves to incorporate its plan for a separate identity and mission
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apart from the USF system. Reference is made specifically to the library's growth of
collections in the Strategic Plan to accommodate the growth of the curriculum. A plan to
evaluate the adequacy of collections in keeping with this anticipated growth should be in
place to assess the relevancy of the collections to the academic program. Although the
documentation indicates compliance with the standard, more evidence should be
provided onsite as to the materials budget for the library and results of user satisfaction
Some
surveys as supporting evidence that the collections are being assessed.
supporting documentation is referred to as part of the USF libraries system of centralized
statistics but it was not clear as to how the data is compiled and utilized by the Poynter
library.
3.8.2

The institution ensures that users have access to regular and timely instruction in the use
of the library and other learning/information resources. Franklin
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
A formal and informal program for library instruction is indicated in the compliance
certification materials from the university. The documentation gives evidence of library
instruction made available informally from reference librarians who work with individuals
at the desk during all hours of the library operation, and other instructional services that
are available on a walk-in basis. A more formal library instruction program is available in
orientation sessions offered regularly each semester that introduce the library to
students. Librarians also work directly with faculty teaching information and critical
thinking skills that foster the ability of students to evaluate their selection of information
resources.
Library tutorials, guides, bibliographies, and path finders have been
developed by librarians as instructional tools to assist users. These resources are made
available on site and via the library's webpage to remote users. Other virtual instructional
opportunities are in place for users to request information assistance via "Ask a
Lib(arian," chat, and email services. Although these services are regular and timely, it is
not clear as to the effectiveness of these services in the documentation apart from that
which is available as part of the USF libraries system of data. The evidence suggests
that the instructional services are a shared responsibility handled in a timely and regular
manner among the current reference staff of the library. As the university continues to
grow in size, diversity and academic programs, there should be evidence .of how it will
assess its instructional program, especially in its efforts to provide instruction that
accommodates and is specific to the needs of a diverse population. More documentation
should be available on site for assessing outcomes of the library instruction imparted.
Although compliance with this standard is documented by the library, it would have been
valuable to verify the number of student's accessing these services and the effectiveness
of the instruction in enhancing information literacy. Further support for this standard may
be available during the onsite review or may be included in data that is currently compiled
centrally as part of the USF libraries system.

3.8.3

The institution provides a sufficient number of qualified staff-with appropriate education
or experiences in library and/or other learning/information resources-to accomplish the
mission of the institution. Franklin
__ Compliance
_X_ Non-Compliance
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Comment
Although the library's documentation describes the size and qualification of the staff, it
does not justify the sufficiency of this size and quality in accomplishing the mission of the
institution. The present staff size may, indeed, be sufficient, however, the evidence does
not substantiate that the size and quality are adequate to meet its needs. Specifically,
the documentation provided does not indicate that the current size of the library staff
relates to the goals and services of the library, the college's programs, degrees,
enrollment, size of the faculty and staff, and other auxiliary programs. References to the
ACRL and ASRL standards in the library's report without accompanying explanation of
how these standards have been used as an assessment measure do not indicate
compliance. The university has a current population of students approach ing 5,000 and
has indicated in its strategic plan that it plans to increase the size and diversity of its
population. The plan includes a statement from the CEO that the university seeks to grow
from 4, 600 to 8,000 students in the next four to five years. Yet, the library does not
indicate its goals to provide sufficient staff in keeping with this projection , nor does it
show evidence that the current staff size is sufficient for the academic programs. For
example, currently, the bibliographic instruction is handled by the reference staff which
also is responsible for interlibrary loan. Statistics of Interlibrary loan and instruction
services to offsite students may well indicate that the demand on the present reference
librarians is great enough to warrant additional staff, given that approximately half of the
total student population is part time and may be in greater need of remote services that
require additional staff time: Interlibrary loan services may also increase as they are
made available to a growing undergraduate population of students. Although the current
professional reference staff is available to students at all hours of operation, additional
staff may be needed to extend the hours of the library as more graduate programs are
planned and as the university realizes a ·separate identity and mission. The university's
strategic plan discusses the assignment of subject liaison librarians that work with
ind ividual campus departments and programs, yet the adequacy of the current size of the
professional staff is not justified as to whether all academic departments have subject
specialist sufficiently and whether a plan is in place to add staff to accommodate
outreach assignments in keeping with the future growth of academic programs. It can be
anticipated that a doctoral, research level university with a student centered focus will
require more individual attention and intervention from library staff as they serve a
diverse population. The library's "mission, values, vision and goals statement" includes
service values that support the diversity of faculty and students, their varying interests,
skills and abilities. This philosophy would warrant evidence of a sufficient number of
professional librarians and competent library assistants to support this focus in its library
services. The library has also incorporated new special collections in local history that
will require a growing staff to work in the preservation of these rich resources. Currently,
the organizational chart does not indicate support staff for the special collections librarian.
The growth of academic programs should require more collection analysis and
development that would likewise support the need for more staff in the area of collection
development. The organizational chart does not indicate support staff for the librarian in
this area. Additional documentation is needed to indicate compliance with this standard
to include: a staff roster with qualifications of each staff member, a description of their
positions, professional development opportunities, evidence of the staff's contributions to
the institution, the budget for staff and the application of other assessment measures that
document the sufficiency of the current staff size. A comparison of libraries from peer
institutions would be a useful assessment measure to indicate compliance with this
standard. Although some statistical information is provided by the USF libraries system
data as a whole, the appropriate documentation is not pointed to or presented clear
enough in the Poynter Library's own supporting documentation for standard 3.8.3 to
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substantiate compliance. If the onsite review does not clarify its evidence in support of
the standard, a recommendation may follow to develop a plan that increases the number
of qualified staff to accomplish the mission and strategic plan of the university in keeping
with its intent to achieve separate accreditation. A staff of sufficient size with the
appropriate qualifications is the foundation by which all other requirements for
accreditation can be met.
3.9.1

The institution publishes a clear and appropriate statement of student rights and
responsibilities and disseminates the statement to the campus community. Callahan
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The Statement of Student Rights/Responsibilities is appropriate to the University and is a
part of the Student Code of Conduct. It is accessible to students online in the Student
Handbook and is referenced in the printed New Student Orientation Manual & Student
Handbook although not clearly identifiable in that form. Students are notified on a regular
basis via email as to where they can find·this information.

3.9.2

The institution protects the security, confidentiality, and integrity of its student records.

Callahan
_ _ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
The Records Management Manual as well as policies provided in University catalogs
ensures the integrity and security of student records. The Student Records Policy
6C4.2 .0021 also provides students with good information about access to and protection
of their records per FERPA.
3.9.3

The institution provides services supporting its mission with qualified personnel to ensure
the quality and effectiveness of its student affairs programs. Callahan
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The Regional Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs is well qualified for providing leadership
to the various student affairs programs. Recognizing this, it would seem that the student
affairs staff are similarly qualified although documentation of this was not found.

3.10.1 The institution's recent financial history demonstrates financia l stability. Garcia
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
A review of the audits for the years ending June 30, 2004 and June 30, 2005 as-well-as
the budgets for fiscal years 2004, 2005 and 2006 demonstrate the University's financial
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stability. The State appropriations increased by approximately 7% from FY 2005 to 2005
and 9 % from FY 2005 to 2006. The institutions enrollment has increased by_ _ and is
projected to grow by __% over the next few years. (Garcia)
3.1 0.2 The institution provides financial statements and related documents, including
multiple measures for determining financial health as requested by the Commission,
which accurately and appropriately represent the total operation of the institution. Garcia
__ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
3.1 0.3 The institution audits financial aid programs as required by federal and state regulations.
Garcia
_ _ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
3.1 0.4 The institution exercises appropriate control over all its financial and physical resources.
Garcia
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University has a business office organization that is consistent with its mission.
There is an appr9priate system of control in managing its financial resources, and reports
are available on the web for the budget managers. The University has an acceptable
accounting system which follows generally accepted principals of accounting, as outlined
in College and University Business Administration as-well-as those required by the State
of Florida and the USF University System.
The University has the appropriate controls in-place through its Physical Plant,
department , Public Safety department, Purchasing and Property and Facilities Planning
& Construction . (Note: I still have to verify the process when we are on campus)
3.1 0.5 The institution maintains financial control over externally funded or sponsored research
and programs. Garcia
__ Compliance
_ _ Non-Compliance
Comment
The Regional Associate Vice Chancellor for Research and Graduate Studies provides
leadership in the areas of externally funded or sponsored research and programs. This
office works in conjunction with the. System Vice President for Research and the
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer in this effort. The University does
provide financial control over externally funded or sponsored research and programs.
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3.10.6

The institution takes reasonable steps to provide a healthy, safe, and secure
environment for all members of the campus community. Callahan/Garcia

__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The Public Safety Department provides security for the campus and a review of the
Cleary Act report reflects a safe and secure environment. This annual crime report (in
accordance with Uniform Crime Reporting Program) provides evidence of a safe campus
community. It is also nicely presented in a newsletter that contains good safety advice
and referral information to members of the campus community in case of a criminal
inCident.
(Note: we need to verify what the Cleary Act report indicates)

3.10.7

The institution operates and maintains physical facilities, both on and off campus, that
are adequate to serve the needs of the institution=s educational programs, support
services, and other mission-related activities. Garcia/House

__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University provides excellent physical facilities to conduct its educational program . A
review of the maintenance program _ _, which is carried out by the Physical Plant
department keeps all of the facilities in good condition
Additional facilities currently in the renovation, construction and/or planning phases indicate
strong support for continued facility growth to meet the needs of today' s students (i.e.,
construction of a residence hall, renovation of student recreation facilities, etc.). {Above
comments provided by Garcia}
Review of the materials provided, including the list of USFSP physical resources indicates that
the institution has 15 buildings all but one are of "general adequacy" and all but two are in
good "state of repairs". The review also indicates that the physical plant is charged to
maintain facilities and serve programs, support services and other related activities. In
addition, the materials indicate that the institution has leased a building for the business
school, has broken ground for a parking deck and bookstore, and has plans to construct a 7story residence hall in 2006. The plan for upkeep is stated to be (1) the plan and scheduling
of capital projects over a five-year period and (2) the plan and scheduling of routine
maintenance on an annual basis. It was noted that the mission of the Facilities Planning &
Construction Department is to provide the University of South Florida St. Petersburg with
efficient, customer-oriented, professional planning services, and support of the short- and
long-range development of the campus physical and spatial environment.
The institution did not provide any specifics on a maintenance plan. {Above comments
provided by House}

D.

Assessment of Compliance with Federal Requirements
4.1

When evaluating success with respect to student achievement in relation to the institution=s
mission, the institution includes, as appropriate, consideration of course completion , state
licensing examinations, and job placement rates. Kominiski
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__ Compliance
_X_ Non-Compliance
Comment
Course completion data was not found . College
licensing exam data but this information was at
education students passed the pertinent exams
percentages were provided. The reviewer could
graduates.

4.2

of Education assessment reports included
the most general level. The majority of
on their first attempt but no numbers or
find no job placement information for any

The institution maintains a curriculum that is directly related and appropriate to the purpose
and goals of the institution and the diplomas, certificates or degrees awarded. House
__ Compliance
_?_Non-Compliance
Comment
The University Mission statement, "USF St. Petersburg offers distinctive graduate and
undergraduate programs in the arts and sciences, business, and education within a close knit,
student-centered learning community that welcomes individuals from the region, state, nation,
and world", defines the· institution's identify and goals associated with a USFSP degree.
Review of the undergraduate catalogue indicates that students are required to take 45
semester hours to satisfy the complete liberal arts requirements. Thirty-six (36) semester
hours will satisfy the general education course requirements and 9 semester hours will satisfy
the exit requirements. The General Education requirements of English Composition (6
semester hours), Quantitative Methods (6), Natural Sciences (6), Social Sciences (6),
Historical Perspectives (6), Fine Arts (3) and a Cultural Perspective (3) in combination with 9
semester hours of additional general studies courses is based on a coherent rationale and
provides a breadth of knowledge in the appropriate areas. The General Education
requirements and the major requirements collectively meet the institution's mission statement
to "conduct wide-ranging, collaborative research to meet society's needs and engage in
service projects and partnerships to enhance the university and community's social, economic
and intellectual life."
Although the curriculum as presented is appropriate to the purpose and goals of the institution
and the diplomas, certificates or degrees awarded it is unclear that the curriculum delivered at
the USFSP campus is appropriate. The following points are noted with concern. 1) The
institution has more than 3,600 full-time and 1,000 part-time undergraduate students but there
are only 5 full-time English faculty. 2) There is only 1 full-time Mathematics professor. 3)
There are no full-time faculty members in Sociology. 4) The are only 5 faculty in World
Language Education (2 FT, 3 PT) and these faculty only cover Spanish and French. The later
is a concern because all students applying for a Bachelor of Arts degree must demonstrate
competency in a foreign language. It is unclear what language courses are offered at USFSP
and if these offerings are appropriate. Lastly, it is unclear what courses from the long list of
courses that satisfy the liberal arts requirements are offered at USFSP. The list of classes
provided to the committee includes classes for the entire USF system.
The committee recommends that the institution continue to work to increase the number of full
time faculty so that the percentage of courses taught by part-time faculty is reduced and so
that each department has an appropriate number of full-time faculty. The committee also
recommends that the institution clearly indicate what courses are offered at USFSP.
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4.3

The institution makes available to students and the public current academic calendars, grading
policies, and refund policies. Callahan
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
Academic calendars and grading policies are easily accessible on the University website
and/or in the University catalog. The refund policy is linked from the USF-Tampa website and
it is assumed that this applies to the St. Petersburg campus as well.

4.4

The institution demonstrates that program length is appropriate for each of the degrees.
Kaminski
_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
All the university's degree programs are of the appropriate length.
The university is required to conform to Florida statues for maximum degree length. Florida
statute stipulates that an associate's degree should require no more than 60 hours, including
36 hours of general education. USF St. Petersburg awards an associate degree when these
conditions are met and a student has attained a 2.0 GPA and completed at least 20 hours in
residence. Florida statute also stipulates that a baccalaureate degree require no more than
120 hours, including 36 hours of general education unless prior approval is granted by the
State Board of Education. Exceptions can be made for certain programs. The university has
a number of additional criteria such as a minimum GPA, residency, and liberal arts
requirements. · Mass Communication and Early Childhood Education exceed the maximum
state-mandated baccalaureate degree length of 120 hours.
The minimum number of credit hours required by FSU St. Petersburg for a master's degree is
30 hours with a minimum 16 hours at the 6000 level, 20 hours in regularly scheduled class
work (10 at the 6000 level). Up to 6 hours may be taken at the undergraduate level (4000).

4.5

The institution has adequate procedures for addressing written student complaints and is
responsible for demonstrating that it follows those procedures when resolving student
complaints. Callahan
_ _ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance ·
Comment
The University does present evidence for addressing student complaints through several
policies (such as the Sexual Harassment and Diversity and Equal Opportunity 0-008 SP as
well as the Academic Grievance Procedures). Other policies of USF complement these and
provide additional resources that may support the process and procedures on the St.
Petersburg campus. There may be an opportunity for enhancing the policies and procedures
by adopting some of these with explicit references/links to the St. Petersburg campus. The
Student Code of Conduct references a Dean of Students' involvement in these processes and
it is not clear who fulfills this role in the absence of this title on both the Student Affairs website
and in the Student Affairs directory.
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4.6

Recruitment materials and presentations accurately represent the institution=s practices and
policies. Callahan
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
A review of recruitment materials both published and online indicate that the University is
accurately portrayed.

4.7

The institution publishes the name of its primary accreditor and its address and phone
number. (The publication of this information is presented so that it is clear that inquiries to the
Commission should relate only to the accreditation status of the institution, and not to general
admission information.) Harper

_X_ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The institution does publish the name of SACS and includes the address and phone number
of the Commission. It is clear that inquiries should relate only to the accreditation status of the
institution and not to general admission information.

4.8

The institution is in compliance with its program responsibilities under Title IV of the 1998
Higher Education Amendments Garcia
__ Compliance
__ Non-Compliance
Comment
The University is authorized to participate in the Federal Title IV programs by the U.S.
Department of Education under the Federal Program Participation agreement valid through
September 30, 2008. The federal programs audit (A-133) for the year ending _was
conducted by the Auditor General of the State of Florida. The audit results were as
follows:
. Based on the A-133 audit for the year ending _
the University is in
compliance with its program responsibilities un Title IV of the 1998 Higher Education
Amendments. (Garcia)

Part Ill.

Observations and Comments

Directions: Although formal suggestions and commendations are no longer included in committee
reports, the Committee may make advisory and laudatory comments regarding the institution and either
include them here or embed them in the comments for the respective Core Requirement or
Comprehensive Standard. Delete these directions prior to printing the final report.

Entire committee
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APPENDIX A
Roster of the Accreditation Committee
Directions: Include the name, title, institution, city and state of each member. Delete these directions
prior to printing the final report.
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APPENDIX 8
Off-Campus Sites or Distance Learning Programs
Evaluated as Part of the Accreditation Review

Examples:
New Orleans, LA: B.S. in Accounting offered at 322 St. Charles Street
Charleston, SC: General education courses, BBA, BS in Accounting offered at 611 Calhoun Ave.
BS in Accounting and BBA offered to approximately 125 students on the Web
Delete this box prior to printing the final report.
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APPENDIX C
List of Recommendations

~ited

in the Report of the Accreditation Committee

_List recommendations consecutively. Include the Core Requirement or Comprehensive Standard number,
the recommendation number, the recommendation.
Examples:
CR 2 .11, Recommendation 1:
The Committee recommends that the institution provide an audit for the most recent fiscal year.
CS 3.2.10, Recommendation 2:
The Committee recommends that the institution provide evidence that the president and senior staff are
evaluated on a periodic basis.
Delete this box prior to printing the final report.
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